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The Subcommittee
subcommittees working

FOREWORD

on Radlochemlstry Is one of a number of
under the Committee on Nuclear Science

within the National Academy of Sciences - National Research
council . ItS members represent government, industrial, and
university laboratories in the areas of nuclear chemistry and
analytical chemistry

The Subcommittee has concerned Itself with those areas of
nuclear science which involve the chemist, such as the collec-
tion and dlstrlbutlon of radi,ochemical procedures, the estab-
lishment of specifications for radiochemically pure rea&ents,
availability of cyclotron time for service irradiations, the
place of radiochemistry in the undergraduate college program,
etc .

This series of monographs has grown out of the need for
up-to-date compilations of radiochemical information and pro-
cedures. The .Subcommittee has endeavored to present a series
which will be of maximum use to the working scientist and
which contains the latest available information. Each mono-
gra~h collects in one volume the perttient information reauired
for-radiochemical work with an ind~vldual element or a
closely related elements.

An expert in the radiochemlstry of the particular
has written the monograph, following a standard format
by the Subcommittee. The Atomic Energy Commission has
the printing of the series.

gro~p of

element
developed
sponsored

The Subcommittee is confident these publications will be
useful not only to the radiochemlst but also to the research
worker in other fields such as physics, biochemistry or medictie
who wishes to use radiochemical techniques to solve a specific
problem. “

W. Wayne Meinke, Chairman
Subcommittee on Radiochemistry

iii



INTRODUCTION

This report has been prepared as one of a series of
monographs on the radlochemistry of the elements under the
sponsorship of the Subcommittee on Radlochemistry of the
Committee on Nuclear Sciences within the National Academy
of Sciences.

This report Is intended to contain information primarily
of interest to radiochemists. However, the Increasing interest
of the so-called radiochemist in problems involving mineral,
meteorological, biological and environmental samples and the
continuing use of radiochemical techniques by biologists, bio-
chemists., organic, analytical and physical chemists has caused
a rather broad definition of radiochemistry to be taken. It iS
hoped that this report will be of use to workers in these diverse
fields while at the same time keeping reasonably accessible the
data needed by workers desiring to make simple, fast separations
of lead from a few radloelements.

The standard radiochemlcal procedures. for lead are included
and form the basis of most of the detailed radiochemlcal pro-
cedures compiled in section VII. In add>tion, a speoial attempt
has been made to give information on techniques which have demon-
strated or promise potential advantages for radiochemical appll-
ca,tionbut ,are not in general use by radiochemlsts.

Undoubtedly, important referenceO and tirocedures have been
left out. Notification of such omissions or new techniques for
inclusion in future revisions of this manuscript would be much
appreciated.

I would like to acknowledge the aid of E. K. Hyde of the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley, who kindly made his
extengive file on the radiochemlstry of lead available to the
author at the beginning of
perspicacity of Miss Nancy
manuscript.

this study and the.perserverance smd
Hughes, who typed the drafts and final

W. M. Gibson
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The Radiochemistry of Lead

W. M. GIESON

Bell Telephone Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey

I. General reviews of the Inorganic and analytical chemistry

of lead.

W. W. Scott (N. H. Furman, Ed,); !’StandardMethods of

Chemical Analysis”, qth Edltlon, D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc.,

New York, 1939.

W. F. Hlllebrand, G. E. F. Lundell, H. A. Bright, and

J. I. Hoffman: “Applied Inorganic Analysis”, 2nd Edltlon, John

Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York (1953).

E. B. Sandell: “Colorimetrlc Detern+natlon of Traces of

Metals”, jrd Edition, ItIterBClenCe Publishers, Inc., New York

(1959).

II. General reviews of the radlochemlstry of lead.

O. Hahn: “Applled Radlochemlstry’’,.Co~ell Unlverslty

Press, Ithlca, New York (1936).

Although not a general review, this book dtscusBes much

of the early radlochemlstry of lead.



III.

Table I
Table of 100tope8 of lead.

Isotope

~b195

~b196

~b197M

~b198

~b199M

Pb199

~b200

~b201M

~b201

~b202M

~b202

~b203M

~b203

~b204M

~b204

~b205

~b206

~b207m

~b207

~b208

~b209

~b210(RaD)

~b211 (AcB)

~b212(mB)

~b214 (RaB)

Half life

17 m

37 m

42 m

2.4 h

12.2 m

90 m

21.5 h

61 B

9.4 h

3.62 h

5%3 x 10 y

6.1 s

52.1 h

66.9 m

stable

*5 x 107 y

stable

0.80 s

stable

stable

3.30 h

19.4 h

36.1 m

10.64 hr

26.8 m

TYPe of decay Method of production

E.C.

E.C.

E.C, 80$,1.T. 20$

E.C.

I.T.

E.C., B+ weak

E.C, Hg198(a,2n)

I.T.

!9+weakE.C., 199(a,2n)Hg198(u,n);Hg

I.T. 90~,E.C. 10%

E.C. Hg199(a,n);Hg 200(u,2n)

I.T.

E.C. Hg201(a, 2n);T1203(p,n) ;T1203(d,2n)

I.T.

1.40*

E.C.(no 7)

25.1$

I.T. daughter B1207

21.7$

52.3$

P-(no 7)
&I$h~; T1210(RaC”)

P- daughter Pa214(RaC)

P- daughter Po215(AcA)

p- da~hter Po216(ThA)

P- daughter Po218(RaA)



For more complete Inforniation on the radiations of the

lead Isotopes and “for references to the original literature,

see “Table of Is~topes”j D. Stromlnger, J. M. Hollande~ and

G. T. Seaborg, Reviews of Modern Physics 30, No. 2, paPt II,—

April 1958. Lead-210 (RaD), lead-212 (ThB) and lead-214 (RaB)

and their daughters have been widely used aO tracers and sourceO.

These isotopes are commonly obtained from natural radium and

thorium samples. The genetic relationships of the radium and

thorium series are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

IV. Review of those features of lead chemistry of chief Interest

to radlochemlsts.

1. General comments.

The radiochemistry of lead has a history almost as long

as the history of radlochemlstry Itself. In 1899, three years

after the discovery of radioactivity by Becquerel and only a

year after the discovery of radium and polonium by the Curies,

Elster and Geltal reported that lead sulphate obtained from

pltchblend was very active (El). This was Interpreted at the the

as being due to actlvlty Induced In dtable lead by exPodure to .,

the radiations of radium In the ore and was called “radiolead”.

The true Interpretation for this result and the other experiments

that followed It, however, had to await the transmutation hypothe81a

of Rutherford and Soddy In 1902-1903 but the name “radlolead” was

still applicable.

The existence of convenient radioactive Isotopes of lead

In the natural series brought about their early use as Indicators.

The first published account of the uae of a radioactive tracer was

In 1913 when Heveay and Paneth measured the volubility of lead

chromate (Hi) by using” ThB (Pb212) tracer. It Is reported that

an emmi.nently practical application waO devlBed by Hevesy even

prior to this. The story goes that Hevesy had

suspicions about the cullnary practices at the

unconfirmed

boardhghouae at

3
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which he resided during hls early work on radloactlvlty. One

evening after a repast of the inevitable “stew”, he left a sizable

portion of hls dinner uneaten after splklng It with a neutral

solutlon of ThB he had prepared for the purpose. The next evening

armed with an electroscope and a suitable demonstration source It

la said that Heveby proaeeded tioshow hle surprised fellow boarders

and embarrassed landlord that the 6tew wa~ being recycled In a

most unforgivable manner. Already by 1926 lead Isotopes were In

use In an extremely diverse number of fields (H2).

The recent book by Overman and Clark (02) gives a good

review of radioisotope technlqueB. This is especially useful to

a worker new In the field as a guide to handling radloleotopes

and plannlhg experiments involving radioisotopes.

2. Metallic lead.

Lead metal Is a Bllver gray metal, soft, denge and

fusible. In spite of itB fairly low melting point of 328”c It

Is often used as a target for cyclotron, lrradlatlons at moderate

current densltles. Some care must be taken to provide adequate

cooling, however, since the th,ermal conductivity (0.082 at 100°)

iB only moderate.

The physical

Although lead Is rarer

1.6 x 10-3% In earth’s

properties of lead are tabulated In Table II.

than the so-called “rare metals” (abundance

crust) Its frequent occurrence In sizable

deposits, the ease of obtalnlng the metal and the widespread use

of lead In alloys, paints, fuels, ,Pipes and other materials make

It a frequent contaminant of reagents, air, dust and laboratory

glassware and materials. The problems of preparing carrier-free

samples are dlscusaed In a later section of this report.

5



Table 11
Physical and atomic properties of lead.

Atomic Wt.

Atomic No.

Stable Isotopes

Melting Point, “C

EOlllng Point, ‘C

DenBlty, g/cc

Electrical reslstlvlty, ohm-cm,
at 20°C

size of ~+4
In Crystal, cm x 108

Ionization Potentials

1st electron

2nd electron

207.22

82

H204 1.40~ ,206(25.1~),207(21.7~)
208 52.3$
327.5

1750

11.34

21.9 x 10
-6

0.84

7.38

14.96

It IB of Interestfor many radiochemlcal applications

that the Isotopic abundances In a particular lead sample are

somewhat dependent on Its history. Lead derived from uranium

ores Is principally Pb
206

and Its density Is 11.27 as opposed to

11.34 for ordinary lead which contains more lead-20B than any

other Isotope (abundances are shown In Table I).

Lead Is eaally reduced to the metal and Is usually

separated from ltO most common ore galena (PbS) by heating with

scrap Iron which reduces the lead. The reduction Is of Interest

In a number of useful separation schemes which are discussed In

section IV-10 of this report. The oxidation potentials (Ll) In

acidic and basic systems are shown below.

pbo.126 ~b++ -1.455
Acid solution — Pb02

Basic solution pb”~pb(j~ pbo
2

Lead can be dissolved eaally In dilute nttrlc acid,

but Is quite resistant to the action of even moderately concen-

trated sulfurlc acid. The metal can be dissolved In concentrated

sulfuric acid and Is readily oxldlzed by oxygen In the presence

of weak organic acid such as acetic acid.

6



3. Soluble salts of lead.

The salts of lead easily soluble In water Include the

nltrlte, nitrate, chlorate, bromate, perchlorate, dithfonate,

citrate and acetate salts. Although the dlhalldes PbC12, PbBr2

and Pb12 are only sllghtly soluble In cold H20 their aolublllty

Is Increased in concentrated halogen acids due co formation of

complex ions (e.g. PbC14=). Lead hydroxide 1~ only sllghtly

soluble In water but is soluble in acid or alkallne solutions.

In basic solutions basic nitrates are formed which preclpltate;

however, In the presence of exce~s acetate, basic lead acetate

Pb(OH)C2H302 iS formed which Is soluble In basic solutlon ~d can

be used to prevent preclpltatlon or hydrolyses of lead In neutral

or weakly baeic solutlons.

The only oxldatlon state of importance In aqueous so~u-

tlon Is the +2 state. Compounds of the +4 plumblc ion are well

known but are Invariably unstable or Insoluble In aqueous solutlo~.

Due to the dominant stabll$ty of the +2 state In aqueous ~olutlon

oxidation-reduction reactions are of minor Importance In lead

separations and determlnatlons. The notable exceptions are

anodlc oxldatlon”to the dioxide and reduction to the metal either

cathodlcally or by Internal electrodeposltlon. These reactions

have been used.for the separation and determ~natlon of lead and

a?e discussed

The

solublllty of

Table III.

in detail In section I7J-10of this report.

information available (H4), (IJ5) and

the common soluble lead compounds Is

(S4) on the

shown In

4.

Table ~.

salts and

Insoluble salts of lead.

A. Insoluble salts and gravlmetrlc compounds.

The common Insoluble salts of lead are summarized In

Some of these salts as well as some of the other lead

organic complex preclpltate8 are discussed below.

7



Table III
Soluble salts of lead.

Compound Formula

Acetate Pb(C2H302)2-2H20

Bromate Pb(Br03)2

Chlorate Pb(C103)2

perChlorate Pb(C104)2

Nitrate Pb(N03)2

Dithlonate Pb S206

*At temperature In degrees centigrade

Solubillty In Water*
,Q/100 ml

45.6115, 200100

1.3820

151.3% 171 80

499.725

37.65°, 56.520, 127100

115.020”5

shown In superscript

TASI.SIV
Im901ublePaltOof Land

mme

Brdde

Cdmnata
chloride

dichrmate

Fe-y8nida

Flwrida

Icdate

Icuiide

Lmmate

I.W.@iate

Oxal.8te

oxide

dioxide
.,

O-rthOphOOphat-e

Belenate

Bu.lfate

Sulfide

Thiocyanate

Thioeulfata

!l!ungstate

Fnnmla

PbBr2

-3
plc~

Ptcrok

‘2°7
Pb21’e(Cil)6,.40

~2

P%(OE)2

“n(Io3)2

Pb12

mc&302)2

P-tMJok

P-M2204

Pm

Pb32

~+~k)2

PMeo4

PlSo4

PM

Pb(sc?I)2

‘2°3
Pmmk

●At temperaturein degrees
+*Abbr~~iatiO~~~d ~ t~
beenadopted

VolubilityinWater*
(!#tom qo

0,4554°,o,841tm,h.nl~

0,cclollm

0.673°,O,@, 3.341W

5.8x 10-6(m)

d.

i.

0.C6JF

o.o15p,S1.s.lm

o.oo&, o.c0325

o.dlll”,0.06320,0.411W

0.00935

o.cm618i“

O.colr

i.

0.ccoo14~

i.

0,004255,0.005640

O.cmo%

0.0520

0,03

0.03

Volubilityh OtbOr
Solvents-

n.a., -J d. S.JJEx; i. al.

s.a.,alk.; I..Q, SE
3

al.a,Ml. 521,RB .i,al.
3’

B.a.,alk.; i, ac. a., HE
3

a.e.,alk.

al. s. ??904
s,mo ; i.acct., m

3 3
~.~.81k.;i. met.

al.s.am J i. acct.
3,

s. dk., KIJ i. al.

a. Concoqsok; S.&.,KoH,i. al,

E. ~0 j i. tik.
3

a, mO , d-k., lead acct.,
3 m4aL src12

a. dll. ml; ❑1. a, ac.a.

s.mo3, alk.; i. aa.a.

n. Cone.a,

B.RE4slQt,;.l...mnco E,_J3q

0.a.;i.KOE,all

a.Io2m,mo3

.. a.N~~03

d. a.;i,al,

centigradeBhnumin supr~cript.
%ndbmk of CbmiBtry and PhyBicE”,ChemicalRubbr publishingCo,have

8



Lead carbonate

Lekd carbonate la sllghtly soluble In water, la

Insoluble In basic solution and Is soluble in ammonium acetate

and In acid solutlon. The carbonate Is frequently formed during

separations by metatheslzlng a lead sulphate precipitate to lead

carbonate through heating and stirring the lead sulfate wfth

portions of sodium carbonate solutlon.

Lead carbonate can be precipitated homogeneously by

addltlon of monoethanolamine carbonate reagent to a neutral

nitrate solutlon. The monoethanolamlne carbonate reagent Is

prepared by saturating a 10~ monoethanolamlne solution with

carbo”ndloxlde gas and adding an equal amount of 10~ monoethanola-

mlne. This reagent has been used to separate lead from copper by

addltlon of a 1.5$ solutlon of the reagent to a neutral solutlon

of lead and copper nitrates (R2). The lead carbonate precipi-

tate was washed with water contalnln& a small amount of the

carbonate reagent and subsequently dissolved In a hot nitric

acid, acetic acid mixture.

tlon can be repeated. The

especially In the presence

would seem to be worthy of

Lead Chloride

After neutralization the preclplta-

speclficlty of this preclpltatlon,

of acetate, tartarate or cyanide

further Investigation.

Lead chloride preclpltatlon Is not quantitative for

lead under normal conditions but can be useful for radlochemlcal

purlflcatlon of a lead fraction. It can also be used to remove

the bulk of a large quantity of lead prior to more complete

separations. Although sparingly soluble In cold water, lead.

chlorlde (PbC12) Is readily soluble in hot water or In dilute,

hot nltrlc acid. This has been used as a separation from silver

by preclpltatlon of silver chlorlde from hot nltrlc acid solu-

tions (,H3). Tlra (Tl) reports that the condltlon for maxlmmun

yield of PbC12 with hydrochloric acid at 20°C occurs at pH 0.5

9



in lead chlorlde mlutlon and PH 0.03 in lead acetate .golutlon.

Increaalng the chloride concentration too high reflults In

formation of ~oluble lead chloride complexes such a$ pbC14=.

An excess of ethylenedlamlnetetraacetlc acid (EDTA)

causes lead to be soluble In chlorlde solutions (Cl) due to

formation of the very stable EDTA-lead complex. Silver (I) and

thallium (I) chlorldee remain Insoluble end can be eeparated

from lead. Mercu~ (1) al~o forms a soluble EDTA complex under

these conditions. “The preOence of citrate also keeps lead from

precipitating from dilute chlorlde eolutlons. Mukh~rjl and Dey

have used thla to separate lead from silver (M4). In their

procedure an excess of sodium citrate is added to the mixture

containing silver and lead nitrate. The Insoluble cltratee of

lead and silver which are at first precipitated redl~aolve upon

gentle heatlpg as complex citrates. Upon addltlon of dilute

hydrochloric &cld silver chloride Preclpltates. Lead may be

removed from the filtrate as lead chromate.

Other Lead HalIdes

Lead bromide and lead iodide

analytical “separatlonO. The dlbromlde

cold water and readily soluble In hot.

sllghtly soluble In cold or hot water.

are somet~es used fpr

Is sllghtly soluble In

The diiodlde Is only

In the presence of EDTA

In acid solutlon lead and BI are not precipitated as the Iodide

whereas silver (I) and thallium (I) remain insoluble (Cl).

Lead Chromate

Along with the sulfide and sulphate,preclpltatlon of

lead chromate is one of the most popular separations In lead

radlochemlstry. This precipitation serves as a satisfactory

separation from dopper, zlnc~and other elements that form soluble

chromates in acetic acid solution. Thallium, antimony, bismuth

and barium are precipitated or carried with the lead chromate;

however, bismuth contamination can be reduced by leaching the

10



precipitate with a dilute citrate-acetate Bolutlon

Moore reports that from a mixture of lead

chromates all the bismuth chromate and up to 20~ of

chromate Is dissolved by citric acid solution (M5).

H3) .

and bismuth

the lead

He reports

similar reBults If the chromates are precipitated from a cltrlc

acid solutlon.

Addltlon of KM’A to the acetic acid solution causes

lead (and silver) to remain In aolutlon upon addition of

chromate. Thallium and barimn precipitate (Cl).

Lead Hydroxide

Except In the presence of fairly large amounts of

alumlnum or Iron (III), lead Is Incompletely precipitated as the

hydro~ide from ammonium hydroxide solutions. The hydroxide Is

amphoterlc, going Into solutlon In strong alkaline solutions

due to formation of plumblte, HPb02-, ions. In the presence of”

EDTA, lead Is even lesO Incllned to precipitate as the hydroxfde

or to be carried on hydroxide precipitates. Precipltatlon of

bismuth hydroxide from a 0.1 ~ NaOH Bolutlon containing excess

EDTA has been used aB a separation of lead and bismuth (L3).

The lead was subsequently removed from the fllkrate by preclpl-

ta’clonof the bismuthlol I (2,s-dtiercapto-l, s,4 thlodl.azol)

complex. This procedure was reported to give > 90~ yield of pore

lead and bismuth In less than 15 minutes (L3).

Lead Molybdate

precipitation of lead molybdate Is a desirable method

for lead separation In the absence of alkaline earths that fcm%

tnOoluble molybdates and of substances such aa titanium, tln

and bismuth that are easily hydrolyzed. This is sometimes used

as a separati& from barium (H3).

Lead Nitrate

Although lead nitrate Is usually regarded as one of

11



,the soluble salts of lead ft can be precipitated from cold

solutlons by addltlon of fuming nltrlc acid. This has been

used as a separation from bismuth (Ri), (Nl).

Lead Dloxlde

Preclpltatlon of lead dloxlde by anodlc deposltlor,

on a platinum gauze electrode is a standard method of separa-

tion and determination for lead (H3). In the standard

procedure the presence of chloride Ion, mercury, arsenic,

tellurium, selenium and phosphorus prevent the complete deposi-

tion of lead, while bismuth, tin, antimony, and manganese

co-deposit. The use of controlled potential deposition and com-

pleting agents make this separation method much more selectlve

(ti). The electroanalytical method has been Important for lead

analysls and Is dlscusaed In detail In section IV-10.

Lead Sulfate

The most common separation of lead by radlochemlsts Is

that based on the lnBolublllty of Its 8ulfate. This Is also the

outstanding separation method In the classlcla analysis of lead

(H3) . For complete precipitation ft Is necessary to remove

traces of nitrate and chloride ions by evaporating to SOs fumes

severa,l times. The sulfate is Insoluble in dilute sulfuric

acid but Is soluble In concentrated sulfuric acid especially with

heating.

Slllca, If present, separates with the lead sulfate

as does tungsten, niobium, tantalum, barium and less completely

strontium and calclum. Bismuth, antimony and silver contaminate

the lead to some extent. The copreclpltatlon of anttiony Is

decreased by addition of tartarlc acid. Addition of alcohol to

the sulfate solutlon decreasea the solublllty of lead sulfate

but Increases contamination by silver, bismuth or calcium. The

normal separation based on the sulfate involves dissolution of

the lead sulfate in ammonium acetate solutlon. Hydroxide

12



insoluble materials such as silica, or bismuth are not dissolved

and are removed by filtration or centrifugatlon. Esrium sulfate

Is sllghtly soluble In ammonium acetate and also tend~ to

prevent complete dissolution of lead sulfate. If large amounts

of barium are present a barium-lead separation (such as preclpl-

tatlon of lead sulfide) should be carried out prior to the

sulfate preclpltatlon.

The lead sulfate precipitate can be made somewhat more

crystalline and more easily filtered and washed by homogeneous

precipitation through addltlon of dlmethyl sulfate. The procedure

recommended by Elving and Zook Involves preclpltatlon of lead

sulfate from a solution of 70X methyl alcohol, 28$ dtlute nitrate

solution and 2$ dlmethylaulfate (E2). This mixture is digested

one hour at 90° with occasional addltlon of a 70~ methanol

solution to keep the volume about 100 ml. After coollng In Ice

the precipitate Is then filtered. It was reported (E2) that good

separation Is achieved from nickel, manganese, copper and zinc

but that large amounts of aluminum and Iron prevent quantitative

preclpltatlon of lead.

The EDTA complex of lead is sufficiently stable to
.

prevent lead sulfate from precipitating under certain conditions.

For example, radium sulfate can be separated from RaD(Pb210) by

addltlon of ammonium sulfate to a weakly acid (PH 4.5-5)

solution containing EDTA (Vi).

Lead Sulfide

Lead sulflde Is the most Insoluble of the stiple lead

-28
salts, having a solubillty product constant of 3.4 x 10 .

Preclpltatlon of lead :ulfide from nltrlc acid solution Is very

nonselective, carrying not only members of the copper group and

arsenic group but also thallium, indlum and

some vanadium or tungsten In the absence of

Alkallne lead aulflde Is somewhat

gallium as well as

tartarlc acid (H3).

more selective but

13



still carries a hoot of elements. The prlnclpal contaminants are

the other members of the copper group, silver, mercury, bismuth

and cadmium as well as ruthenium, rhodium and palladium. It iS

better to separate members of the arsenic group by preclpltatlng

the sulfldes from alkaline solutlon by addition of ammonium

sulfide than by leaching an acid sulfide precipitate with alkaline

solution. The presence of tartarate during the alkaline sulflde

preclpltatlon prevents preclpltatlon of a number of elements

which would otherwise separate as hydroxides, while cyanide

lnhlb~ts preclpltatlon of silver or copper (H3).. Lead sulflde

Is soluble In concentratedh ydrochlorlc acid and In hot 2~

nltrlc acid.

Moore (M5) reports that excellent separation of traces

of lead from small amounts of bismuth can be achieved by:

adding 0.02 grams of copper to 25 ml of the lead and bismuth In

2~ hydrochloric acid and saturating the solutlon with hydrogen

sulflde gas. The copper sulfide precipitate was then filtered

and washed wfth 2~ hydrochloric acid saturated with hydrogen

sulfide. The lead was recovered from the filtrate and bismuth

from the precipitate. The lead pres~ably was kept from precl-

pltatlon”because of formation of soluble lead chlorlde complexes.

Precipitation of lead sulfide homogeneously by addition

of thloacetamlde has been reviewed by Flnston and Mlskel (F2).

The precipitate forms slowly In neutral or dilute acid solutlons

(uP to O.l~hydrochlorlc or O.3~nltric acid). The Precipitate

forms rapidly from an acid solutlon made ammoniacal. The advantage

of the homogeneous preclpltatlon Is the production of a coarse,

crystallke, easily filtered precipitate and reduction of

occluded contaminants (F2). Separations using thioacetamide

can be made more specific by the addition of EDTA (F3). Some

cations such as cadmium, cobalt, Iron

clpltate from ammoniacal solution due

complexes. The preclpltatlon of lead

14
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EDTA
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of tartarate and

not preclpltatem

EDTA In ammoniacal f301utlon tln sulfide does

Salarla has described a number of separations based on

the use of sodium sulfide (S1), (S2) and (S3). Binary separa-

tlons of lead from platinum, gold, selenium, arsenic, rheniun,

molybdenum, tellurium, anttiony and alkaline earths are descrfbed.

In most of these separations lead sulfide Is precipitated from

a neutral solution containing excess ammonium acetate following

the removal of the other metal sulfide from hot 6N hydrochloric

acid solutlon by addltlon of the Na2S reagent (prep~ed by passing

hydrogen sulfide ga~ Into sodium hydroxfde solutlon at leas than

5°c) . The separations described give good lead yields but the

completeness of the separation should probably be checked before

application to radlochemlcal procedures. More convenient separ8-

tlons exist for most of these mixtures.

Preclpltatlon on Ion Exchange Columns

Separation of lead from other members of the silver

group or copper group has been achieved by Komlev and Tslmballsta

(K2) by Preclpltation on a column packed with either A1203 or

synthetic resin well ground with the precipitant. The ions to

be separated were either poured onto a 3-4 mm dlm”eter columm

packed with 4-5 cm”of the dry charge or In some cases It was

found beneficial to moisten the packed column mtiture with a

solution of the precipitant before use.

For separation of silver, lead and mercury a m~lst

cO1- ‘f ‘1203
and potassium iodide was used. Separate zones

of AgI, Hg212 and Pb12 appeared. With the copper group (Cu, Cd,

Pb, Bl), A1203 moistened with saturated Na2S or 2~ (’NH4)”2S

solutlon was used (K2).

Lead 8-hydroxyq ulnollne (lead oxlne)

This reagent ha? been used

chemistry of lead but the measurable

~requently In the analytical

solubllity of the lead com-
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plex haa cauged itB use to be questioned (F4). For radlochemlcal

separations where quantitative recovery Is not required this Is

not a strong objection and the PH dependence of precipitate

formation for many ions makes this a useful reagent. Table V

taken from data In reference F4 shows the PH range for complete

preclpltatlon for a variety of Ions. Due to the high pH

required to Preclpltate lead a number of separations appear

pos~lble. For example, bismuth, cadmium, cobalt, copper, Iron III,

manganese, and zinc could be removed from acid solutlon with the

lead precipitating after addltlon of sodium hydroxide. Lead

precipitates as Pb(C9H60N)2. The selectivity of the

8-hydroxyqulnollne preclpltatlon can be apparently Increased by

the u~e of EDTA as a masking agent although only a few selected PH

values have been Investigated (see ref. Cl, p. 210) ,

Table V
PH range foF complete preclpltatlon of

metal 8-Hydroxyaulnolates*.

Metal ~

Aluminum 4.2 to 9.8
Bismuth 4.8 to 10.5
Cadmium 5,4 to 14.5
Calctum 9.2 and higher
Cobalt 4.2 and higher
Copper (II) 5.3 and higher
Iron (111) 2.8 to H.2
Lead 8.2 to 12.3
Magnesium 8.2 and higher
Manganese (II) S.gto 10
Molybdenum (VI) ~.3 to 7.6
Nickel

2
and higher

Thorium (IV) 4: to 8.8
Titanium

I
111) 4.8 to 8.6

Tungsten VI) 4,9 to 5.7
Uranium (VI

1
;.; :: :.;

Vanadium (V
Zinc 4:4 and ~lgher

*Data from J. F, Flagg, “Organic Reagents Used In Gravlmetrlc
and Volumetric Analysis”, Inter@clence Publlahers, New York
(1948).

Lead Dlallyldlthiocarbamldo-hydrazlne

Lead has been found to precipitate quantitatively with

dlallyldlthlocarbamldohydbazlne between PH 5 and 6 (D2). The

complex has the form:

16



C3H5-N = C-M-NH- = ‘-C3H5
p~
—Pb—

Because of the PH dependence of the preclpltatlon some useful

aeparatlons are possible. Lead and copper have been separated (D2)

by first precipitating the copper complex from dilute acid solution, .

then raising the pH with sodium hydroxide to the point where the

lead complex Is precipitated.

Lead ThIonallde

This reagent can be used for precipitation of most of

the elements which normally precipitate from acid solutlQn with

hydrogen sulfide (F4). The form of the organic molecule 1s:

m/ \“ N-C-CH2

11(1
\~ HOSH

This reagent can be made somewhat more selectlve than

the normal hydrogen sulflde treatment since many members of the

“sulflde Insoluble” group can be prevented from preclpltatlng by

addltlon of suitable masking agents. By precipitation f~om

alkaline solutlon containing tartarate and cyanide, lead can be

separated from aluminum,. arsenic, cadmium, chromium (IV), cobalt,

Iron (III), nickel, silver, tUtanium (IV), and zinc (F4). The

presence of sulfate Ions (> l%) or chloride Ions (> 4*) results

In Incomplete lead preclpltatlon.

@ad Plcrolonate

Lead Is precipitated by plcrolonic acid (l-p-nltro-

phenyl-3-methyl-4-nltropyrazol-5-one) from neutral or weakly acid

solutions (PH range 2-6.5) as a crystalline salt, Pb(CloH7N405)2-

1,5 H20 (F4). The structure of the organic molecule is:

o

j-%N02
/ -N

\N=C-CH3

Not \
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This re”kgent IB very OenOltlve for lead and”can be used to

sepa?ate and determine microgram quantities. Lead can be

separated from aluminum, anttiony, arsenic, barium, biBmuth,

cadmium, chromiufn, cobalt, copper, iron (III), magnesium,

mercury, nickel, silver and zinc using the followlng procedure

(F4) : to a 1 to 2 ~ nitric acid solution of the metal add an

equal volume of saturated thlourea In 1 ~ nltrlc acid. Upon

cooling to Ice temperature a precipitate of 2 Pb(N03)~.

ucs(m212 mmratet3. This precipitate is filtered and washed

with cold 1 N nltrlc acid saturated with thourea. The—

precipitate Is diss~lved in hot water and 0.1 ~ plcrolonlc

acid Is added slowly to the boiling solution. After digeBtlon

the solution Is

water, dried at

contatns 27b25$

cooled, and the precipitate Is washed ulth cold

130°-1400C and weighed. The precipitate

lead. Thallium Interferes.

Lead Mercaptobenzothlozole

Separation and determination of lead In the presence

of up to 100 tties as much barium with mercaptobenzotfilazole

has been reported (R3). It was found that separation from

barium could be achieved best from an ammonium hydroxlde-

ammonium nitrate buffer solutlon. The temperature of the

solutlon and the dllutlon was found to,have little Influence

on the results (K3).

Other OrRanlc Preclpltants

A 2-fluorenyl anolog of cupferron with the structure

which forms a white precipitate with lead from neutral solution

has been reported (01).
,’

At pH 8.9 or higher, lead Is preclpttated as

PbC1H502N by sallcylaldoxlme (F4) . The structure’of the reagent

18



la:

, 4=..0.oI\ +-H

Use of a strongly armnonlacal aolutlon permits separation from

silver, cadmium and zinc (F4).

Blsmuthlol I {2,5-dimercapto-1, 3,4-thiodlazol) haB

been used to precipitate lead from a 0.1 ~ sodium hydroxide

solution containing excess EDTA (L3). This has been used to

separate lead from bismuth (L3),

Lead can be precipitated from cold, nearly neutral

Bolutlon by anthranllic acid (F4). This Is not a very selective

separation.

B. Coprecipltatlon of lead.

The copreclpitation behavior of lead had been studied

more thoroughly and systematically than almost any other element.

This stems principally from the availability of carrier-free

ThB (Pb212) from thori~ oreO and its convenient half-life and

decay characteristics which lead to its widespread use In the

study of the chemical behavior of unwelghable amounts of radio-

active Opecles. Most of these studies were carried out In the

perlodbetween 1905 and 1930 and are summarized by Hahn (H5).

These atudles led to the “precipitation rule” of FaJens, the

“Fajens-Paneth Preclpltatlon and absorption rule” and finally

to Hahn’s “preclpltation and absorption law” sometimes referred

to as the “Fajens-Paneth-Hahn Law”. These studies which are

essential ,to the understanding and manipulation of any carrler-

free material In aqueous solutlon indicated that in cases where

the tracer material forms a mixed crystal with the carrier

precipitate thenv,the lower the solublllty of the compound formed

by the radloelement wlththe anion of the preclpltant, the

greater the amount of the radloelement carried down as cation.
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In thlB caOe the separation IEIpractically Independent of the

condlbionB of precipitation. On the other hand, If the procees

Is an adBOrptlOn phenomena then the separation depends markedly

upon the conditions of preclpltatlon. Both of theBe caBeB are,

of course, strongly affected tIy the preBence of complexlng

Bpecles In the Bolutlon. Most of the material In thlB section

Is taken from Hahn’s book (H5) although a few more recent

observations are Included.

The Importance of formation of mixed crystals In

copreclpltatlon phenomena and its application to separations Is

Illustrated by the behavior of carrier-free lead In the presence

of barium or radium halides. Both PbC12 and PbBr2 crystallize

as the anhydroua salt In the rhombic syOtem as does BaC12 and

RaC12. On the other hand BaBr2 and RaBr2 crystallize In the

monoclinic system. Lead tracer Is carried by barium chloride

(W4) and radium chloride (H5) but is not carried by barium

bromide (Wu) or radium bromide (H5) precipitates from strong

hydrobromlc acid solutions In spite of the low solubllity of

lead bromide. This behavior has bem used to separate tracer

lead from radium salts (H5, p. 102).

The remainder of this section Is separated Into

three parts. The ffrst part treats those cases where the

copreclpftation of lead is either quantitative or relatively

nonvariable under a variety of precipitation conditions (called

preclpltatlon) . MoOt of these cases Involve the formation of

mixed crystals. The second part treats examples of cases where

the amount of copreclpltatlon is sensltlve to the conditions of

preclpltatlon (called adsorption) and part three considers

effect of adding complexlng agents to the solutlon (called

complexlng action) .

1. Preclpltatlon

the

The behavior of lead with precipitates with which It

forms mixed crystals 18 Illustrated by Its copreclpltatlon with
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alkali halldes. Although th10 system Is not of particular

tiportance for separatlonO the constancy of the partltlon

“coefficient under a variety of conditions is Illustrative of thla

general class. The potassium chloride system Is shown In Table
t

VI. The partition coefficient 18 defined as the ratlo of

ThB(Pb212)/potassium in the crystals compared with the ratio

TlhB/Potassium In the solution. Slmllar results were obtained with

sodium chloride, and potassium bromide

coefficient was about 60 (H5, p. 104).

the amount of lead was varied from the

available (< 10-10~) up to several mol

Other salts of somewhat more

chemist which exhlblt the same type of

for which the partition

In these experlment8

most carrier-free ThB

per cent of lead.

Interest to the radlo-

behavlor are: barium

carbonate, barium sulfate, radium sulfate, radium chloride,

radium sulfate (H5), lanthanum carbonate, barlurg chlorlde, silver

chromate (W4) and.barium nitrate (H6). Mercury (II) sulfide,

although not studied In sufficient detail to warrant classlflca-

tlon Is reported to carry lead under a variety of conditions (12).

Copreclpltatlon of lead with mercury (II) sulfide Is especially

useful ~lnce the mercury can be removed subsequently by subltia-

tlon. This Is accomplished by dissolving the mixed lead and

mercury sulfides In aqua regla, evaporating the eolutlon to dryness,

adding excess powdered sulfur and ignlt~ng the mixture. The mer-

curic sulfide aubllmates leaving a precipitate of lead sulfide

which can be dissolved In nitric acid by dropwlse addltlon of

hydrogen peroxide (12).

Although probably not similar In the sense of lsomor-

phous inclusion of lead, Iron (III) hydroxide and aluminum

hydroxide carry lead so effectively from ammonium solution under

such a variety of conditions that we Include them here. Lead haO

been quantitatively concentrated In large rain-water “samples by

adding app, 0.2 grams of aluminum sulfate per gallon of water,
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Table VI
CoDreclDltatlon of.Ehorium B(Pb212) from Supersaturated
~oiutio~s of potassium chloride

Per cent In the Precipitate

KC1 Pb212(ThB)

at O“C.* -

Partltlon coefflclent~

;:;
10.35
14.4
18.4

;3.1

86.7
90.5
92.8

Mean 57
* Taken from,Table XVIII, ~. 1030f ref. H5.
** Defined as the ratio pb2 2/K In the precipitate diyided

pb212/K In the solut~on.

adjusting the pH to pH 7.0 + ,0.1 and allowlng the aluminum

hydroxide floe to settle overnight (Kll).

2. Adsorption

by

In this section some of the available data showing the

effect of “cha@lng the preclpltatlon conditions on the copreclpl-

ttitlonbehavior of lead are reviewed. As will be seen the

fraction of the lead copreclpitated can vary from greater than

90~ to less than 1$ merely by changing the conditions. This

varlablllty can be a nuisance to the radlochemlst, prod”u~lng

erratic and seemingly Irreproduclble yields or It can be useful

In “performing separations.

Table VII shows the adsorption of Pb212(ThB) on

rapidly formed precipitates of calcium sulfate In the presence

of alcohol. Table VIII shows the adsorption of Pb212 on silver

Iodide precipitates.

Effects similar to those shown In Tables VII and

VIII are observed for the adsorption of lead upon preformed

precipitates as Indicated by ThB adsorption upon preformed

silver iodide (Table IX) and illver oxalate (Tabie X).

similar results were observed for lead adsorption upon

silver phosphate, silver bromide, silver lodate, silver

sulfide, and mercurous bromide (H5). The presence of excess
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Table VII
Coprecipltation of Pb212(ThB) on rapidly formed precipi-
tates of CaS04 (gypsum) in the pres’ence of alcohol.*

Precipitant

5$iexceOs of”H2S04

10~ excess of H2S04

10~ excess of H2S04

10 fold excess of
H2S04

10~ excess of CaCIO
c

7 fold excess of
CaC12

*Taken from Table

Preclpltated Adsorbed

91,4% of gypsum 88.o~ of ThB

93 ,85.6

100 92.2

100 98.4

8Y.4 5.2

100 1.7

XVI p. 93 of ref. H5.

Table VIII

Adsorption of ThB(’Pb212) on silver Iodide pre-
cipitated from dilute nitric acid (-.,004N)solution.*—,

Precipitant

5$ excesti”KI

10% excess KI

50% excess KI

10% excess AgN03

50% excess AgN03

100j%excess AgN03

*Taken from p. 93 of

Adsorbed

73.1% ThB

76.9

72.5

4.5

3.6

2.0

ref. H5.

Table IX

Adsorption of ThB(Pb212) upon 0.200 gm of pre-
formed silver iodide from 0.004 N nitric acid.*—

Excess KI, mllllmoles per llter ThB adsorbed,per cent

0.00
0.05
0.15
0.25
0.80

;:t
16.0

4;:;
52.9
57.9
67.2
75,2
78.6
84.8

*From Table XXX p. 140, ref. H5.
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Table X
Adsorption of Thorium B upon preformed silver
oxalate precipitates In 25 cc of 0.004 N nitric acid.*—

grams

0.05
0.10
0.20
0.20
0.20
0,20
0.20
0.20
0.20

Excess AgNOa

mllllmoles pe~ liter

0.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
12.0
16.0
32.0
52.0
80.0

ThB adsorbed

81.1
91.1
96.2
91.3
69.5
60.9
36.3
11.1
0.8

*From Table XLI p. 147, ref. H5.

nltrlc acid can markedly decrease the amount of adsorption.

For example ThB adsorbs with 97$ efficiency on preformed

silver bromide precipitates from solutions containing 0~06

excess potassium bromide with no exces~ nitric acid. The

per cent adsorbed Is reduced to 40j%In 0,4 ~ nltrlc acid and

to 14% In 1~ nitric acid (H5). On mercurous bromide precipi-

tates In a 0.05 ~ excess of potassium bromide and no excess

nitric acid 12j%of the ThB Is adsorbed. In 0,01 N nitric—

acid the adsorption decreafles to 1.5~, Is 0.5j%In O.1O ~ acid

and Is.negligible In 0.5 ~ nltrlc acid (H5). Hyde and Flaby

report that preclpltatlon of Mn02 by addition of potassium

permanganate to a RaD,E,F tracer solution to which manganese

(II) has been added will carry 47% of the RaD(Pb210) with no

excess nitric acid present and 7$ from a 4N nitric acid—

solution.

In addltlon to the conditions of preclpltatlon, the

rate of formation of the precipitate can play an Important

role. This effect for the adsorption of ThB on silver oxalate

apd silver sulfate precipitates Is shown In Table XI. The

use of homogeneous precipi$ants such as dlmethyl sulfate

(E2) or thloacetamlde (F2) can be of value in controlling

the preclpltatlon rate.



E@!2!!!

Ag-Pb(ThB)
oxalate

Table XI
Separation by,adsorptlon upon rapidly precip-
itated and slowly crystallized crystals.*

Acid Separat-
(a)

Experimental Condltlons Concentration ing Patio

J
rapid, excess of C204= Ions 0.66

rapid, excess of Ag+ Ions o.51j HN03 0.12

slow crystallization <0.1

Ag-Pb(ThB)
sulfate

rapid? excess of S04= Ions

}

0.96
0.02 ~ ~so4

rapid, excess of Ag+ Ions 0.62

slow crystallization ly HN03 <0.01

*From Table XVII p. 96, ref. H5.

(a) The ratio of the percentage precipitation of the
ThB(Pb212) to the percentage precipitation of the
macroecoplc component.

Table XII
Examples of Qreclpltates which do not Copreclpltate lead In spite
of lowsolubillty of analagous lea~ompound.

Amount of Lead Adsorbed
Precipitate and Conditions or Partltlon Coefflclent*

(a) Precipitation of Hg12
From hot HC1 solutlon into excess O% ThB(Pb212)
water
From alcoholic solutlon Into water O% ThB(Pb212)

(b) Precipitation of Hg2C12
From mercurous nitrate and HC1, heated O% ThB
From mercurous nitrate and NaCl, heated 0% ThB

(c) precipitation of copper fumerate
From ammonium fumerate with excess

%~0;~~N03)2 with excess ammonium
fumerate

0.2$ ThB

2.9% ThB

(d) Precipitation of ammonium halides
at 20”C

NH4C1 D = 0.08
NH4Br D = 0.04
NH41 (at -20°C) D=O.1

(e) Preclpltatlon of RaBr or BaBr from no adsorption
concentrated HBr solution

* The partltlon coefficient D Is defined as the ratio of tracer
lead to macroscopic component In the precipitate dlvlded by
the ratio of tracer lead to macroscopic component In the
solution.
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From the standpoint

the preclpltatea whlch”do not

Intereat”as those that do. A

this regard are Eummarlzed In

caaes the lead Is not carried

of achlevlng useful eeparatlons

carry lead are of almost aa much

few precipitates of Interest In

Table XII. In all of these

In spite of the low solubllity

of the analogous lead compounds.

3. Completing action

Formation of solubl,elead complexes reduces the amount

of lead copreclpitated In both of the classes considered above.

The effect of addition of chloride Ion upon the amount of

ThB(Pb212) carried on strontium sulfate precipitates are shown

In Table XIII. The copreclpltatlonof ThB on potassium chloride

Table XIII
Adsorption of ThB(Pb212) on strontium sulfate precipitates In the
presence of chlorlde Ions.*

Per Cent Contained In Precipitate

KC1 in Solution
SrS04 ThB

o 50 99

O.ly 50 99

1.0 g 50 82

2.5 N 50 30

3.4g 50 5 to 10

* From Table XIX p. 105 of ref. H5.

solutlons

this case

Increases

complex.

of increasing alkallnlty”ls shown In Table XIV. In

the adsorption of lead decreases as the alkalinity

because of the formation of the soluble lead plmnbite

The stable lead ethylenedlametetraacetlc acid (EDTA)

complex has been used to prevent copreclpltatlon of lead on silver

or thallium chloride (Cl), 611ver and thallium Iodldes (Cl),

thallium and barium chromate (Cl), biemuth hydroxide (L3), radium

sulfate (Vi) and tungsten, molybdenum, copper (II), Iron (III),

alwlnum, uranium, magnesium or.antimony (III), 8-hydroxyqulno.late

(cl).
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~12Table XIV
Precipitation of ThB(Pb ) by potassium chloride from solutions
increasing In alkalinity.

Per Cent In Precipitate

KOH In solution KC1 ThB D—

o
0.001 N
0.01 N–
0.1 N–
1.0 ~

13 ‘
12.8
27.8
26.1
37

90.3 62
81.3 30
53.3

1.65 :.6
0.45 0.01

c. Pyrolysis

The standard radlochemlcal separation procedures for

lead usually end by preclpltatlon of lead sulfate or

chromate In which form they are

yield and mounted In a suitable

radloactlvlty.

weighed to determine

form for measurement

lead

the chemical

of their”

Lead sulfate, the most commonly used compound for

yield determlnatlons, can be precipitated from nltrlc acid

solution and is devoid of tipurlties at temperatures above

271°C (D3). The composition remains stable up to 959””C. Some

people prefer to use lead chromate as a final precipitate due

to the high drying temperature needed for the sulfate. Lead

chromate also has a very long range of Btability, from 91°C to

904°c (ref. D3, p. 184). The precipitate Is usually dried at

11O-12O”C. Because of their slmpllclty the pyrolysis curves

for lead sulfate and lead chromate are not reproduced. A ,

number of other suitable lead compounds are sufficiently stable

to permit their use for gravlmetrlc determination. The pyrolysis

curves of Duval (D3) for a number of lead compounds are Illustrated

In Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6. The compounds and recommended drying

temperatures are summarized In Table XV. The recommended com-

pounds are marked with an asterisk. Compounds not recommended

for gravlmetric determination and not shown In Table XV are: lead

tungstate, lead cyanide, lead vanadate, lead molybdate, lead iodide

and lead chlorite (D3).
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Figure 4

3. Pyrolysiscurves of lead derivatives. 1) PbO frOm the metal.

2) PbO from theoxidepb02. 3) PbO from the oxide Pb50T.3H20.

4) Pbo from the oxide Pb304. 5) Pbo f’rOmthe hYdrOxide.

6) Chloride. 7) Iodate. a) Perlbdate. ReproducedfrOm

C. Duval, ,,ThemOgravtietrlC ~aly Bie”, Elsevier Wblishing

co., Pmsterdam(1953),P. 463. Thanke is given to the EIBeVle:

PublishingCo. for permissionto reproducematerial from this

book.

4. ~OIYSIS curvesof lead derivatives. 9) Smhide. 10)suIPhi

11) Hydrogenphosphate. 12) Carbonate. 13) Basic thiocyanate.

14) Oxalate. 15) Phthalate. Reproducedfrom C. Duval, “The~O-

gravhnetricAnalysis”,Elsevier publishingCO.J ~terdam (1953;

p. L166.
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5. PyrolyalBcurveB of lead derivatlvea, 16) Gallic acid compound.

17)Sallcylate.18)Anthranilate.19) Dlmethylglyoximecomplex

20)Salicylaldoxlmecomplex.,21)Oxlneoomplex. 22) 5,7-Dlbromi

oxlneoomplex. 23) Plcrolonlcacidcomplex.Reproducedfran

C. Duval,“TheI’MOgraVlmetrlC halYEiLI”, Elaevler hbliBh.iIIg Co.,

Amsterdam (1953), P. 469.

6. ~olysls curves af lead complexeswith: 24) ThIonallde.

25) Mercaptobenzcthazole. 26) Mercaptobenzlmldazole.27) 27-Nit

5- sulpho-oxine. Reproducedfmm C. Duval, “Thermogravlmetric

Amlyeia”, Elsevier PubllshlngCo.,”Amsterdam (1953), P. 472.
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TfiSIiSXV

Lead Compounds Suitable for Gravlmetric Determination. Preferred CompoundO
are Indicated by en Asterisk.

Precipitating Reagent Form Weighed
Anely-tlcel Temperature
Factor Limits

Hydrogen
Chlorine+ SodiumHydroxide
or Elec”@Jysia

Hydrogen Peroxide
*AqpeouOAmmnia
Electrolysis
HydrochloricAcid
*IodicAcid
HydrogenSulfide
Sulfite,Hydrogensulfite
or Pyromlfite

*SdtiiC Acid
*Pota~siumSulfate
DisodiumHydrogenPhosphate
*DlsodiumHydrogenArsenate
*ScdiumCarbonate
*%dium Chromate
Amm3niumThiocyenete
klybdophosphoric Acid
wkelic Acid
&diumPhthalate
G811ic Acid
&dium Anthrenilate
Antbrenilic A6id (Ref.F4)
Dlmethylglyoxime
8-~roWquinoline (O~e)
5, 7-Dlbmma-oxlne
Picmlonic Acid
picrOIOniCAcid (Ref.Fk)
*SelicyleldoxLme
*Tbionalide
*Merceptobenzothiazole
*Merceptobenzhidazole
7-Nitm-5-sulfo-oxine
Diallyldithiocarbomido-
hydrazlne(Ref.D2)

m 0.9283

Pbo 0.9283
0.8662
0.8589
0.8627

Pbcj! 0.7450
~(1~3)2 o.3153
Pbs 0.8659
Pbso3 0.723-3

Pbs04 0.6832
PbSQ4UK2S04 0.4339
%?207 0.7009
Pbqo4 0.5980
Pbco 0.7754
Pbd

‘f
O.641_l

Pb(OH CNS o .73kl
‘“+25Hlqp@112 O.jko
Pb&04 0.7018

&&%$2
o.55&l
0.7133

Pb(c7&O@)2 0.4322
Pb(C ~02N)2

&
0.4323

Pb(O )2PbC4H602N2 :.;;;:
Pb(c7~)2
pb(~H40NBr2)2 0:2554
R(clo o ~ )2

3J!
0.2725

pb(~
pb ~5~ 42”l*5HgO.q=@ 0.6053
Pb( @IoNS )2 0.3279
Pb( H4NS2)2

%

0.5309

%, %:S)Z i:%8

0.4757

>946°

>650”
lcg-k!o”
155-410°
<340°
In the cold
<400”
97.5-107.2”
<60” and >900”

271-959”
40-906°
>355°
81-269°
G42”
94-90Y
In the cold
9s
50-303”
288-320”
<152”
~gv
105°
a-w
In the cold
In the cold
58-112”
130-140”
45-lEK1°
71-134°
-@O”
97-172”
<w

105”

Unless notedotherwisethe temperaturelimitsshownare fmm Reference D3.

5. Complex Ions and chelate compounds.

Lead complexes play a dominant role in its separation

and determ~natlon. The most Important nonorganic lead complexes

are those formed with halldes and the hydrolyzed complexes formed

in alkaline solutlon.

Lead Is only slightly soluble in dilute acldlc chloride

solutlons but as the chlorlde Ion concentration Increases the

solublllty becomes greater. The solublllty of lead chlorlde
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reaches a mlnlmum at about 1 ~ hydrochloric acid in sodium or

lithium chlorlde (D4). Ion exchange absorption measurements (N2)

also show that lead fens become predominantly negative In about

2 ~ hydrochloric acid. The complexes formed are probably either

PbC13- or PbC14= or both. There Is considerable other e’~ldence

for the existence of these complex Ions but their stability

constants have not been determined. Nelson and Kraus (N2)

postulate the existence of a PbC15-3 complex at high hydrochloric

acid

tlon

PbNOQ

concentration In spite of the usual assignment of a coordlna-

number of four for lead.

The existence of a mononltrate complex of lead,

‘, has been established (H8). That formation of negatively
J

charged nitrate complexes does not take place to any considerable

extent is Indicated by the failure of lead nitrate to increase In

solublllty with increasing nitrate concentration (S4). The

absence of such complexes i.B also shown by the failure of lead

nitrate to absorb appreciably on anion exchange resins from

nitric acid or ammonium nitrate solutions (N2) and by the non-

extractablllty of lead Into dlethylether from nitrate solutions

(Bl).

The formation of plumbite ions HPb02- in strongly

alkaline solutions has already been noted in section IV-4. This

complex plays an important role in some separation processes. A

few other inorganic complexes such as the selenocyanates,

Pb(CNSe)3- and pb(CNSe)64- are known (G1)(G2) but have not been

important for lead analysla.

“Lead forms complex ions or chelate compounds with

many organic reagents. Some of the complexes which are insoluble

in aqueous solution have been used in sepa?atlon Processes and

have been discussed in section IV-4. Others produce quantita-

tive and selective extraction into organic solvents, and

selectlve adsorption on ion exchange resin, inorganic exchangers

or on filter.paper. Some act as masking agents in extraction,
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electrochemical, or precipitation separations. These effects

are d18cuBsed In other partB of thiB review. The formation

con8tmts (or stability constants) for a number of organic

complexes are summarized In

is taken as,the equilibrium

the metal chelate is formed

Table XVI. The formation constant

const,ant for the reaction In which

from the hydrated metal Ion and the

TableXVI

FormationConetantsof Lead ChelateCanplexes.

Abbreviated Metal
Ligend Formula Chelate log..K

Temp Ionic
“c 6tren@h

TartarlcAcid
%A
H2A(OH)2

AceticAcid (Ref.67) HA

CitricAcid H5A

MalonicAcid (Ref.S8)

FhthalicAcid (Ref.K6)

v’
E$A

8-~droxyquinoline-5-sulfonic
acid H5A

Mercaptoaceticacid 5A

Nitroaceticacid HA

2-Mercaptoethylamine ~A

Glycine HA

a-alanlw HA

CyBteine 5A

Methionine %*

FIimtidine <A

Glutathione
%?A

MA -2:91
M(HAO)(OE)214.5

MA

MHA

3.87

-2,11
5.74

4,35

2,19
3.41

8.53

8.50
7.6

0.14

11.10

5.47.
3.39

5.00
3.24

12.20

4.40

6.84

10.6

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

18

25

25
25

25
25

25

25

25

25

0.1

0.1

0.05

0.16

1.0

1.0

0

0.15
0

0.6

oi15

o
0

0
Q

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15
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TableXVI (con’t)

Abbreviated Metal
Ligend Formula Chelate

Glycyl@ycine H2A

Anilinediaceticacid
5A

N-Acetemidoiminmiiaceticacid H2A

fl-(N-Trimethylammonium)
ethyliminodiacetic acid ~A

N-Methoxyethyllminodiacetic
acid ~A

N-l(ydroxyethyilminaiiacetic
acid 5A

~-Mercaptoethyliminodiacetic
acid H5A

N-Methylthioethylimin&iiacetic
acid I$A

Nitrilotriaceticacid H2A

~g~nediamine-~, N-diacetic

%’

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA) HkA

1,2-Diaminocyclohexane-N,
N’-tetreaceticacid HkA

Ethylenedlemine-N,N1-Dipro-
pionic-N,N’-diaceti.cacid

%A

MA

‘2

U’

MA

MA2

MA

MA

‘2
MAOE
U.A20H

MA

M%

MAOH

MA

MA

t4A2

MAOH

MA

MA

‘2

MA

MEA

MA

MEA

MA

logloK

3.23

2.70

3.49

8.40
2.24

5.40

9.49
3.75

-10.11
-10.72

9.41
4.17

-8.25

17.03

9.12
3-36

-10.44

0,54

12.22
2.90

18.04
5.02

19.68
5.18

13,2

Temp Ionic
“c Strength

25
25

20

20
20

20

20
20
20
20

20
30
20

20

20
20
20

20

20
20

20
20

20
20

30

0
0

0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1
0.1

0.1

0,1

9,1

0.1

0.1
0.1
0,1

0.1

0.1
0,1

0.1

0.1”

0.1

0.1

0.1

UnlessnotedotherwisetheBevalueaare takenfran referenceCl.
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most hfghly dissociated form of the chelatlng agent.

An extremely Important lead complex Is that formed

with dlphenylcarbazone

lead separations and is

colortietrlc method for

dlthlzone). This

the basis for the

lead (see section

complex Is used

most Important

Iv-6) .

In

6. Analytical determinations other than gravimetric.

The Interest of radlochemlsts In other than gravl-

metrlc methods for deterndnlng chemical yields has “been

increasing over the past few years. The Impetus for this

Interest arises largely from (1) a desire for Increased speed,

convenience and precision or (2) the desire to work with very

small amounts of material, (micrograms instead of the 5-50

mllllgrams,usually required by the gravlmetric methods) . The

determination of the yields of constituents of a mixture can

also be useful, allowlng simple and fast group separations to

be performed from complex mlstrues of radloelements followed

by measurement of the groups without

gamma ray spectral analysis or gamma

further

ray and

separation by

beta particle decay

analysis.

A. Volumetric methods.

According to Hillibrand and Lundell (H3) the best of

the volumetric methods for lead Is precipitation of lead chromate

from acetic acid solution, dissolution of the washed precipitate

In hydrochloric acid, addition of

tltratlon of the llberated Iodine

sulfate solutlon. This procedure

Ryazanov (R2).

excess potassium Iodide and

with a standard sodium thlo-

has recently been reviewed by

Due to the tendency of lead to form stable complexes

with many organic molecules a number of volumetric procedures
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involving complextiet,rlc titratlon~ have been develdped. The

indirect method of Vancea and Volusnluc (V2) utilizes the pre-

cipitation of the phosphate from a lead acetate solutl’on In the

presence of a chloroform solution of dlthizone. The tltrant 16

a standard solutlon of potassium phosphate. At the equivalence

pol~t (when an excess of phosphate Ion Is lnt~oduced) the color

of the chloroform fraction changes from red to green. The

authors Indicate that the method Is as accurate and reproducible

as gravlmetrlc methods. It has little to offer to the radio-

chemlst, however, in terms of sensitivity or convenience.

Direct complexlmetrlc tltratron of lead with 0.07 ~

complexon III In the presence of Erichrome Black T as an

Indicator has been proposed (21). The equivalence point Is

reached when the color changes fromvlolet to bluegreen.

X-ylenol orange and methyl thy?nolblue have heen used as

indicators with Trllon as tltrant (K4). After precipitation

of lead s@fate end dissolution In ammonium acetate the.lndlcator

waa added and the solution titrated. With X-ylenol orange the PH

tshouldbe 5,4-5.9 and the color change Is from violet-red through

pink, pinkish orange and orange to yellow at the end point. With

methyl thymol blue the PH should be 5.7-6.5 and the color change

is from blue through violet, pink to yellow. Elements copreclpl-

tated with lead Oulfate are said not to interfere (K4).

The most sensitive’and perhaps for the rad,iochemlst,

the most useful volumetric procedure Is complexlmetric t~tratlon

utilizing the lead EDTA complex. A number of Indicators have been

used for the direct EDTA titration (W5). The most Popular of

these are Eriochrome Black T (C1){W5), Eriochrome Red B and

X-ylenol orange (W5). The direct titration with the sodium salt

of EDTA Is carried out in a PH 10 buffer solution (F5)(F6). Iron,

the alkaline earths and the earths Interfere but bismuth,

aluminum and antimony do not. Cyanide can be used to mask

cobalt, nickel, copper, zinc, cadmium, mercury and platin~ (Cl).
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The use of X-ylenal Qrange as an Indicator in acid ~olution lB

one of the most sensitive of the volumetric methods, allowing

microgram quantities to be determined (W5). Care must be taken,

however, due to avoid the presence of other heavy metals which

may Intefere. Indirect methods of tltratlon using EDTA have been

proposed (Cl) but these normally lack the sensltlvlty of the

direct method.

Potentlometrlc or amperometrlc titrations of lead using

EDTA tltrant have been used (W5)(C1). These can be quite

sensltlve but are not as convenient as other methods and leave

the lead In a poor state for measurement of its radioactivity

since a mercury electrode Is usually used (Cl). Milligram

quantities of lead have been determined by high frequency titra-

tion using standard solutions of potassium dlchromate, and ammonium

chromate as tltrants (M22) . Thi~ method Buffers from Inconvenience

for occasional use and leaves the lead In the form of a precipitate.

For routine use such a procedure followed by quantitative transfer

of the precipitate to a filter paper might be used to avoid

wefghing errors or to check weights.

The volumetric methods of determlnat.ion have been little

used by the radlochemlst and will probably remain so. Certain

special conditions may warrant their use so they have been

reviewed briefly.

B. Colorlmetrlc methods.

Colorlmetric determinations have been used occasionally

In the past by radlochemists (Cf. ref. M6, H16). It Is expected

that as the techniques requiring the use of very small amounts

of carrier material, Euch as four PI beta particle, or gamma ray

counting, become more .widely used, the high Bensltivlty and

precision of colorlmetrlc methods will become more attractive to

radiochemlsts.

methods are in

The normal ~mits of sensitivity for

the range of 10-7 grams although some
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lead are very senaltlve and allow measurements In the”range

10‘8-10-9 grams to be made (S5). In terms of sensitivity, con-

venience, selectivity, and precision, spectrophotometric methods

are generally superior to comparative colorlmetry. Also, the

subjectiveness of the spectrophotometrlc determination adapts It

well to both routine and occasional analysls. Therefore, in

spite of the higher cost of spectrophotometrlc equipment, this

method is recommended and Is the one primarily considered in thlrs

review.

1. Dlthlzone.

Dlthlzone Is the outstanding reagent for

determination of traces of lead. This reagent has

colortietric

attained

prominence M lead chemistry due not only to the sensltlvlty Qf

the determination but also to the selectivity with which the lead

dlthizone complex can be extracted into organic solvents. The

solvents usually employed for the extraction ag well a6 the

determination are carbon tetrachlorlde or chloroform (S5)

although toluene has also been used (s6), Carbon tetrachlorlde

IS probably to be preferred for this application. An objection

In some cases to the use of carbon tetrachlorlde .Instead of

chloroform Is the ltiited aolubllity of dlthlzone in csrbon

tetrachlorlde. In some cases, however, the absence of a large

excess of dlthlzone In the organic phase is an advantage.

use of dlthizone for separ’atlons Is discussed in detail In

section IV-7.

Lead dithlzonate In carbon tetrachlorlde gives a

tlve red color. The wavelength used for the determination

The

dlstlnc-

1s

520 mm with an extinction coefficient & = 66,500. The absorption

curve for lead In carbon tetrachlorlde Is shown In Figure 7. The

absorption curves of dlthlzone and Its oxldatlon product are shown

in Figure 8. It wI1l be seen from Figure’8 that there Is a mlnlmum

In the dlthizone absorption curve at about 510”mIJwhich Is close to the
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Abeorptlon curve for lead dlthlzonete in carbontetrachlorlde.

~om E. B. Sandell,“ColorimetrlcDeterminationof Tracesof

?qat.elan,3rdEd., Intere.clenoePublishersInc.,New York

(1959),P. 166. Thanks10 givento the copyrightholdere,

IntersolencePublishersend to Professor9andellfor pemnlm.ion

to reproducematerialfromthis book.

Abeorptlon”curves for: A. dlthizone,and B. ltB oxldatlon

produot,both In carbon tetraohlorldesolution. Prom E. B.

Sendell, “ColorlmetricMterudmatlon of Traces of Hetale.,

3rd Ed.,~teraciencePubllsher8Inc.,(1959),p. 165.

wavelength of maxhum absorption of lead (Figure 7). On the other

hand, lead dlthlzonate absorbg very little light above 600 mu whereas

the strongest abaorptlon Is shown by dithlzone at approximately

620 mu. The amount of lead may therefore be measured by the absorp-

tion of light by the lead dlthizonate complex at 520 mu (usually

preferred) or by the abOorptlon of llght by the excess of dlthltione

remaining after the reaction is completed.

The solublllty of dlthlzone In aqueouB solution increases

with the PH of the ❑olutlon. When one works In alkaline medium

It is possible to trermfer virtually all the excess dlthlzone to

the aqueous phase. Therefore one can extract lead practically

completely from an aqueoua medium of PH 11 without extracting an
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appreciab~e amount of dithlz’one when carbon tetrachloride la used

as solvent (S5). Another frequently used procedure Is to meaimre

the intensity of the excess dlthizone absorption at 620 mu and

correct the measurements of the lea”d‘complex at 520 mu for con-

tributions due to excess dithlzone.

The presence of the oxldatlon product of dlthlzone can

lead to errors in the determination since It adsorbs In part at

the wave length of Interest. Dithlzone is oxldlzed by ferric

iron, eepeclally In basic aolutlon. Free halogens, nltrom acid

or permarganate ion also cause some oxldatlon. The oxidation

can be prevented in large measure by adding hydrotilamlne

hydrochloride to the aqueous solutlon to be extracted.

It Is frequently necessary to Purifj commerlcal

dithlzone “before using It for col’ortietrlc determination. This

can be easily done by crystallization from chloroform. The

chloroform-dithlzone solution Is heated to 40° In a steam of

filtered air (or nitrogen) until about half of the dithizone has

precipitated (ref. S5, p. 171). Dlthizone “solutloha prepared”

from purified chloroform or carbon tetrachlorld”e can be kept

for several months when stored at 40”F In the dark (S5). “Carbon

tetrachlorlde solutions are stabilized by covering with a 0.1 ~

solution of sulfur dioxide in water.

The final colortietric deternilnatlon of lead is usually

done by extracthg the lead from an e&nonla-cysnide-sulflte

solution Into O.001~ w~v dlthizone solutlon in carbon tetra-

chloride.

2. Other colorlmetric reagents.’

D1-p.naphthylthlocarbazone which formsa distinct

purple mmplex with lead has been used for its colorimetrlc

determination (H7). This reagent appears to be shllar to

dithizone in its sensitivity. It has no apparent”advantages - ‘

over dlthizone for lead

to obtain in pure form.

determinations’>and Is somewhat harder
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Lead can be determined cdlorimetrlcally by elec-

trolytlo depoOltlon as dioxide followed by oxldatlon of tetra-

methyldlamlnodlphenylmethane by the dloxlde to an Intensely

colored

mounts

limited

deposit

ment of

quently

blue dlphenylmethane dye (S5). It.ma~ be used for

of lead above 57. This method would appear to have

application. However If an electrodeposlted lead dloxlde

Is used as a method of mounting a lead sample for measure-

Itg radioactivity this may be a useful method of subse-

determlnlng its lead content.

The absorption spectra of the halide complexes of

thallium, lead and bismuth have been Investigated by Merritt,

Hershenson and Rogers (M7). The chief advantage of this method

as far as the radlochemlst Is concerned would probably be the

po~6ibllity of determining these three elements together. In

some cases further separation Is not necessary since gamma ray

energy spectra or decay analysis will allow adequate measurement

of the Isotopes of lntereBt. Of the hallde complexes, the chlorlde

showed the largest ~eparatlon of the absorption peake. The

absorption curves for thallium, lead and bismuth from reference

(M7) are shown In Figure 9. A simple group separation of these

three elements from complex mixtures can be made by extraction

Into dlthlzone from cyanide medium (see section IV-7). Only

tin (II) co-extracts. The ions can then be re-extracted Into

1:1 hydrochloric acid solution and their concentrations determined

“by measuring the absorbance at 245 mu for thallium, 271 mu for

lead and 327 mu for bismuth. Interference from tin can be mlni-

mlzed by oxldatlon to tln (IV).

A water soluble chelate complex between lead and

4-(2-pyrldylazo)-resorclnol which is useful for the spectrophoto-

metrlc determination of lead haO been described by Pollard,

McOmle and Nlckless (Pi). Their procedure Is to add 2 ml of a

0.05~ w/v aqueous Bolutlon of the reagent plus 10 ml of a pH 10

buffer solutlon (ammonium chlorlde-annnonlum hydroxide).,to the
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FPomC. J. Merritt,H. H. Herahenmonand L. B. Flogera,Anal.

Ohem.~, 572 (1953).

neutral solutlon of the leadln a 25 ml volumetric flask. ~ter

dilution to 25 ml the optical density of the solutlon Is measured

at 530 mu against a blank solution containing no lead. They

report that Beeris law Is obeyed up to five micrograms of lead

per ml.

Ultraviolet spectrophotometrlc determination of lead

haa carried out In

maximum absorption

alkaline solutlon.

perchlorate solutlons (13). Lead shows

at 208 mu in

Iron (III),

acid solutlon and at 24o mu in

bismuth, antimony and tin and
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varloug anions Interfere. Compared to the dlthizone

system holde. little promlae analytically.

The absorption spectra of lead and bismuth

system thlg

EDTA com-

plexes In 0.01 ~ perchlorlc acid are described by Welcher (W5).

l%th the lead Ion and fts EDTA complex are colorless but they

show strong absorption bands In the ultraviolet. Unllke,the

strong shift In the absorption peak of lead Ions in perchloric

acid produced by the presence of various anions (13) the EDTA

complex shows no such dependence. Maximum absorption for the

lead-EDTA complex occurs at 24o mu”. Lead concentrations down

to 10
-6

~ caq be determined. The absorption curves for the EDTA

complexes of lead and bismuth and of the uncompleted Ions in

0.01 ~ perchlorlc acid are shown In Figure 10. Lead and bismuth

can be determined simultaneously by titrating a mtiture of the

Ions In perchlorlc acid with dilute EDTA. solutl”on and measuring

the absorbance change of 24o mu ultbavlolet light on a

photometer (W5). The more stable bismuth-EDTA complex

first followed by the “lead complex. A titration curve

the sharp end pofnts obtained is shown In Figure 11.

spectro-

forms

sho~lng

c. Polarography.

Of the various method6 of determination of trace amounts

of mater:al, polograp~ has perhapfl been most neglected by the

radlochemlst. This method ts one of the best for determination

of the concentration of the constituents of mixtures combhlng

high sensltlvlty with speed and preclslon. Polarography Is also

easily adapted to automatic operation and to remote handling of

radioactive solutions. The determination Is probably best

carried out on an allquot ok the sample with radiation measure:

ment on a separate allquot. A comprehensive review of the

principles and applications of’polarography is available (K5).

The

lead are very

“chemical and electrochemical characteristics of

favorable for its polarographlc determination.
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Figure 10

Absorptionspectraof bismuthand lead perchloratesand their

EDTA complexes. Concentrationof biBmuthand lead and their

‘5 M In o.01 ~ pei-chlorlcacid. FromcomplexesIS 2 X 10 _

F.J. Welcher,“The AnalyticalUses of Ethylenedlamlnetetra-

=ti C Acid”,D. Van NostrandCo.,

(1958),p. 83. ThanksIS givento

nd.aaionto reproducematerialfrom

Inc., Princeton,N. J.

the publishersfor per-

thlB book.
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Figure 11

Tltratloncurve for slmultaneOuBtltratlOnof lead and bismuth

with EDTA (0,5M Of Bi am?0.5w Of ?b tit~atedat P40WI.

FromF. J, Welcher,“TheAnalyticalUBeSof Ethylenediamlnetetra-

aceticAcid”,D. VanNostrandCo.,Inc.Princeton,N. J. (1958),

P. 83.



The polarographlc characteristics of lead In various supporting

electrolytes at 2s”.are shown in Table XV”II.

Table KVII
Polaroaraphlc characteristics of lead In various suPDortlW
electrZlyteO at 25”c.

Supporting Electrolyte

O.l~KCl (or HC1)

1 g HC1 (or KC1)

1 g I?N03

1 ~ NaOH

0.5~ tartarate, pH = 4.5

0.5 ~ tartarate, pH = 9

0.5~ tartarate + O.l~NaOH

Dlff’uslon Cmrent
Constant,

‘1/2 VS. S.C.E., V.
I

-0.396 3.80 ....”.

.435 3.86

.405 3.67

.755 3.39

,48 2.37

.50 2.30

.75 2.39

Sodium hydroxide ~upportlng electrolyte Is especially

useful for the determination of lead In the presence of tin,

anttiony and arsenic. Staiu’dte Ion and arsenlte Ion do not

show reduction waves In thlO”medl~ and the half-wave of

anttion.lte is 0.5 V more negative than that of Plumblte (K5).

Tartarate 1“srecommended aO a supporting electrolyte for the

simultaneous determination of copper, bismuth, lead and cadmium

(K5). The waves are in the order listed and are best sep”&rated

at a PH between 4 and 5 (ti). The Polarograms ofa copper,

bismuth lead, and cadmium mixture taken from reference (~) is

shown h Figure 12. ~Is is repr,esentatlve of the sepsratlon~

observed In lead mtitures. Curve A of this Tlgure”indlcates the

sltuatlon In the presence of a large excess of copper. Ak noted

In the caption, most of the copper was removed by electrolyals

and the polarogram of the mtiture Is shown on cuiwe D. That

the copper electrolysis dld not remove ❑lgnlflcant amounts of the

other constituents IS

which IB a polarogrem

ahoti by comparing curve B with cqrve C

of an Identical mixture except copper was

absent In thla caOe.
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12. Polarcgramof oopper,bismuth, lead and cadmiummixture in a

tartaratesupportingelectrolyteat PI-i4.5. (a)withluge

exceaaof copper.(b)polarogramof solutionfroma at higher

sensitivity-ter electzmlysisof copperat -0.13to -0.16v

vs. S.C.E.(c) solutioncontainingsameconcentrationsof

bi~mth, leadd cadmiumae in scluticna. FromJ. J. Lingene,

“ElectroanalyticalChemistry”,IntersciencePublishersInc.,

New York (1953),P. 327. Thanksla giventhepubliaheraand

ProfessorLingenefor permissionto reproducematerialfrom

thlBbock.

A cyanide Bupportlng electrolyte Is useful for deter-

mining lead In the presence of large amounts of cadmium because

the wave of the lead-cyanide complex precedes that of the

cadmium complex by about 0.4 V (K5). Bismuth, antimony, -~ead

and tln mixtures have been determined using a hydrochloric

acid-sodium fluoride supporting electrolyte (L6). The use of an

ammoniacal tartarate soln haB been found to be beneficial for

the simultaneous determination of thalllum and lead (B2).

The sensitivity of polarographlc determlnationO can

be extended Into the 10-8 ~ range by application of the recently

developed ~are-wave polarographlc techniques. Mllner and Slee

have used this method with an orthophosphorlc acid base to

determine trace quantities of lead In monzanlte and in various

copper, tin, zinc and aluminum base alloys (M8).
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Using a mercury plated platinum electrode, Marple
.

and Rogers have devised a fast coulometric method “for determina-

tion of trace qncentratlons of lead down to 10‘8~ (M9).

D. Comparison .of,th,esensltlvlty of various
determination methods. “

It is of Interest to compare the sensitivity of the

various methods for determination of lead. Figure “~3shows

x-10

LITR

S~RK

ARC

FLAME

CHE M

AMP

“z I o -4 -2

.LOG, SENSITIVITY (Jig/rd)

13.

.#’---
Graph comparingeeia’ltlvltyof

detennlnatlonmethods for lead.

Variou8 methodn are discuaaed

in text. Fr9m W. W. Meinke,

Scieqce~ 177.(1955).

the results of such a comparl~on by Melnke (M1O). The first

two bar graphs Indicate the aensltlvlty by neutron activation

11 -2using a 5 x 10 neutrons/cm sec‘1 fl& (X1O) and a 1 x 1013

neutrons/cm-2 aec‘1 flu (LITR). The other determination methodB

Indicated are: spark, co”pperspark method of spectrographic

analyslsj arc, graphite D-C arc method of Bpectrographlc analysis;

flame, flame spectrometer analygls with an oxyhydrogen flame;

them, sensitive color reaction using a one ceritlinetercell; and

amp, amperometrlc titration. The high sensitivity of the

colorlmetrl.cmethod for lead Is apparent from this graph,

7. Solvent ExtractIon

Solvent extraction has proved to be ,a valuable tool In

radlochemical and analytical studies of lead. The moBt widely

used extraction system uses the extraction of the dfthizone
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complex Into c5rbon terracnlorlde or Inta chloroform. The

popultirr of rhie mettiod 18 due in part to rne utilitr cf

ditni?one ae a colortierric indicacor for lead. Extraction of

many other camplexeO nave b~er, artiied, mome of wnicn 6naw -

considerable promi3e for radiGchemical application. TWG

rsview3 of aolven~ exrractlon by Morrison and Freieer (Ml, Fl)

have recenrly agpeared.

A. Ian ~Oaociatiofi By3KEm8.”

\

Icdi
.
--1 ~rhe eimple ioriicsysrem3, solvent extracrim cf

\ “-tn~ iodid~ ID rne=er useful fGr lead. Lead la extrscred f’mm

acidic iodide saluriuns tiro mer-hyl isopropyl keton~ (H1](U2).

extract~d from acidic icdidz 3alurions with varioua

shown in Figure 14. Ekments partially or com-

BCNOF

Al siP s c1
,--..-%

K CaSc7iV Cr*FeCaNi~CuZn:Ga &[~SeBr
L.- .-.-d

D

RbSrY Zrhb[&~TcRu~PdAgCdln SnSb%!l
-:--J

C.sBaLaHfTaW ReOslrPtAuHg TIPbipj]PaAt

*

Ml

A

Kr

Xe

Rn

h

lh.

---------

ROAC

CePrNdPmSmEuGdTbDyHoGlin fih

lhPaUt@PtiAmCmBkCfE FmMv =~

31ementmextracradIntoiodide■ymm. Solidblocks-

appreciablyexrmcmd, brokenblocke- XCWI.Y ●xtruc.ed.

YromH. FreioernndG. H. Ploz7imn,‘SolventEmractlon in

Radlocn-lcelSepuarlone-,Ann.Rev.of lluc.Solence~ 221

(1959). Thnnkmla givenme publimneramnd ProfamsorYreleer

for pemIsalonto reproducemmmrlel fromtnimreticle.

-------------------------------------------------------
“ Tnia claa3ificaTion fcllow3 Fr=i-SEr and MGrriSOIi (Fl).
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pletely extracted by methyl Ssopropyl ketone are tln (IV),

mercury (II), iron (III), antimony, copper, palladium, cadmium,
.

rhodlti, gold &d ruthenium (W1)(W2). Most of these elements can

be removed by a preltilnary extraction with the solvent from

thlacyanate or hydrochloric acid media. Iron, copper, zinc,

mercury, gold and palladlum are completely extracted as their

thlocyanates while tin and antimony are extracted as chlorides.

The preltilnary extraction can be carried out from.a saturated

ammonium thlocyanate - ~~ hydrochloric acid soluttin. By adding

saturated potassium Iodide solutlon to the aqueouO phase lead

can then be extracted. Copper and ruthenium extract with the

lead. There IB” some question about the behavior of bismuth

through this procedure. West (Wl) reports that bismuth Is

separated from lead. However, Morrison and Frelser (Ml)

Indicate that bismuth Is extracted Into methyl isopropyl ketone.

The extraction of bismuth from Iodide solutlons Into methyl

Isobutyl ketone has also been observed (W3). If a bismuth

separation Is desired, this point would seem to require further

Investlgatlon.

Carboxy liC Acids

Figure 15 shows the elements extracted from alkaline

aqueous OolutlQns by carboxyllc acids dissolved In organic

solvents. The solvent preferred Is methyl Isobutyl ketone. ThlE

figure Is from the review of Frelser and Morrison (Fl). The

details of the extraction are not clear from this review nor

do the references given give detailE for extraction of any

elements except chromium. From the figure this appears to be an

attractive system for lead i3eparatlonE.

Using perfluorooctenolc acid In nitrate and perchlorate

solutlons, divalent cations (CaII, MgII, FeII, PbII and ZnII)

have been separated from monovalent

(M2) . The extraction proceeds beEt

cations by Mills and Whetsel

at a PH just below that which
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15. ElementsextractedIn carboxylicacid systems. From

H. Fral~erandQ. H. Morrison, “SolventExtractionin Fladio-

chemicalSeparatlonall,Ann, Rev, of Nuc. Science~, 221 (1959).

would cause formation of the Insoluble ~ydroxlde of the metal of

interest.

ExtractIon of Contaminants from Lead

Due to the failure of lead to extract Into

solvents from hydrochloric or nltrlc acid solutions

such systems are useful for removal of large amounts

material prior to lead separation or to remove major

organic

W2)(B1)(F1)J

of target

active

species to permit easier and safer handling. Although less

satisfactory than a selective separation of lead these systems

can also be used for final purification of lead samples from

certain contaminants. P. W. West and coworkers (W1)(W3) and

T. S. West (W2).have found that copper, iron, zinc, antimony,

tin (IV), mercury (II), platinum, gold, palladium and rhodium

can be removed from dilute hydrochloric acid solutions con-

taining an excess of ammonium thiocyanate by extraction with

methyl Isopropyl ketone leavlng lead In the aqueous phase.

Thallium can also be removed by adding bromine water to the
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8olutlon

not only

prior to the extraction. Two paBBea with the ketone

removes the metal chlorldes and thiocyanatee but alOo
,, -..

removes exceBs bromine.

According’ to figure 10 of reference Fl, bismuth can
.

be separated,,from lead In acl,d.,mediaby.extr,action with’a 0.1 ~
. .

sQlution of elt.her trl-n-oc’tylphoOphlne oxide or 2-ethyl-n-hexyl,,,’.,,
phoBphine oxide in cyclohexane.

A convenient method “for’removing polonium from”blsmuth

or lead haa been patented by Karraker (’K1). The polonium Ie

removed from dflute hydrochloric acid solutlon by extraction

with tr~butyl”pho;phate ether or by a 20#’OolutJon of tributyl
,.

“phosphate In d~butyl ether”. ‘“’ ‘ ‘“’“’

Thorium, bismuth and polonlum can be quantitatively

separated from lead,(and radium) by extractlpn .f%oma saturated

aluminum nitrate solutlon wlthmesltyl oxide (M3)i Thallium

can be separated by extraction of thallium III Into a solution

of 5% n-octanol In hexone from O.1~ ~ hydrochloric acid (L2) .

It may be necessary In some cases to add an excess of bromine

water to oxidize the thallium prior to the extraction. This

Is a convenlentmethod for separating lead from thallium target

material.

B. Chelate Bystems.

Dltnlzone

Dlphenylthiocarbazone, or dlthizone,

,NH-NH-C6H5
S=c

‘N=N-C6H5

ham played a prominent role In lead chemistry for twenty years “and

It ia not expected that Its uae will diminish. As noted In

section IV-B the senOltivlty of the dlthlzone colorlmetric

method “for lead equals and even exceeds that of spectrographic

methods. Dlthlzone Is valuable for isolation of lead from a

large variety of mlxtties because of the selectivity of extraction
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of lead dithlzonate into organic solvents. The literature on the

application of dlthlzone to lead separation and d’etermlnatlon la

extenOlve. Only representative cases will be considered In this

review.

Dithlzone Is a velvet-black solld which dissolves in

most organic solvents to greater or lesser extent. Carbon

tetrachlorlde or chloroform are the solvents used almost exclu-

sively in analytical applications. The room temperature

solublllty of dlthlzone In chloroform Is about 2 grams per 100 ml

and In carbon tetrachlorlde about 0.05 grams per 100 ml. Dilute

solutions of dlthlzone In both these solvents are green In color.

It is usually necessary to purify commercial dlthlzone

before use (due to oxidation). If a O.01~ solution In carbon

tetrachlorlde is shaken with dilute (1:100) ammonium hydroxide

and only a faint yellow color remains in the organic layer, It

may be used without further purification. Dlthizone purifica-

tion can be accomplished by the following simple procedure (Ml):

dissolve about 1 g. dlthlzone per 100 ml chloroform and filter

off residue. Extract dlthlzone Into several 100 ml portions of

redistilled 0.2 ~ ammonium hydroxide. Acldlfy the ammonia

solutlon with dilute hydrochloric acid, precipitating the dithizone.

Extract the precipitate into a minimum amount of chloroform and

evaporate chloroform In a stream of filtered. air (or preferably

nitrogen gas). Store reagent h a dark bottle.

Figure 16 adapted from the recent review of Iwantscheff (14)

shows the pH dependence of the extraction of eighteen metal dlthi-

zonates into carbon tetrachlorlde. A number of the metal dlthl-

zonates change from the primary Me(IDz)n to the secondary

‘e ‘zQ.~n
form In basic solution. The utlllty of dlthlzone

extractlon~ for selective separations Is not apparent from this

figure except for the posslblllty of separating elements numbered

one through eight from the remainder by extraction from acid

solutions. The use of masking agents to prevent extraction of
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ION COMPOUND
pH VALUE

o
COLOR

4 7 10 t4
, , , I I 1 , 1 1 1 1 ,

+Dz- H2DZ / GREEN—..—-— ——- ——————— ORANGE-YELLOW

&g+ AgHDz
/

GCLDEN YELLOW

Ag2 DZ + WOLET-REO

-lg~+
H@HGz& r ORANGE=YELLOW

HgDz m,,’ 11, vICtET

,~z+ Pd (HDz)2
r — --

PALE GREEN
PdDz —.- ~BROWN+ IOLET

, ~2- P t(HDz)2
/ ---- BROWN+ ELUW#

PtDz
--— 4BROWN

~u3+ AU(HDZ)3 GOLOEN YELLOW
AU2DZ3 18, RED-BROWN

=’0 ? PoIHDz)? 4- ---

CU(HDZ)2
:U2+ / REO-VIOLET

CUDZ GOLDEN ❑ROWN

~L3+ BL(HDZ)3 / \ REO-ORANGE

In3+ In(HDz)3 — RASPBERRY RED

Sn2+ Sn[HDz~ / ~ \ RED

Zn2+ Zn(HDz)2 / PURPLE-RED

cd 2+ Cd(HDz)2 / \ ROSE RED

~02+ CO(HDZ)2
/

REO-VIOLET
CODZ GOLDEN BROWN

@+ NL(HDZ)2 / - BROWN-VIOLET

Pb2+ Pb(HDz)2 CARMINE RED

~e2+ Fe (HDz)2 d— -% VIOLET-RED

~ na+ Mn(HDz)2 4BRoWN

TL+ TLHDz RASPBERRY RE[

16. SchematicFepreaentatlonof the PH dependenceof the extraction

of dlthlzonategIn carbon tetrachlorlde.

=$ l.. per cent extractionof the primarydlthlzonates

~~ 1.0 per cent extractionof the secondarydlthlzonates

~$ -&,on
per cent extractionof dlthlzonefrom aqueous

$ The secondarydlthizonateIS lnaOlublein cc14.
The color given Is for the aqueouB suapenalon.

Adapted from G. Iwantscheff,~gew, them. ~, 472 (1957).
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certain species, however, lncrea6e8 the tIelectlvlty to the point

that complete separation of lead from almost all other elements

can be achieved.

Detailed extraction curves of lead dlthlzonate Into

chloroform and carbon tetrachlorlde are shown in Figure 17 and

Figure 18. The declslon between the use of chloroform or of

carbon tetrachloride a“ssolvent in lead separations Is Influenced

mainly by the amount of lead carrier added or the amount of lead

expected. The use of carbon tetrachloride gives better separations

In some cases and is preferred for the co.lorllnetrlcdetermination

because of the smaller amount of excess dlthlzone present (see

section IV-6). The solublllties of metal dlthlzonates are less

in carbon tetrachlorlde, however, than in chloroform’. The solu-

blllty of lead dithlzonate in carbon tetrachlorlde at 25° is

5.7 x 10-6 ~or 1.2 p.p.m. (w/v) lead (ref. S5, p. 567). It Is

possible to wol”kwith carbon tetrachlorlde solutlon~ which are

moderately supersaturated. Thus, solutions containing up to

3.5 P.P.m. lead behave normally. If too large a sample LB taken

precipitation of lead dlthlzonate may result and is often charac-

terized by a scum at the carbon tetrachlorlde aqueous solution

Interface. If present, this should be brought Into Bolutlon,

after d“rawlng off most of the carbon te,trachlorlde, with fresh

solvent,

Cadmium can be separated from lead by extraction from

a strongly ‘basic (l”N sodium hydroxide) “solution after addltlon—
,,

of citrate or tartarate to prevent preclpltatlon of the metal

hydroxides (Vi). Cadmium is extracted, lead remains In the

aqueous phase.

A powerful method of differentiating against’ the

elements co-extracted with lead “is through the use “of completing

agents. For example, the only metals extracted from weakly

basic (PH 8-1o) medium containing cyanide are lead, thallium (I),

tin (II), iridiumand bismuth (Ml). The presence of tartarate
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Extractionof lead dlthlzonatein chloroform. A. with 50$

exceae dithlzone;B. with 2s$ exce BB dlthlzone. From

B. B. Sandell, ‘ColorlmetrlcDetermlnatlonof TraceE of Metal e”,

3rdEd., InterBclence Fubllahere Inc., New York (1959).

18.

or citrate,

PH

Extractionof lead dithlzonateand dlthlzone in carbon tetra-

chloride. The solid curves are for extractionof .062MS Pb

In 25 ml or aqueouB“solutionwith A. 0.001 per cent w/v

dithizone in CCL4 and B. 0.01 Per cent W/V dlthlzme in” CC14.

FromE. B, Sandell, “Colorlmetrlc~termlnatlon of .TraoeBof

Metals”, 3rd )ld.,IntersclencePublishersInc., New York

(1959),P. 566.

whlch,is always added in lead separations to dis-

courage separation of metal hydroxides, hinders Indiw extrac-

tion (S5). In the presence of large amounts of Indlum or

appreciable levels of Indlum radioactivity It may still interfere.

Since stannic

by extraction

tln does not extract and bismuth can

from slightly acldlc medium the only

be separated

other metal
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that will Interfere Is thallium. EDTA prevent8 extraction of

“lead at all pH’s (Ml).

Dlthlzone extraction from cyanide solution has been used

to advantage In a wide variety of analytical applications including

.separatlon of lead from uranium metal (C2), from antimony sulfide

(N3) and from stone meteDrltes (R3).

A number of substances can cause Interference with the

basic cyanide extraction of lead. Iron (III) in alkaline cyanide

medium gives ferrlcyanide which oxidizes dlthlzone (S5). If

Iron is present or su6pected, hydroxylami.ne hydrochloride should

be added. Copper also tends to oxldlze dlthlzone in basic

medliun. In the presence of much calcium or magnesium and phos-

phorus, the Insoluble ammonium phosphates of these salts may

precipitate and carry lead strongly. For moderate amounts of

these metals sodium hexametaphosphate can be added to prevent

phosphate precipitation (Al). If calclum or magnesium phosphate

concentrations are too high, a preliminary lead extraction wtth

a carbamate reagent may be required (see below). Stannlc acid

also carries down lead and when much tln Is present It must be

removed, as by volatilization of the bromide (ref. S5, p. 583) .

The equilibration rate for some metals (notably copper)

Is quite slow in acldlc solut~ons (slower In chloroform than

carbon tetrachlorlde) (S5). Vouk and Weber have found the

equilibration of lead between carbon tetraCh~orTde and aqueous

solutions to be very rapid at all PH’S (V3). Instead of

extracting Interfering elements from weakly acid solutlons to

separate from lead It Is often preferable to extract from an

alkaline citrate solutlon In which the Interfering metals are

co-extracted with lead. The lead Is then removed from the

organic phase Into dilute (0.02 ~) nitric acid. This Is followed

by

PH

be

addition of citrate (or tartarate) and cyanide, adjusting the

to ..-8.5 and re-extracting the lead into dithizone. This can

done only when the total amount of reacting metal Is small
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because of the limited dlthlzonate aolublllty In the organic

phase. This method haB been used to separate lead from biological

~amples (Al), rocks and stone meteDrltes (Mll) and from zirconium

metal and zlrconlum alloys (G3).

SeparatlbnO from bismuth are Important for many radlo-

chemical applications. If macro amounts of either constituent

Is present as In the uBe of a lead or bismuth cyclotron target,

a PrellmlnaN separation aa by Preclpltatlon of lead sulfate or

bismuth oxychlorlde may be necessary. The extraction coefficients

for lead, blamuth and thalllum over the pH range of Interest. for

their separation are summarized In Figure 19. Bismuth

separated by extracting It from a buffered solution at

Oi Pb

EQUILIBRIUM DITHIZONE EQUILIBRIUM DITHIZONE
CONCENTRATION (!Q CONCENTRATION (?JJ
005 0.01 OJJO I 0,05 0.01 o.&ll

2 -

I-

0 - 0,05

-1 -
0.0 I

-2 - 0,001

-3 -

-4 -

I z 3 4 5

PH

can be

PH 2.6

19. Extractioncoeffloienta of bismuth, lead and thallium aa

functionsof PH and dlthlzone concentrationin carbon tetra-

chloride, From E. B. Sendell, “Colorl.metricDetermination

or l’raceaof Metals”, 3rd Ed., ZntereciencePublishersInc.,

New York (1959),p. 557.

to 3.0 Into O.01~ dlthlzone In chloroform as has been done by

Rudenko for separatlofi of carrier-free ThB(Pb212) from

ThC(Bi212). It Is expected that there will be some loss of.lead

In O.01~

the last

dlthlzone. The lead recovery can be Improved by shaking

chloroform extract with 0.01 ~ acid. A stillar, separa-
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tfon has been made by Bambach and Burkey at PH 3.4 (B3) Into

dlthizone-chloroform and by Fischer and LeoPoldl at PH 2.8-3.0

(F7) into dlthizone-carbon tetrachlorlde.

The method of extracting both the biBmuth ‘and lead

. together from basic cyanide solutlon and then removing the lead

by shaking with dilute acid has been used in the Separation of

lead from monazlte (P2) and from bismuth-lead mixtures by

Moore (M5). The lead Ie normally removed

acid solutlon. Emulssleres and Ferradinl

the purlflcatlonof RaD(Pb210), Ra(B1210)

dlthlzone extraction (B4). Their results

the above methods can be used effectively.

Into 0.01 ~ nitric

have Investigated

and Po mixtures by

Ohow that either of

They also .note that

Polonium behaves slmllarly to bismuth and can be extracted from

acid solutions.

Separation from thallium can be accomplished tolerably

well by fractional extraction. For example, using the extrac-

tion coefficients shown In Figure 19 It can be shown that If

a solution of pH 4.0 containhg 1 7 lead and 500 7 thalllum Is

extracted twice with an equal volume of O.01~ dlthizone In

carbon tetrachloride, and the combined extracts are.shaken twice

with PH 5.o buffer Solutiw .9997 Y Or”lead and .0002 7 of

thallium should remain In the organic phase (S5). Perhaps a

preferred method is to effect a ~eparate lead-thalllum separation

by a aelectlve preilpltatlon of lead on.strontium sulfate or by

extracting the lead Into carbamate reagent from 1.5 ~ hydro-

chloric acid solutlon (see below).

Dlethyldlthlocarbamate

The most commonly dlethyldlthlocarbamate salt used Is

the sodium salt which Is a white-crystalline compound, readily

soluble In water, less soluble in alcohol. The reagent Is

generally used In a 1-2$ aqueous solutlon. A certain similarity

between the extractability of metals as dlethyldl$hiocarbamates
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and dlthizonea Is evident. Dlethyldlthlocarbamic acid reacts

with a greater number of elements and thiO fact, together with

the more limited pH range of extraction of its complexes, makes

it less generally useful than dithlzone for determination and

separation of metals. The prlnclple use of this reagent In

lead separations stems from its utility in separating lead from

elements which extract with lead dlthizonate in basic Bolutlon

(bismuth and thallium) and In separating lead from solutlons

containing calclum or magnesium together with phosphorus, a

combination which precludes dithlzone extraction from basic

solutlon.

Figure 20 taken from the review of Freiser and Morrison

(Fl) shows the elements extractable in sodi~ dlethyldithiocar-

bamate solution and the pH at which each can be completely

extracted. .A variety of solvents were used for the

indicated in Figure 20. The solvents used for lead

or ethyl acetate (Ml),

SMulludhyltitibanme

H s
(C.W.N-Q’

extractions

were ethyl ether

He
---

LI Be ‘S- ,No+ B C N OF Ne

Na Mg At SIP SCIA

KCaScmvcrMFetiM CuZnGaGeI%SeWt(r
3 oa30 66 I 3 3 3

RbSrYZr~~TcRuFthW~g~d ~~SbTel Xe
-0.7

CsBa La WTa~Re Qek PtAu~ TIPb BIPa AtRn
-1 3 -0.2I

FaRa Ac

CePrNdPmSmEuGdTbOyHoEr lhYbLu

Thh~M~AmCntShCfE FmMwlU?k33

20. Elements extractablewith sodium dlethyldlthiocarbamate. The

number under an element symbol Indlcatea the PH value at which

the element can be completelyextraated. From H. Frelaer and

G. H. Morri80n, “SolventExtractionIn RadlochemicalSepara-

tions”,Ann. Rev. Nut. Science~, 221 (1959).
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Milner, Edwards and Paddon have teBted a large variety of

solvents for diethyldithiocarbamate extraction of lead and report

that trichloroethylene or tetrachloroethane are superior (M12).

They found that lead extracta quantitatively over the pH range

0.5 to 4.5 from a 0.1 to 1 ~ nitric or perchloric acid solution,

The organic phase was 1 per cent diethyldithiocarbamate in tri-

chloroethylene. They extracted lead under these COnditiOnO to

effect a separation from thorium which does not extract (M12). A

similar separation from thorium has been used by.Goreuch (G4) In

which he extracts lead dlethyldithiocarbsmate into iBoamyl acetate

from pH 3.0-3.2 nitrate solution leaving the thorium in the

aqueous phase.

Investigation of the diethylammonium diethyldithio-

carbamate-chlorofo~ extraction has Ohown that lead can be

quantitatively extracted from 1.5-2.O ~ hydrochloric acid solu-

tions (M14). From 5.3-6 U hydrochloric acid solutions It IS not

extracted (S13). Lead is also not extracted into diethylammonium

dlthiocarbamate-carbon tetrachloride from 12 ! hydrochloric

acid (T3). A convenient separation of lead from bismuth and
,,

thallium iS to extract the lead with the chloroform reagent

from 1.5 ~ hydrochloric acid leaving bismuth and thallium in,

the aqueous phase. Elements extracting to a greater or lesser

extent from 1.5 ~ hydrochloric acid include zinc, cadmium, tin (IV),

iridium,and platinum (IV) (S5). Elements other than bismuth and

thallium not extracted from 1.5 ~ acid are manganeEe, vanadium (Vj,

Cerium-111, uranium-VI, an’cimony-V, chromium-III, zirconium,

titanium and aluminum (S5). The bismuth can subsequently be

extracted from 6 ~hydrochloric acid (S13).. An alternative

method for separating lead and bismuth iB to extract them

together into carbon tetrachloride after treatment with sodium

diethyldithiocarbamate from a tartarate, citrate, cyanide solu-

tion at pH 12. Lead and bismuth are removed from the organic

phase by shaking with 12 M hydrochloric acid and bismuth is then—
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extra&ted from the hydrochloric acid solution with dlethyl-

smmonlum dlthiocarbsmate-carbon tetrachloride reagent leaving

lead in the aqueous phase. This procedure suffices to separate

lead from alloys and a wide range of complex mixtures (T3).

Dlethylammonltun dlethyldlthiocarbsmate-carbon .tetrachloride

reagent can b? prepared by the following procedure: dilute 3 ml

dlethylamlne with 7 ml carbon tetrachlorlde and place In a

brown-stoppered bottle. Mlx 1 ml carbondisulfide and 9 ml

carbon tetrachlorlde and add 4-5 ml of this mixture to the

bottle and shake. Cool and add remainder of the dlsulfide

solution (LT). The reagent keeps one week. On day of use, dilute

1:9 with carbon tetrachloride,

Another procedure for separation of le&d from bismuth

and thallium utlllzes extraction of lead dlethyldlthlocarbamate

from a citrate solution of PH 7 by a mixture of amyl alcohol and’

toluene (equal volumes). Lead Is returned to the

by shaking wfth 0.5 ~ hydrochloric acid. Bismuth

are stated to”remain In the or.ganlc phase (S5).

Chernlkov and Dcbkna have reported that

aqueous phase

and thalllum

lead dlethyl-

dlthlocarbamate can be extracted from fluoride ~olutlons by

ethyl acetate or chloroform at PH 0.3 (C4) . This can be used

as a separation from zinc which Is extracted at pH 3.

After extraction of the lead diethyldiothlocarbamate

Inta an organic solvent the lead can be removed by shaking with

concentrated hydrochloric acid (T3), or the organic solvent

evaporated and the residue dissolved in hydrochlorl”c acid (G4)

followed by colorlmetric determination as the dithizonate or by

some other means. Alternatively, the lead can be determined

colorimetrlcally In dlethyldlthlocarbamate-carbon tetrachlorlde

solution by shaking with excess copper sulfate solution to con-

vert the lead complex Into the aopper complex which is

determined at 435 mu (T3). Lead complexed with diethylammonium

dlethyldlthlocarbamate Is usually removed by evaporating the
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organic solvent

acid-perchlorlc

(M14) .

Cupferron

and destroyhg the.organic

acid (L7) or with sulfuric

residue with sulfuric

acid-nltr,lc acid

FrleOer and Morrison indicate that the cupferron-lead

complex can be extracted at pH 3 (Fl). The Oolvent Is probably

isoamyl alcohol. Details of the extraction are not given but

some useful

PH at which

extracted.

H

separations appear posBlble. Figure 21 shows the

the cupferrates of a number of elements can be

Cupfwml He

21: Elementn extractable by cupfemon. The number under an

element symbol lndlCate B the pH value at which the element

can be completelyextracted. From H. Frel~er and G. H.

Morrle.on, “Solvent Extraction .In Radlochemical SeparationB”,

Ann. Rev. Nut. Sclence~, 221 (1959).

8-Hydroxyqulnoline (Oxine)

Most metal 8-hydroxyquinolates are soluble In chloroform

and can be extracted from aqueous solutions by the use of thlB

solvent (S5). Exceptions are calclum, magnesium, tungsten,

silver and gold. As noted In section IV-4A precipitation of the
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lead complex from aqueous solution is complete In the pH range

8.5 to 12.3. This Is also the pH range of optimum extraction (Ml).

Insofar as precipitation separations are possible by Bultable pH

adjustments, extraction separations are in general feasible.

Greater selectivity of extraction can probably be reallzed by

the use of complexlng agents but these have not been Investigated

for lead.

2-Thenoyltrlfluoroacetone (TTA)

TTAkextractlons have been used for separation of many

metal Ions. This reagent has not been widely used in lead

separations largely because of the popularity of dlthlzone and

dlthiocarbamate extractions. TTA was designed expreOsly to

permit extraction from stronger acid solutlons than other chelating

agents . Thus many Ions can be extracted without interference from

hydrolysis. Problems due to the Instablllty of some chelates such

as the dlethyldlthlocarbamates In mineral acids are also avoided

In TTA extractions. In addition, the high power dependence of

the extraction on acidity makes the separation of one metal Ion

from another very sharp. Typical extraction curves for lead and

a number of other Ions are shown in Figure 22 (Hll). It iS

apparent from this figure that lead can be effectively separated

DH.

22. ExtractIonof traoer qumtitien of thorium,polonium,

bismuth, le&d, thallium, radium end actinium from aqueous

solution by an equal volume of 0.25 ~ thenoyltrlfluoracetone

(TTA) in benzene. From P. Hegemann,J. Am. Chem. Sot. ~,

768 (1952).
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from thorium, polonium, bismuth, radium, actinium and thallium

by careful control 6f the pH of the aqueous solution. The

thallium separation is facilitated by addition of a reducing

agent such as hydroxylamine hydrochloride to keep thallium in the

univalent state. It Is of Interest to note that the elements

shown In Figure 22 are those most often present in naturally

radioactive or in cyclotron produced sources of lead radio-

iiotopes.

A comprehensive review of !M?Aextraction by Poskanzer

and Foreman has recently appeared which summarizes lmown

extraction coefficients (P4). The pH values corresponding to

50~ extraction Into 0.2 ~ TTA dissolved In benzene are shown

in Figure 23, Using these values and the curves of per cent

extraction vs. PH-PH50 shown in Figure 24 the optimum pH for

separation of two or more elements can be determined (P4). In

In most cases the value of X to be used In Figure 24 should be

the oxidation state of the epecies extracted. The values of

X to be used for exceptions to this rule are shown in parenthesis

in Figure 23. PH-PH50 represents the variation of the RH of the

aqueous phase from the pH for 50 per cent extraction.

Acetylacetone

Acetylacetone can be used as both solvent and completing

agent in extraction of numerous metal ions. Lead axtracts com-

pletely at PH 7.4 (Fl). Lead has been separated from copper,

uranium and bismuth by extraction at pH 7.4 (K9) from chloride

solutions. Copper and uranium are both extracted at pH 2.3-5

and bismuth comes out of solution as the oxychloride above pH 1

and does not extract. Extraction of lead acetylacetonate Into

chloroform or butyl acetate Is incomplete and Is not useful for

lead separations (T4).

8-Hydroxyquinaldine

Hynek has reported the separation of lead from alloys
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EXTRACTION OF THE ELEMENTS WITH 0.2M TTA IN BENZENE

IILiI Bs~ m
>0 2.33

PH50

~~~~~

. PH C+ 50% EXTRACTION WITH EQUAL VOLUME

NEGATIVE “PH50’S” = - LOG HCl CONCENTRATION

ID

X = COEFFICIENT OF PH DEPENDENCE OF LOG E
= OX IOATION STATE WHEN NOT INOICATEO

~~,~~

v

ERIBwi—— —
Fr [[Ro~ [1Ac~l

23. Elements extractableIn thenoyltrlfluoracetone.The numbers

under an element eymbol ie the PH nt which W per cent of the

element Ie extracted Into an equal volume of 0.25 ~ lTA In

benzene. The flgurea In parentheaea give a

be ueed with Figure 24 to get PH dependence

When no value Ie given, the oxldatlon etate

to be used. From A. M. Poskanzerand B. M.

value of X to

of extraction,

of the element

Foreman, Jr.,

10

-J. Inorg. and Nut. Chem. ~, 323 (1961) .
. .

by extraction with 8-hydro~qulnaldlne from an alkaline,

cyanide-hydrogen peroxide medium (H12) . After an intervening

extraction at PH 5 to eliminate traces of Impurities which would

coextract with lead, the lead complex was extracted at pH 9

and determined spectropho tometrlcally In the organic Phaae.

c. Amalgam exchange.

Devoe, Kim and Melnke have described a fast and

selectlve separation based on the rapid exchange of elements
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24.

~H- ~H50

ExtractabilityVE. PH-PHY i’orelements shown In Figure 23.

The PHX valuea should be taken from Figure 23 end the value

of X to be

or In ❑orne

From A. M.

NUC. Chem.

used ehould be the oxidation Btate of the element

caaea the value shown in parentheeee In Figure 23.

PoBkanzer and B. M. Foreman, Jr., J. Inorg. and

~, 323 (1961).

present In a dilute amalgam and Its lone in solution (Dl). The

yield of this process decreaseB as the amount of the element In

the aqueoui phaBe Increases relative to the amount In the amalgam.

It also decreases in the Presence of oxldizlng agents (~04-,

Cr207=, etc.). For five-minute stirring of a 2 per cent amalgam

with a volume ratio for aqueous phase .toamalgam of 40:1, 90 per

cent of the carrier-free lead-212 was removed from a 0.5 M sodium—

nitrate solution. Presumably the lead could be removed from the

amalgam by shaking’with an aqueous so~ution of a suitable

oxidizing agent.

8. Ion exchange.

The speed, convenience and selectivity of Ion exchange

separatlon8 have gone far toward making this the separation method

preferred “byradlochemlsts. Ion exchange Is most useful for

final purlflcatlon of a radloelement or for separation from a

few Interferrlng species. Speclflc separations from general

mixtures are usually less successful. This is not a Oerlous
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fafllng because often only a“few radloelementa are present In

the sample or preliminary group separations can be carried out

rapidly and quantitatively by preclpltatlon reactions, solvent

extraction or electrodeposltion. Macroqusntltles of impurity

often Impairs Ion exchange separations by resin-loading effects

even if the impurity la not strongly absorbed on the resin. In

general, separations are more complete If the amount of carrier

is minimized but up to 10-20 mg of Inert carrier of the element of

Interest can often be tolerated by increasing the amount of resin

In the column.

A. Anion exchange.

From Hydrochloric Acid

The adsorption of lead (and bismuth) on a strong base

quaternary amine anion-exchange resin In hydrochloric acid solu-

tion has been Investigated in detail by Nelson and Kraus (N2).

The resin used in this work was Dowex-1, 200-230 mesh. It was

found that the absorbabllity of lead-II was low in dilute hydro-

chloric acid (D = 1 In 0.05 ~ HC1) and increased at first with

Increasing hydrochloric acid concentration. Adsorption reached

a maximum (D = 25) near 1.5 M hydrochloric acid and then—

decreaOed rapidly. Negligible adsorption (D < 1) occurred above

8 ~ hydrochloric acid. The distribution coefficient obtained

for lead and bismuth as a function of the hydrochloric acid

concentration are shown in Figure 25. The adsorption of lead,

although relatively small at its maximum, is sufficient to permit

its separation from most elements in the periodic table. Dis-

tribution coefficients for adsorption of large number of

elements on Dowex-1 resin as a function of the hydrochloric

acid concentration are shown in Figure 26. This figure is taken

from the review article of Kraus

of lead separations are shown on

(N2) . It is of interest to note

and Nelson (K7). A few examples

curves A, B and D of Figure 27

thatby altering the conditions
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It Is possible h some cases to change the order of elutlon as

shown for lead and iron-III In curves A and B of Figure 27. Lead,

bismuth and polonium have been separated from radium solutlons by

Dowex-1 anion-exchange columns (H6)(H1O)(P3) by putting the mixture

onto the resin in 1–2 ~ hydrochloric acid. The radium passed

25.

MOLARITY OFHCI.

DIBtrlbUtiOn coefficient VE. hydrochloric mid concentration

for adBorptlon of lead and blBmuth on Dowex-A-l mien exchange

rec.in from hydrochloric acid eolution. From F. Nelson and

K. A. ~aUB, J. AM. Chem. Sot. @, 5916(1954).

directly through

5 column volumes

was subsequently

the column and the lead waa removed after about

of eluant had been passed through. The bismuth

removed with concentrated hydrochloric acid and

the polonlum with concentrated nitric acid (H6).

The speed possible In Ion exchange separations make

this a uniquely favorable separation method for many applications.
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2’7.

VOLUME OF EFFLUENT [mtJ.

Separations Involving PbII in hydrochloric acid and nitric
-.

acid solutions (0.30 sq, cm. columns, length A, 4.7 cm;

B, 4.7 cm;C, 6.8 em;D, 12.2cm,200-300meOh Dowex-1, flow

rate, 0.5 cm/mln) . From F. Nelson and K. A. Xraua, J. Am.

Chem. SOC. j%, 5916(1954).

AnIon exchange separations have been used for example to separate

lead isotopes of a f’ewseconds half life from bismuth parent

activities (S9). The column was “malntalned at 82.3°c by refluxing

lBoPropyl alcohol through an external jacket in order to Increase

the rate of equilibration. Bismuth was adsorbed on the resin and

lead was eluted. Lead daughters of half life down to one or two

seconds could then be removed from the resin rapidly enough with

very dilute hydrochloric acid to allow their llfetlnes and radla-

tlon characteristics to be measured. A slmllar method has been

used by Campbell and Nelson to make measurements of the charac-

teristics of 0.8 sec lead-207M Produced from decay of bismuth-207

(C3) . In this work 200 mesh Dowex-1 (10~ cross linked) resin was

used at room temperature. These workers have utilized a flow
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technique in which the solutlon is paased through the reBin bed

past on injector which injects bubbles used to measure the flow

rate and then directly to a scintillation counter. By varying

the spacing between the detector and the realm the half life of

lead-207M waa measured as 0.84 * 0.02 sec (C3). The flow

apparatus Is shown In Figure 28, The method could be extended

(in favorable cases) to measurements of isotopes of half lifes

of the order of milliseconds.

Direction of liquid flow

I

e pump

20. Sahematlo diagram of flow epparatua for meammement of

Pbm7m half-life. From E. C. Campbell and F. Nelson,

J. Inorg. and Nuo. Chem. ~, 233 (1956).

Similar results have been obtained using other strong

base quaternary anion resins In hydrbchlorlc acid solution.

Jentzsch and Frotscheu have reviewed the use of Wolfatlt L-150

anion exchange resin (Jl) . Table XVIII shows the hydrochloric

acid concentration at which a number of elements are eluted from

Wolftit L-150. Amberllte XE-98 (65-120 mesh) resin was used by

Ishlmori for separation of Pb210(RaD), BI210(RaE) and Po210(RaF)

(15) . The resin was packed in a 3 cm by 0.85 cm diameter column.

After converting the resin to the chlorlde form by treatment

with concentrated hydrochloric acid the elutlon curves shown

In Figure 29 were obtained.

Russian workers have successfully separated small

amounts of lead from bismuth, cobalt, nickel, Iron and coPPer
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29. ElutionsequenceforRaD (Pb210),RaS {B1210)”andReR (Po210)

on Amberllte X98 anion exchange reBin. From T. IBhlnIOrl, Bull.

Chem. Soc. Japan~, 432 (1955).

by u~ing AN-2F and TM anion exchange resin (S10). The mixture B

were loaded on the resin In 8 ~ hydrochloric

copper and iron were desorbed with 4 to 0,05

acid, the lead with 0.02 ~ hydrochloric acid

with 1 ~ sulfurlc acid (S10).

The behavior of lead on De-acidlte

acid. The cobalt,

~ hydrochloric

and the bismuth

FF anion exchange

resin (@-&l mesh) has been investigated by Mllner, Edwards and

Paddon (M12), They ftnd the behavior to be similar to that noted

above for Dowex-1. The adsorption IB strongest from 2 ~

hydrochlor’lc acid but lead began eluting at this concentration

after a few column volumes of eluant had paOaed through. Gorsuch

used De-acidlte FF (100-200 mesh) to separate lead from thorium

(G4)(G5).
.

After loading the thorium solution onto a 10 cm x 1,5 cm

diameter column in 2 ~ hydrochloric acid and waBhing the thorium
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Table XVIII
Elutlon of metal lonB from Wolftlt L-150 anion exchange resin
with hydrochloric acid.

Element Hydrochloric Acid Concentration (Molarlty)

12.5 1I-10 7,5 6.5 5 4 1.5 1.o 0.5 0.05 0.005

x
:“:
Na x
K x
AB III
Ca
NI
Fe II
co
Mn II
Fe III
Cu
Sn IV
In
Zn
Cd
Pb

From ref. (Jl) .

through the resin

eluted In a sharp

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

bed with 2 ~ hydrochloric acid, the lead was

band with dlOtllled water.

From Other Hallc Acids

Hydrochloric acid-hydrofluorlc acid mixtures are uOeful

eluentO h many anion-exchange separation procedure. The diEtrl-

bution coefficients for B number of elements.on Dowex-1 resin from

1 ~ hydrofluorlc- (0.01-12 ~hydrochlorlc acid solutions are shown

In Figure 30 (from reference N4). Although the adsorption behavior

of lead Is relatively unaffected by the presence of the hydrofluorlc

acid= a number of elements such as tin-II, german~mn-11, and

titanium-IV, which behave much llke lead In hydrochloric acid

solution exhlblt sufficiently different behavior In the mixture

to make their separation from lead stralghtforward. An extiple

of lead’separatlorm using mixed hydrochloric acid-hydrofluorlc acid

elements is shown In Figure 31. Farls has found that lead Is only

slightly adsorbed on Dowex-1 r~sln from hydrofluorlc acid solutions
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30. DiBtrlbution coefficients

on Dowex-1 anion exchange

for adBOrptiOn of some elements

realn from hydrochloric acid-

hydrof luorlc acid solutions. me light llnee EhOw the

adsorption behavior in 1 ~ HF eolutions (except Zr(IV),

Hf(IV), Nb(V), Ta(V) and Pa(V) where ~ W - 0.5) as a function

of hydrochloric acid concentration. The clerk curveB BhOW the

behavior In the abBenCe of hydrofluorlc acid. From F. Nelson,

R. M, Rush and K. A. K.rauB,J. Am. Chem. SOC. !??,339 (lg~).



31.

32,

0 5 !0 15 20 25 30
COLUMN VOLUMES OF EFFLUENT.

A separation involving lead adsorbed on Imwex-1 anion exchange

resin using HC1-HF eluent. From F. Nelson, R. M. Rush and

K. A. Krw.la,J. Am. Chem. Sot. ~, 339 (1960).
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MOLARITY OF NO; .

Dlstributlon coefficients for adsorption of lead (II) and

bismuth (III) onto Dowex-1 anion exchange realn from nitrate

solutions , From F. Nelson and K. A. Kraus, J. Am, Chem. Sot.

~, 5916 (1954).
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ranging in concentration from 1 ~ to 24 ~ (F8). Lead can be easily

separated from Mo IV, Te IV, Sb V, Sn IV, Zr IV, Nb V, Pd II and

AS vwith 5 YW (F8).

Lead has been found to adaorb more strongly onto

De-acidlte FF anion exchange resin from 2 ~ hydrobromlc acid

solutlon than from 2 ~ hydrochloric acid solution (M12). Hydro-

bromlc acid eluant haa been u~ed to separate lead from thorium

(M12) .

From Other ElectralyteB

The dlstrlbutlon coefflcientB for lead (and bismuth)

on Dowex-1 from nitrate solutions are shown In Figure 32 (N2).

Lead Is only very weakly adsorbed at all concentrations aO might

be expected from the failure of lead to form negatively charged

nitrate complexes. Some uBeful lead separations using a nitrate

system are possible as shown In curve C of Figure 27. In

general, however, the same separations can be carried out ag well

or better with a hydrochloric acid system.

It Is possible to adsorb lead onto anion exchange

column by first loading the resin with Iodide Ion (K2), sulflde

ion (K2) or phosphate ion (R4).

Influence of EDTA

The adsorption behavior of lead on anion exchange resins

is drastically altered In the presence of EDTA. In contrast to

the low adsorption of lead from nitrate ~olutlons In the absence

of EDTA Is Its strong adsorption In the presence of EDTA. The

distribution coefficients of lead and a number of other elements

onto Dowex-1 from nitrate aolutlons of varying nitrate composition

In the presence of very dilute EDTA are shown In Figure 33 (S11).

The EDTA Is present In excess over the radloelements In order to

convert them to their EDTA complexes but the amount Is still

small compared with the concentration of nitrate Ions so the

ion exchange resin Is almost completely in the nitrate form.
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33. Matributlon aoefflolento of mdloelmenta between nitrnte-

londed Mmex-1 end nitrate ❑olutionm, both aontnlnhg come

EDTA; at PN 4,7-5,0. mom T. Sohbnfeld, M. Wald and

M. Srund, Procqmlingn of the 2nd U.N. Confarenoe on the

PeaoefWl Umes of At. ~ergy 28, ~ (1958).

The slgnlflcant process Is then exchange of nitrate anlona in

the reeln phaae with complex anlonO containing the radloelement:

n(R+)N03- + Mc ~- ~ ,(R+)n MO ~- + n N03-

If more concentrated aolutlons of the EDTA are used, [as the

dlsodlum salt, represented ae Na2HaY) then the realn la In the form

of the anionic complexoq and the procefle of lntere~t 1s:

n(R+)2H2Y2- + Me~-~ 2(R+)n Me@- + n~Y2-

The dlstrlbutlon coefficients of the same radloelementB of Figure 33

on Dowex-1 resin lo”adedwith EM’A as a function of the EDTA con-

centration of the eluant la shown in Figure 34.

It Is a180 useful to conBider the effect of varying the

pH of the solution since the atabllity of the various EDTA com-

plexes Is known to be pH sensitive. The effect on the distribu-

tion coefficient for lead between nitrate loaded Dowex-1 and

nitrate solution containing dilute EDTA is shown in Figure 35.
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In these systems the slope of the dlstrlbutlon coefficient curve

Is primarily dependent on the charge on the anlonlc metal complex

Ion. The slopes for singly and doubly negative Ions are shown

by the dotted llnes In Figures 33, 34 and 35. A number of useful

separations are

Figures 33-35.

elutlon of lead

suggested by the dlstrlbutlon coefficients of

It Is especially notable that the order of

and bismuth under most conditions is the reverse

I

34.

35.

Figure 34

?

t ‘d
Pb

. ,DH-z.o
❑ DH-3.0

FTgure 35

D16trlbutioncoefflcientaof r.edloelementabetween’Dowex-l

loaded with EDTA end solutionsof EDTA (PH = 4.7-4.9). From

T, Sch8nfeld, M. Wald and M, Srund, Proceeding of the 2nd

u.N. Conference on the Peaceful Uaee of At. Snergy @, 48

(1958) .

Dlatrlbution coefficient of lead (Pb210) between nltrate-

loaded Dowex-1 anion exchange realn and nitrate solutions,

both containing some EDTA for different PH values. From

T. Sch8nfeld, M. Wald and M. Srund, Proceedings of! the 2nd

U.N. Conference on the Peaceful U8ea of At. Energy ~, 48

( 1950).

-7
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of that normally encountered, with the lead being the more

strongly adsorbed in the presence of EDTA. This can be used,

for example, to elute bismuth daughter actlvitleB from adsorbed

lead Isotopes. It is apparent that a study of the PH dependence

of adsorption for a larger number of elements should lead to

many selective and quantitative separation procedures.

B. CatIon exchange.

E!onner and Smith have studied the relative adsorption

“of a large number of metal ions on Dowex-50 from perchlorate

solutions (B5). Table XIX summarize their results. Although

the order and degree of adsorption Is affected by the presence

of complexlng agents such aO chlorlde ion the selectivity scale

showrlIn Table XIX Indicates that Dowex-50 is probably best used

for group separations.

Table XIX
Relative adsorption of metal Ions on Dowex-50 from perchloria
acid solutlons.

Metal Ion

Li+
H+
Na+

NH4+
d
Rb+

“Cs+
Ag+
Tl+
V02+
~++
Zn++
co+
Cn+!=
Cdi+
Ni++
Ca++
Sri+
Pb++
Bai4

Per Cent Cross-Linkage
4$ 88 12$

1.00
1.32
1.58
1.90
2.27
2.46
2.67
4.73
6.71
2.36
2.95
3.13
3.23
3.29
3.37
3.45
4.15
4.70
6.56
7.47

From ref. (B5) ,

1.00 1.00
1.47
2.37
3.34
4.50
4.62
4,66

22.9
28.5
3.34
3.51
3.78
3.81
.4,46
4.95
4.06
7.27
10.1
18.0
20.8

Fritz and Karraker have recently reported the use of

ethylene dlammonlum perchlorate aolutlon to effect group
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Reparations on 100-200 mesh, 8% cross-llnked Dowex-50 (F9). Most

dlvalent cations with the exception of barium-II and lead-II are

eluted from the column with 0.1 M eluent. The trivalent cations—

with the exception of bismuth-III are then removed with 0.5 M—

eluent. Lead and barium are removed with thla fraction. Bismuth,

thorium and zirconium remain quantitatively on the column after

this treatment. This method has been usefifDr specific separations

of lead from thorium-IV and from bismuth-111 with the lead frac-

tion being recovered In high purity and high yield (F9).

Sequential group separations using a number of different com-

plexlng agents In conjunction with Dowex-50 resin has also been

described by Blaedel, Olsen and Buchanan (B9). In this scheme

lead Is removed from the reOin with 2 pe? cent cltrlc acid at

pH 3.0 along with sixteen other elements. The notable separations

appear to be from copper, zinc, cadmium, strontium barium and

thallium which adsorb on the resin In this medium.

Mercury, lead and bismuth have been separated on

Dowex-50 with hydrochloric acid (T2). The ions were

0.1 ~ hydrochloric acid, mercury was eluted with 0.3

with 0.6 M and lead with 6 M hydrochloric acid.— —

loaded in

~ bismuth

Minami and Ishlmorl (M13) have separated lead and barium

by adsorbing the Ions from nitrate solutlon onto Dowex-50 in the

armnonlum form and eluting the lead with ammonium acetate

solution at PH 6.1. The barlurn remalrm on the resin and can be

eluted with 10j%ammonium chloride solution (M13).

An Interesting method for preparation of carrier-free

lead-212 (ThB) by the use of Dowex-50 resin has recently been

described by Kahn and Langhorst (K8). The procedure Involvee

refluxlng a thorium nitrate Oolutlon In 1 y nltrlc acid In a

Soxhlet extractor In which the usual extraction thimble is

replaced by a small (22 x 55 mm) cation-exchahge colum.m (Dowex 50

x 8, 100-200 mesh, hydrogen form). The thoron

the bolllng solution Is carried along with the
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upper part of the apparatuB where the water vapor condenses.

Here the thoron collects and decays to po~onium-216 which decays

to lead-212, The lead-212 is waahed onto and retained by the resin

and can be removed subsequently with 1 M hydrochloric acid.—

A number of other lead separations have been described

In the recent review by Schlndewolf (S12). These Include

separations from Indlum and antimony on Dowex-50 by loading

In 0.1 ~ hydrochloric acid, removal of antimony with 0.2 &

Indlum with 0.4 ~ and finally lead with 1-2 ~ hydrochloric acid.

Copper, zinc and iron-III are removed with the lead (S12).

Separation of lead from molybdenum on Wolftlt-F cation exchange

resin by elution of molybdenum with citric acid Is also

described (S12).

As in the case wfth anion-exchange resins, the presence

of EDTA or other organic complexlng agents alter the adsorption

behavior of lead on cation-exchange resins. For example the

barium-EDTA complex is less stable than that of lead. By passing

a mixture of the lead and barium EDTA complexes adjusted to PH

4-4.5 through Dowex-50 resin, only lead passes through, barium Is

adsorbed (W5). An EDTA solutlon of pH 10.5 can be used to remove

barium from the resin.

9. Filter paper chromatography.

A. Introduction

The separation of inorganic metals by filter paper

chromatography seems to be ideally suited f~r many ‘radiochemlcal

applications. This aeparatlon method usually works best with

trace amounts of material; It IS quantitative, convenient, does

not require much attendance, does not involve complex equipment

or solutions, adapts well to remote handling and can be fast,

In addltlon, selective separations can be performed from complex

mixtures. The resultant product can be easily concentrated or In

some cases radioactivity measurements can be made on .sectiona cut
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or punched from the filter paper uBed In the separation. In

spite of these advantage8 and the availability of reviews (L8)

(S15) outlining the method, radlochemlbts have been slow to

adopt or adapt this procedure to the separation of radioisotopes.

The separation of radioactive mixtures adds the advantage that

the radloactlvlty often provides a method of locating the

fraction (or fractions) of ,Interest with high sensltlvlty and

speed.

Perhaps the voluminous amount of published data on

chromatography has discouraged many radlochemlsts from

utllizlng the method. The simplicity of the technique tends

to cause a rather emperlcal approach to be taken toward a specific

separation and this has resulted In the publication of a con-

fusing variety of condltlons, solvents and results. The book

by Lederer and Lederer (I-8) has done much to clear the air but

it Is still dlfflcult for the radlochemlst to select the condi-

tions and reagents best suited to a given separation. At the

risk of adding to the confu810n an attempt wI1l be made to

briefly review the general technique, to summarize the published

data on separation of lead and to attempt to show by noting

selected separations how this technique can be of use to the

radlochemlst. A brief sunmary of related technlquea Is also

given.

3. Techniques.

In brief, the method Is to evaporate a small volume

of a solution of the mixture to be separated onto a spot on a

filter paper strip or at the center of a filter paPer circle.

This spot Is known as the origin. An alternate method Is to

place the mixture In small volume onto the top of a column

packed with filter paper pulp. A complexlng solution Is then

caused to flow across the origin and along the filter paper.

The ions may then tend to move with the flowlng solvent, the
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magnitude of the tendency depending on the detailB of the

lon-Oolvent-filter paper interaction. This tendency Is often

different for different elements so they become Beparated Into

binds along the filter paper. One need only provide therefore, a

Bultable filter paper, a source of the solvent and the means for

its flow. It is also necessary to prevent evaporation of the

solvent during the separation, this Is done by saturating the

chamber with solvent vapors.

The paper used Is usually standard analytical grade

filter paper in the form of strips 1-3 cm wide and 30-40 cm long

or circles up to 10 cm diameter. Pollard, McOmle and Elbeith have

tried using a variety of filter papers Includlng Whatman No. 1,

No. 54 and No. 541 and find no appreciable difference In the

relative separations obtained (P5). A number of other papers

have been used, including Muktell OB (C5)J Eaton-Dikeman

Grade-301 (W7), D’Arches No. 302 (LQ),

main difference In the papers seems to

Influences the rate of flow of solvent

Grade-301).

Whatman No. 41 (M15). The

be the wettabllfty which

(highest for Eaton-Dlkeman

It Is sometimes necessary when working with traces of

material, to purify the filter paper before use. Iron Is the

major contaminant. A number of methods of purifying the paper

have been used: (1) downward flow of’hydrochloric acid for SIX

days followed by washing the

water (P:); (2) washing with

alcohol solution followed by

ethanol and drying (P5); (3)

nitric acid, 1 Y acetic acid

paper free of chloride with dlstllled

8-hydroxyquinolfne In aqueous ethyl

thorough waahlng with aqueous

downward percolation with 1 ~

and water (s16). The latter metnod

is probably preferred and has been used by Warren and F.Ink (W7).

The movement of the solvent along the paper is usually

by capillary flow and the chamber used can take many forms.

Apparatus for ascending or descending flow of the solvent on paper

strips are shown schematically In Figures 36 and 37 (from ref. S17) .
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Figure

36.

“37.

36

:,.,
,..,.

.

Figure 37

Schematic deaariptlon of chromatographlc eeparatlone ualng

uPUard mlgratlon of waeh liquid. From H. H. Strain, Ml.

Chan. ~, 25 (1951).

Schematicdeecrlptlonof chromatographlc

downward mlgratlon of wamh llquld. From

Chain.~, 25 (1951).

The encloslng chamber la usually a glass cyl.

eepa.ratlone uelng

H. H. Strain, Anal.

Lnder for separation

on atrlpa. If circular paper Is used a simple chamber can be

constructed from two evaporating dishes (L15). The solvent Is

placed in one dish over which Is placed the circular paper with

the edges of the paper extending over the rlm of the evaporating

dish. A tab (2-5 mm wide) is cut from the edge to the center of,.

the paper and allowed to dlp Into the solvent to aCt as a wick.

A second evaporating dish the same size as the firSt Is then

Inverted over the filter paper to form an enclosed chamber.

.

I

After the separation Is cornPleted the PaPer Is dried
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and the bands located by colorlmetrlc reactlonfl {L8) or radlo-

actlvlty (F1O). The element can then be removed from the

chromatogram by wet dlgestlon of the filter paper or by leaching

with acid. Lead can be removed quantitatively by bolllng the

paper with small quantities of 2 ~ nitric acid (Pi).

c. Compilation of Rf values.

The relative separatlonO obtained are indicated by

the relative Rf values, for eac”hcomponent. The Rf values are

defined by

R . distance from starting point to center of spot or band
f distance from startIng point to solvent front

The Rf values obtained are relatively Independent of

the rate of 8olvent flow or the dlBtance the solvent front has

moved from the origin. Good separations can usually be achieved

only If the Rf values of ad~acent bands differ by 0.1 unit or

more. In some cases, where the bands are abnormally wide or

where taillng of one or more component occurs, larger differences

in the Rf values are required. It IB cuOtomary to flow the solvent

for about 20 cm In filter strip separations.

For equlvalen.t conditions the Rf valuee for circular

paper chromatography are generally larger than those for paper

strip chromatography. The Rf values for circular paper using

central feed are sometimes called Rfc values and have been found

to be closely equivalent to the square root of the Rf values

obtained with paper strips (L15)(S14).

As In the case of ion exchange, paper chromatography

is most often used as a final separation from complex mixtures

after r“athergeneral group separatlonO have been performed.

Table XX summarlzeO the published Rf values for lead and a

number of other elements of particular interest in lead separa-

tions for a number of different solvents.. Elements produced

in charged particle or

Isotopes are made have

neutron lrradiatlcms In which lead radio-

been Included In Table X.X. In addition
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the other members of the so-called “copper ,group” and “tin

group” of elementB which form basic sulfides have been Included

to show the behavior of elements with chemistry similar to

lead. Rf values for many other species are included in pub-

lished tabulations but In the interest of space and clarlty

these have not been Included In the table. Reference to the

original literature Is recommended for separations not Included.

Iron-III haB also been Included In Table XX because I’tIs a

common contaminant of natural or laboratory samples.

D. E.xanples of Qeparatlons.

Many separations are Indicated by the Rf tabulation

In Table XX. The choice of solvent depends not only on the

contaminants preflent but alao on the time limitation imposed

by the half-lives of the radioisotopes being separated. A few

of the possible separations will be pointed out.

Of the various separations shown using

with nitric or hydrochloric acid one of the beBt

appears to be butanol plue 6 ~ hydrochloric acid

Item 16 of Table XX. The lead Is well separated

butanol together

combinations

(D5) . This Is

from all

elements listed except copper. Butanol in combination with

hydrobromic acid (K1O) (Items 35-37) appears to be a useful

solvent for lead separations. For most solvents studied, the

lead fraction remains at or near the origin. If large amounts

of the more mobile species are absent (quantities greater than

~.1-O.5 mg tend to tall along the paper) then the lnnnoblllty

of lead can be used In Its separation. Some of the solvents

showing thl,stype of separation are: butqnol-HCNS (M15) (item 1),

Isopropanol + 10~ 5 ~ HC1 (L1O) (item ”12); Isopropanol + nltrlc

acid (L8) (Item 25). The simplicity of the technique is shown

by the use of commercial ethanol and hydrochloric acid to obtain

good separation of

Mercury,

lead, copper, bismuth and cadmium (L1O) (Item 11).

copper, bismuth, cadmium and lead have been
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s~ Of Rf ‘?tiuesfor CmmrmnContaminantsof kad smnpk~

A8+ m++Sri++ Sb+++ Au+++ Pb++

0,0
O.QT
0.04

0.11

0.03

0.09

0<09

0.10

0,15

0.18

0.16
0.03
O.OP
0,17
0.39
0.55
0.52
0.45
0.40
0.0
0.03

0.03

0.0

0.11
0.07
0.02
0.15
0.01
c#15
0.02
0.01.
0.15
O.lz.
0.23
0.1o-
0.25
0.11-
0.20

Bi+* Ref

M15

:i

P5

P5

P5

P5

P5

P5

F6

Llo
Llo
Llo
D5
D5
D5
D5
D5
D5
Llo
W6

U6

W6

$3

IJ3
Ill
E3
E3
U3

C5

C5

C5

C5

Fe++’ m++
1,03
0.09
0.13

0,13

0,22

O.lz

0.15

0.17

0.24

0.65

0.47
0.28
0.10
0.11
0.31
0.52
ox
0.58
0.57
0.02
0.26

O!L2

0.03

0.37
0,20
0.05
0.17
0,10
0.15
0,02
0,41-
0.51
0.65-
Q.76
M:u:
0.66
0.41-
0.49

M
+++

0.9+

Es+ 55++ Tl+ T1+H SolventMixture

mtan.l-Hm(a)
Bntanol+INXCI
Butanol+~CIJ paperImpreg.

withmnCl
Butan01+2@03 cent.O,1%

Dibenzoylmettie
Bute.nol+o.~03 Centa 0.5$

%mzoylacetone
Butan01+2_~03cent.1$

Acetylacetone
mtanol+qBiTojCent.5$

Acet@aceticester
ButLallol+qmojCent.1$

.lntipnlne
Doxme, lCO ml; antipyrine,lg;

HN03,Lnl;Water,2.5ml.
Butanol, 50%; SAC, 10% acetoacetic

1.
2. 0.19

3. 0,74

1.00 1.00
0,0 0.61
0.0 0,23

0%
0.70T
0,70

0

0

0.02

1.W
0.79
0,$

0.%
0,59
0.09

0.82
l.m

4. 0.20 0,18 0,130.42

0,43

0.43

0,45

0.50

0.18

0.73 0,23 0.23 0.15

5. .0.95 0.10 0.05 0.% 0.24 O,g 0,02

6. 0.43 0,15 O,lz 0.82 o.&3 0.43 0,23

O.ti 0,15

0.19 0.13

o.a9 0.18

7. 0,13 0.70 0

0

0.65

0.50 0.50 0,20

8. 0.14 0.73

0.77

0.0 0.0 0.20

9. 0.10 0.43 0.42 0.63

0,16 0,16 0,09 0.8410, 0.’73 0.17

0.50
0.66
0.70
0.58
0.83
0.94
O.p
0.84
O.-@
0.41
0.43

0.44

0.41

0.1 0.29 0.34

u-, 0.56
12, 0.35

0.02 1.0
O.ck 0.84
0.0 0.60
0 0.67
0 0.97

0,97
0.89
0.95
0.76

0.85 0.95
1.0

0.C8T1.0
0.05 1.0

1.05
0.84
1.0

0.94
0,!54
0,65
0,63
0.76

0,77
O.m13. O,lz

14. 0.18
15. 0.42
16 0.72
17. O.*
18, 0.99
19. 0.97
20. 0!02

0,76T
0.%1,0

O.w
0.89
0.83
O.ra

o fJ.99
o 0.97

0.95
0.83
0.77
0.73

0,99
0.97
o.~
0.83
fJ.55
0.82

0.79
0.68

0 O.@
o 0.81
0.0 0,23
0.02 0.75

O.fi
0.50
0.22
0,67

0.52
Q.8321. 0.42 0.77

0,76

O.*

0.89

0.61

0.9

0.94

0,75

lo*mscl “’ - -
45%Ir~pl) 45*Butauol22. 0.11 0.02 0.73 0.81 0.85 0.65

23. 0.Q2 0.01 0.22 3.42 0.30

0.67

504 Bit&ol, 5@ Amylalcohol
saturatedwithlfi5Cl

Ethanol,~J 8mo–, 10$
;::~p:j &&o:;,2:; water, ,0

Butmol fiat,withiC@ aqu.EW03
Butanolsat.with lljETi03
ButEmolBmt with ~0

2&@~COhOl sat,wi~h 2 % .qu,, ~03

0.180.372L, 0.39 0.OIT

o

O.-m
25. 0.3;
26. 0.s
27, 0.18
28. 0.C6
29. 0.15
30. 0.01

31,:::-

0,45 o.2h 0.22
0.13 0.07

0.30 0.45
0. 58T
T

0,09

0.16

0.39
0.03T
0.27
0,18
0.25
0.17

T
0.25 0.19
0.12 0.10
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0.76-
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0.45
0.4E
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0.J3L
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0.4
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0.93
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0.+
09Q-
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0.79-
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0!71- o.12-
0.% O.&
o.tY+-
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0,60

Methyn-propylketone95 10_~C15

0. e9.
“ O.*

33, ::~-

34” ::$-
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0,19
Q-
0.19
0-
0.17

Q-
0.19

0-
0.16

Methyln-prppylketone85 10~cl 150.57 0.93
0.33- or82-
0.63 0.%
0,05- 0.69-
0.34 O.n
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0.80-
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0.+

Methylisopropylketone85 10_@ 15

Met~l ific,butylketone85 10_~l 150.58-
0.61
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35, 0.11

36. 1.’00
37. 1.C.C

38. 0.01

39, 0
40. 0
41.

42.

43, 0.76
44. 0.70
45. 0
46. 0
47. 0
48. 0
49. 0
50. 0
51. 0.B5
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53, 0.95

54. 0.0
55. 0.10

56.
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s~ o.m-
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59.
0,49-
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60. 0.07
61.

62.

63.
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0,10 0.54

1.OC 1.CO

l.cxl

003 0.30

0.68 0.60
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0
0
0
0
0
0
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0.22 0.42

0.78 0.64
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0,40

0.44-
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0.0 O.&) 0.83 0.9
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0.45 0.68
0 1.0
0,37 0845
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0.10 0.05 O.fi 0.0

0,79 0.78 0,0 O.*
0,C8 0.18 0.78 0.0

0.25

0.32

0.27- 0.55-
0.% 0.66
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Oeparated quickly and cleanly on a circular disc of filter paper”

that had been tipregnated with an acetone solution of dithizone

and dried In air (N5). The solvent used was 0.1 ~ nitric acid

and acetone in 10:1 ratio with concentric rings of Hg, CUJ Bi,

Cd and Pb appearing after the separation. It Is notable that

in this case the lead fraction moved with the solvent front

ahead of the other elements. These data are not included In

Table XX due to nonavallability of the Rf values for the various

fractions.

A more detailed study of the use of dlthizone in paper

chromatography has been made by Venturello and Ghe (V4). In

this work the papers were impregnated with buffer solutions of.

varying pH, the elements were put on the paper as dithlzonates

by evaporation from a dilute dithizonate solutlon and various

alcohols were tried as solvents. Figure 38 shows the result with

methanol solvent. Again at low pH values the lead moves ahead

of the other elements but in the absence of buffer (point

marked NT) the lead remained at the origin. This behavior

suggests some very useful separations.

Paper chromatography haB been used by a number Or

workers for separation of RaD(Pb210), RaE(Bi210) and RaF(P0210)

mixtures. Levi and Danon (L14) used a butanol-propanol mixture

which had been shaken with a nitric acid, lithium nitrate BOIU-

tion (item 63, Table ICK). Using Wnatman No, 1 paper they

obtained separation in 18 hours at room temperature. No

“difference in Rf values were obtained With or without weighable

quantltleB of lead and bismuth carriers.

Frierson and Jones investigated the use of two solvent

systems for RaD, E, F, separations. The first solvent mixture

used was made up of 50 parts butanol, 15 parts pyrldine, 5 parts

hydrochloric acid, 10 parts acetic acid and 10 parts water. The

second was ~ parts butanol, 12 parts hydrochloric acid and 1 psrt

concentrated sulfuric acid. In both cases the presence of
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38. Flf ValUe B for chromatographlc separations of a n~ber Of

elementson filter paper as a functlor.of pH for methyl

alcohol solvent. From Q. Venterelloand A. M. Ghe, Anal.

Chlm. Acts Q, 335 (1954).

weighable amoun’cs of lead or’ bismuth carrier Influenced ‘the

separations obtained. The chromalograms for both sets of sol-

vents are shown schematically In Figures 39 and 40.

Perhaps the most attractive feature of filter paper

chromatography Is the ability to make fast, quantitative

separations of simple or complex mixtures. The use of circular

paper with central solvent feed increases separation speed due

to the two-dimensional flow of the solvent. In addition the

solvent flow rate can be adjusted over moderate limits by

charging the width and length of the tab or wick which delivers

the solvent to the center of the paper (L15). By using

circular paper Martin (M15) has separated lead from copper,

arsenic, silver, cadmium, antimony, mercury and bismuth in
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39. RepresentativechromatogramflBhowing Beparatlon of

RaD (Pb210), RaE (B1210) and RaF (Po210) and the influence

of added carrier for butanol-pyrldlne-acetic acid solvent.

From W. J. Frlerson and J. W. Jones, Anal. Chem. 23, 1447—

( 1951) .
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40. Representative chromatograms showing RaD (Pb210), R= (B1210)

and RaF (Po210 ) separations and the influence of added carrier

for butanol-hydrochloric acid-sulfuric acid solvent. From

W. J. Frierson and J. W. Jones, Anal. Chem. 2Q, 1447(1951).
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90 minutes using a butanol-thlocyanlc acid solvent on

Whatman No. 41 paper (Item 1 of Table XX). The solvent flow

rate can be increased with attendent decreaae In Beparatlon

ttie by rotating the circular chromatogram during development

at speeds up to 1800 rPm (17).

The lse of a solvent of high wetting power can also

speed separations. By ascending capillary flow of methanol

5 volume per cent hydrochloric acid on 1.5 cm x 9 cm Whatman

paper strips, lead has been separated from soil samples In 30

minutes (H13). The lead remained near the origin and was separated

from bismuth, copper, cadmium, mercury, iron, aluminum, magnesium,

zinc, cobalt, nickel, and tin which moved up the paper In a mixed

band.

Warren and Fink (W7) have combined solvents of high

wetting power, a thick absorbent paper having high wettablllty

and supersaturatlonof the chamber with solvent vapor to achieve

quantitative separation of microgram quantities of complex mixtures

in 2-15 minutes. The solvents used were acetone containing varying

amounts of completing agents and are Indicated in Items ~3 to 52

of Table XX. The paper used was 0.1 in thick Eaton-Dlkeman

Grade-301 which had been purlfled by downward percolation with

nltrlc and acet~c acid (see section B)”. Solvent vapors were intro-

duced continuously during the development by passing air through

a flask of the bolllng solvent and Into the chamber. It was found

that the solvent moved about 20 cm In 15 minutes by ascending

capillary flow and that for elements whose Rf values were separated

by about 0.5 units or more, adequate separation could be attained

In two minutes (W’7).

E. Related or extended separation methods.

In some cases useful separations can be obtained by

using more than one solvent in Buccesslon. The flow of the

second ~olvent can be either parallel, antlparallel or normal
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to the flow of the first. Pollard, McOmle and Elbeith (P5)

have described a number of separations of this type. ‘Theworkers

recommend washing the paper with carbon tetrachlorlde and drying

It between solvents (P5). A separation of mercury, lead,

copper, bismuth and cadmium baaed on this principle and using

Inorganic solvents has been described by Imal (16). The fl?st

solvent was 4 N ammonium hydroxide. The copper, mercury and—

cadmium moved along the paper (Rf values 0.85-1) and were

separated from lead and bismuth which remained at the origin,

The copper, mercury and cadmium were Beparated by developing with

a mixture of 0.3 N potassium Iodide and 0.5 N potassium carbonate— —

normal to the direction of the first solvent. Lead end bismuth

were separated by using 0.4 ~ sulfuric acid. Lead remained at

the origin, bismuth moved close to the solvent front (16),

A related technique In which a vertlcle PaPer strlP

Is Intercepted at Intervals by horizontal strips normal to the

main strip has been proposed by Tewarl (T5). A single solvent ‘

Is used and separations of lead from mercury, silver, copper

and bismuth are described (T5).

In the presence of macroquantltles of impurities It

1s sometimes desirable to use a column packed with a slurry of

filter pulp Instead of a regular paper. The order and relative

positions of the various fractions for a given solvent can be

esttiated from the Rf tabulation, Microgram quantities of

RaD(Pb210 ) and RaE(B1210 ) and macroquantltles of mercury and

gold have been separated by this technlque,(Fll). The mixture

was loaded on a 40 cm x 17 mmdiameter column of Whatman No. 1

ashless cellulose powder In a 3 N hydrochloric acid. The gold,—

mercury and polonium (RaF) came off first and quantitatively.

About two column volumes later the carrier-free bismuth-210

(RaE) came of~ and finally, one or two column volumes later

carrier-free lead-210 (RaD) was eluted. T“heentire procedure

required about 90 minutes.
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Mlgratlon of Ions under the Influence of an applled

field on filter paper wet with varlouO electrolytes has been

studied by MaJumdar and co-workers (M16)(M17). Using simple

equipment and an applied bias of 150 volts for 5 hours some of

the species have been observed to separate by more than 12 cm.

Although a number of lead separations have been demonstrated

(M16) this technique does not appear to offer ❑lgnlficant

advantage In speed or convenience over standard chromatographic

procedures.

10. Electroanalytical separations.

Selectlve electrodeposltlon was used very early for

separation of “radiolead” from radium or thorium samples. The

early applications are reviewed In the book by Rutherford,

Chadwick and Ellis (R5). More recent techniques and applica-

tions are covered by Llngane (L4).

Controlled Potential Analysls with Platinum Electrodes

Differences In the reduction potentials for copper,

bismuth, lead and cadmium with a dropping mercury electrode

has been seen In Figure 12. Slmllar differences exist If a plati-

num electrode 1s used providing a suitable depolarizing agent Is

employed to prevent excess polarization at the anode. Hydrazlne

hydrochloride or hydroxylamlne hydrochloride are the usual

depolarizers (L4).

Erbacher and Phllllp have used 7$ nitric acid solutlon

for controlled potential separation of RaD(Pb210) from old radium

solutions containing large amounts of inactive impurities (E5).

It has subsequently been found”deslrable to control

the pH of the solution and to introduce tartarate Ion to

prevent radlooolloldal formation of easily hydrolyzed species

(such as Sn and Bl) (L4). Conditions for Buccesslve, quantita-

tive separation of copper, bismuth, lead and tln by controlled

potential deposition onto a platlnum cathode has been deter-
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mined by Llngane and Jones (L16) , The separation was carried

out from a 0.25 y tartarate solutlon to which 1 gram of

hydrazine hydrochloride had been added per 100 ml. of solution.

The solution PH was adjusted to 5.8-6.0 and copper was

deposited at -0.30 volts vs. a standard calomel electrode

(S.C.E.), bismuth was deposited at -0.40 volts and lead at

-0.60 volts. The solution

tin was deposited at -0.60

removed while rinsing with

was acldlfled to PH 2 or leas and

to 0’,65volts. The cathode was

distilled water after each

deposition was complete (Indicated by reduction of

current to a constant minimum value) and a olean electrode

Introduced. The separation takes about four hours for up to

100 mg aniounts of each metal (L16). Moderate amounts of

nitrate or sulfate were not found to be objectionable.

Alfonsl Indicates that it is advantageous to add

succinlc acid (making the solutlon 0.1 Nl) to the solution In

separation of copper, lead, antimony and tin (Al), and to

begin the lead deposlti.on at -0.60V vs S.C.E. Increasing to

-0.65v at the end of the lead deposition. He has used this method

to separate lead from tin from lead-tin solders (A3). Under

similar conditions (0.1 ~ succinlc acid, 0.1 ~ KC1, 0.06 ~

hydrazlne and 0.3 ~ tartarlc acid, PH 5.9)., Ishlbas,hl, Fujlnaga

and Kusaka have ❑tudled the completeness of the separations and

the recovery yield for lead and bismuth by using ThB(Pb212) tracer

(18) .

50-100

amount

They find the mutual separations to be good for up to

mg of each of copper, bismuth and lead although a sma

of lead remained In the solution.

An attempt to make the separation even more select:

1

ive

for bismuth and lead by addltlon of ethylenecllaminetetraacetlc

acid (EDTA) to the solution has been rePorted (H14). In this

method, the bismuth was deposited on the cathode from a pH

3.5-5.5 dilute nitrate

EDTA had been added at

solutlon to Which a slight excess of

about 60”C with a voltage of 1.2 volts.
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After adjustment of the PH

40° and a voltage of 2.5-4

In attempting to

to 6-7 the lead was depoalted at

volts (H14).

separate carrier-free ThB(Pb212) and

ThC(B1212 ) from old thorium samples Harrison, Lindsey and

Phillips found that In order to malntaln the correct cathode

potential, lead and bismuth carrier hadto be added to the

solutlon (H15) . The amount of Inert material required was not

great, however, and as low as 10
-15

grams could be plated onto

the cathode successfully. Rogers has also investigated the

separation of ultramlcrogram quantities by controlled potential

analysis and finds that the optimun deposition potential can

change as much as 0.5 volts In going from macro “multllayer”

deposits to fractional monolayer deposits (R6). It was also

found that codeposltlon of macroquantltles of other matleral

could also alter the depoaltlon behavior of trace constituents.

One of the attractive features of controlled potential

separations Is that the dep,osit can often be used directly for

radioactivity measurements (R3). An example of tailoring the

shape and size of the cathode to fit a given counting require-

ment Is shown In Figure 41 which shows the plating cell and

cathode configuration employed by Harrison, Lindsey and

Phillips (H15). The disc shaped platinum cathode was pressed

Into a disc of heat-softened polyethylene to prevent the

ThB(Pb212 ) from depositing onto both sides.

Under suitable condltlons, lead can be deposited

onto the anode as Pb02. This appears to be selectlve and has

been used for lead purification (E5)(U1). The optimum condition

for anodlc deposition from nltrlc acid solution is 5-9$ nitric

acid with about 2.5 volts applied (Ul). The Pb02 can be easily

removed from the platinum anode by addition ,ofHN02 (E5) or drop-

wise addltlon of hydrogen Peroxide to a nltrlc acid solutlon.
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41. Plating cell and platinum disc cathode for controlled poten-

tial separations. From A. D. R. Harrison, A. J. Llnd8ey and

R. Phillips, Anal. Chim. Acts ~, 459 (1955).

42. Electrolysis cell for controlled potential separations with

a mercury cathode. From J. J. Llngane, “Electroanalytical

Chemistry”, Inters clence Publishers Inc., New York, 1953.

.

I

;-./

43. Electrolysis cell fir controlled potential electrodeposltlon

>nto a mercury cathode and slmultaneouB removal of the

electrode posited material Into aqueous golution. From

M. Chemla and J. Pauly, Bull. Sot. Chim. , France ~, 432

(1953).
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Controlled Potential Analysis with a Mercury Electrode

The reversablllty and reproducabllity of mercury

electrodes can be used to advantage for controlled potential

separating . It has been found that thepotentlal at which half

the element Is deposited agrees closely with the polarographlc

half-wave potential (19)(L4), The polarographlc trace shown

In Figure 12 can therefore define the conditions for clean and

quantitative separations of copper, bismuth, lead and cadmium

from a 0.5 ~ tartarate solution. Such separations combined with

polarographic determinations have been used by Llngane for

separation of these four elements In a cell of the type shown in

Figure 42 (~). The anode used was a

the stirrer shaft.

A disadvantage of a mercury

removing the desired product from the

measurements can,be performed. This,

silver wire wrapped around

cathode Is the neceOslty of”

mercury before radloactlvlty

of course, Is not a problem

If an unwanted impurity is being removed as In the removal of

macro amounte of copper shown In Figure 12. Lead can be removed

from the mercury by shaking with a suitable oxidlzlng solution.

Another technique which would seem to warrant further investiga-

tion Is to use a cell which allows the desired actlvlty to be

removed from the mercury continuously during the deposition.

Such a cell has been ubed fDr separation of carrier-free

sodium-22 from magnesium solutions by Chema and Pauly and Is

shown In Figure 43 (C7).

Internal Electrodeposiflon

If a nick@l foil or nickel powder is atlrred In a

dilute (O.; @ solution of RaD(Pb210), RaE(Bi210) and RaF(Po210)

the bismuth and polonium will deposit on the nickel leaving the

lead-210 In solution (R5). This ha6 been used for separation of

bismuth isotopes from lead cyclotron targets (M18). Gold, mercury,

platlnum, copper, silver, palladium and antimony also deposit.
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If a silver foil Is used polonium (RaF) deposits In high yield

(R5) . Thus RaD, E, F can be eeparated from each other by first

stirring with a silver (to remove RaF) and then a nickel (to

remove RaE) foil. The lead can be removed from the resultant

solution by electrodepositlon (B7).

The deposition of bismuth onto nickel has been used by

Frledlander to achieve rapid separation of the 0.8 second

half-life lead-207m Isomer (F12). After adsorption of a

cyclotron produced bismuth fraction (contalnlng bismuth-207)

onto nickel powder In a slntered glass funnel, the lead-207m

daughter was separated rapidly and In high purity by flowing

0.5 ~ hydrochloric acid through

sclntlllatlon detector.

Separation of bismuth

also be achieved by Immersing a

the funnel directly to a

and polonium from lead can

hydrogen soaked platinum

electrode In a 0.1 ~ hydrochloric acid solutlon of the tracer

lead, bismuth and polonium (E6). Nltrlc acid, bromine or other

substances which might poison the platinum electrode for

adsorption of hydrogen must be absent. This

separation of RaD from RaE and RaF (E6)(H5).

not introduce nickel or silver contamination

solutlon or in the RaE or RaF when these are

electrode.

has been used for

This method does

into the RsD

dissolved from the

Thin ThB(Pb212) Samples

Carrier-free deposits’of ThB(Pb212) can be conveniently

prepared by collecting the ThB on a negatively charged platinum,

aluminum or gold wire or foil suspended over a thorium deposit.

The 52 second rare-gas member of the thorium decay chain Rn
220

216
escapes from the thorium deposit and decays to shortlived P.

which then decays to ThB(Pb212) (see Figure 2) . The charged

recoil atom Is collected on the electrode. The highest efficiency

(20~) of collection of the thorium Bwas achieved by Morlmoto and
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Kahn (M23) with a potential of 1200 volts on the collecting

plate. Variation of the spacing between the plate and the source

between 0.5 and 1.5 Inchee produced no 61gnlflcant change in the

amount of actlvlty collected. Increasing the relatlve humid.ity

from 30 per cent to 80 per cent at 25°c

Increase In collection efficiency for a

source (M23).

11. Volatlllzatlon separations’.

produced a seven-fold

solid thorium salt

Lead can be separated from rocks, minerals and meteor-

ites by volatilization In a vacuum (M11)(12). The lead Is

volatilized at 1300-1400°C from carbon crucibles and can be

collected on a water cooled, quartz tube.

acid dissolves the lead depoalt.

12. Miscellaneous .

A: Carrier-Free lead.

Separation of carrier-free lead

radioactive contaminants present In macro

can be accQmpllshed by any of a number of

Concentrated nltrlc

samples from Inert or

or tracer quantities

the ways that have been

outllned In the foregoing sections on techniques. Ion exchange

(K8), solvent extraction (R7), and’filter paper chromatography

(F1O)(F11) have all been used for separation of carrier-free

radioisotopes. A preclpltatlon separation of carrier-free lead

from thallium oxide cyclotron targets has also been proposed (56)

(w8) . In this procedure, the target material is dissolved In

nitric acid, sulfurous acid Is Introduced to reduce the thallium

to the univalent state, the lead is carried on a iron-III

hydroxide precipitate by addition of Iron carrier and ammonium

hydroxide. After dissolution of the hydroxide in hydrochloric

acfd, Iron was extracted into ethyl ether leaving the carrier-fTee

lead In aqueous solution.

This discussion will be concerned

carrier-free lead radlolsotopea, purity and
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reagents, and storage and handling of carrier-~ree lead ❑olutlons.

Sources of Carrier-Free Lead Radioisotopes

The most common supply of carrier-free lead radlo-

isot,opeshas been natural radium or thorium samples. Due to

the preeence of appreciable amounts of stable lead In pltch-

blend which Is the prlnclple source of radium or In thorium

ores It Is necessary to obtain the carrier-free material from

a sample which has previously been purified from lead. A

convenient separation Is that of diffusion of the noble gas

member of the radluin or thorium decay chain from the parent

material and its subsequent decay to radioactive lead Isotopes.

Very early in the studies of radloactlvlty It was found that

very high specific RaD(Pb210) sources could be obtained by

removing the “emenatlon” (Rn222) (see Figure 1) from a radium

solution Into a closed glass flask, allowing It to decay, and

dissolving the RaD(Pb210 ) from the walls of the colleo,ting

flask (s18). The practice for many years of concentrating

“emenation” Into tubes or vials for medical use led to a rich

source of RaD from “spent emenatlon tubes” (B7). The diffusion

of Rn220 frofnthorium samples (apparently most efficient from

thorium hydroxide precipitates) can also be used to provide a

source of tracer-free ThB(Pb212 ). Due to the shorter half-life

of Ri-1220(52 seconds) than its analog In the radium chain It 1s

convenient to collect the ThB directly on a negatively charged

wire or plate suspended above the thorium sample (H5).

The presence of radioactive decay products In lead

sources or tracers obtained from natural sources Is undesirable

for some applications. A number of lead Isotopes can be produced

in carrier-free form and In high yield by helium-ion bombardment

of mercury or by protnn or deuteron bombardment of thallium tar-
.

gets. The Isotopes prepared In this way and the relevant reactions

are indicated In Table I.
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Perhaps the most useful cyclotron produced lead Isotope”

for tracer use in terms ,ofhalf-life and decay characteristics Is

52 hour, lead-203. This Isotope has been prepared by deuteron

Irradiation of

who report the

ampere hour of

tlona) when 19

thallium-oxide powder by Garrison and Hamilton (G6)

thick target yteld of 1.5 microcurles per micro-

Irradlatlon (for short, 10 hour or less, irradla-

Mev deuteronB are used, The isotopic ratio of

lead-203 to other lead Isotopes produced is 3.4:1. Stable lead-204,

produced by a (dJn) reaction is the principle other contaminant.

The availability of high current proton accelerators (G8) make

the T1203(p,n)Pb203 reactlon an attractive tool for production of ‘

high activity carrier-free sources of lead-203.

ReaEent Purity and Purlflcation

Depending on the degree of purity required, the proce-

dures necessary to exclude extraneouO lead carrier can be extremely

Involved or rather simple. The methods devised “to obtain extremely

high purity samples will be reviewed. For most (but not all)

radiochemlcal applications of even so-called “carrier-free” samples

such precautions are unnecessary. Consequently, the purity obtain-

able by lessreflned techniques will be indicated where such

Information Is available.

It should be noted from the outset that one o,fthe

most serious and bothersome sources of lead contamination IS

from volatile lead substances present In the air and in airborne,

lead-bearing, particulate matter. This airborne lead is due In

large part to the wldeBpread use of lead in motor fuels. It IB

therefore necessary that all equipment and glassware be cleansed

thoroughly with specially purified acids and/or water before use.

Also, prolonged exposure of the sample to the,alr should be

avoided If very high purity is required. It Is especially

Important th,atlong evaporations and

For preparation of carrier-free lead
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analysis, Chow and McKinney (c8) found the following control

measures necessary: lead-laden dusts and aerosole were removed

from the laboratory air by electrostatic precipitation and fil-

tration; laboratory floors were flushed with water twice weekly

and gelatin step pads were placed at laboratory entrances; glass-

ware and solutions were covered with “parafllm”; and solutions

being heated and evaporated were contained in borosillcate glass

or teflon containers (c8) . The boroslllcate glass evaporator

tank and cover used by Chow and McKinney is shown in Figure 44,

A similar evaporation chamber has been used by Thler (T6).

t.4adefrcm sld,4-liler beaker

I 5° lilt 3 posls, equally

spoced, one 1s shml

Modn from
61d. 3-lllnr -

beaker

-— —— ——_ _---- — —__ — — - _ -
---- —-.

Flushinq gao

inlel

–~

/

1)
b

Condensole
droln

44, Eorosllicate glass evaporator tank and cover. From T. J, Chow

and C. R. McKlnney, Anal. Chem. 30, 1499 (1958) .—

The results of experiments conducted to determine the

magnitude of lead contamination from the air are shown in

Table YXt. In these experiments, 500 ml of 6 ~ hydrochloric acid

was taken to dryness in the various environments In the time

period llsted in the table. The evaporations performed in the

ordinary-air laboratory were in a Transite hood recently coated

with Tygon paint (c8) .
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Table XXI
Lead contamination from air.

Beaker

Teflon

Condltlon

open

nitrogen-
flushed con-
tainer

open

nltrogen-
flushed con-
tainer

Ebroslllcate nltrogen-
glaBs flushed con-

tainer

From ref. c8.

Soft-glass often used

prepared reagents and solutlons

taminatlon. Mrosillcate glass

Time funount of
Laboratory = Lead, 7

ordinary air 8 4.07
2.32

ordinary alr 8 1.13

pure air 8 0.44

pure alr 8 0.18
0.13

pure air

pure air

1 0.02

1 0.03

for storage “ofmineral accldsor

Is a common source of lead con-

has also been found to yield

traces of lead (S5). The use of silica (s5), teflon (c8)

platinum (T6) ware for heating and manipulating solutions

lead contamination from boroOillcate glass. On the other

or

reduces

hand,

Chow and McKlnney found that use of boroslllcate glassware intro-

duced no more than 0.1 7 of lead per analyOls and use of boro-

silicate-glass Is considered satisfactory for all operatlona and

reagent storage and purlflcatlon In determination of lead in

foodstuff (L7) and biological samples (Al). Polyethylene bottles

have been found useful for storage of reagents and solutlons (T6).

Regular laboratory distilled water often contains lead

In concentrations up to 0.1 parts per million, Passage of the

distilled water through Ion exchange resin is effective In

removing lead contamination. One passage through a bed of amber-

llte IR-1OO cation exchange resin has been found to reduce the
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lead content of laboratory distilled water with an Inltlal lead

concentration of 0.055 parts per million to a concentration of less

than 0.0015 parts per million (S5). After five paaaes through the

resin the concentration was measured at 0.0010 parts per mllllon.

ThIers (T6) has found that Boston tap water passed through a

1.5 meter column of mixed IR-120 and IRA-41O resins (Rohm and

Haas Co.) showed only 0.02 Parts per billion lead contamination.

For many purpofles redlstlllatlon from a borosillcate glass still

Is adequate (Al) this can yield water of 0.0025 ppm lead content

from Initially 0.055 ppm water. Use of a fused silica distilla-

tion apparatus can give water containing less than 0.1 ppb lead

contamination (M19). Some of the procedures used to remove lead

contamination from common reagents are outlined below:

Hydrochloric Acid

Reagent grade hydrochloric acid contains up to 0.03 ppm

of lead (S5). Solution of anhydrous hydrogen chloride gas in

purified water Is the usual method of obtalnlng the pure acid (C8),

Scrubbing the gas twice In a bubble tower with trlply distilled

water before dissolution reduces the lead concentration to 0.06 ppb

(T6) . Very pure hydrochloric acid can also be obtained by iso-

thermal dlstillatlon, e.g., by Placlng a dish of concentrated

hydrochloric acid and a dish of pure water (In platinum, silica,

or polyethylene) side by side In an empty desiccator and allowlng

to stand for a day or so (S5).

Nltrlc Acid

Up to 0.01-0.03 ppm of lead Is commonly encountered in

reagent grade concentrated acid (S5). Redlstlllatlon of the

azeotrope (65X HN03-H20) Is generally used f’orpurification.

Redlstlllatlon In a boroallicate-glaas still gives adequate Purl-

ficatlon for many purposes (Al). If an extremely pure produce

Is required (< 1 ppb) the use of a fused Blllca.condenser has been

proposed (“M1l)but significant qusntltles of lead (at this level
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of purity) has still been found to result (T6). Thus nitric

acid Is one of the hardest purification problems.

Hydrofluorlc Acid

Strontium fluoride precipitates will carry lead

fluorlde with high efficiency and can be used to purify hydro-

fluorlc acid aolutlons. The lead content can be reduced from

2 ppm of lead (not uncommon for reagent grade HF) to less than

0.002 ppm of lead by addition of 10 ml. of strontium chloride

per kilogram of hydrofluorlc acid and filtration of the super-

natent solution.

Other Acids

Sulfuric, sulfurous, perchlorlc, hydrobromlc and

acetic acids can be purlfled from lead by distillation in a

borosillcate glass or slllca dlstlllatlon apparatus, glvlng

purity In the parts per mllllon or parts per billion range

respectively (T8).

Ammonium Hydroxide

Solution of anhydrous ammonia gas In pure water gives

a high purity product (T6). Very ”pure ammonium hydroxide

solutions can be made by Isothermal distillation as noted above

for hydrochloric acid. Ammonium hydroxide Is best kept In

polyethylene or ceresln-llned bottles (S5).

Soluble Salts

Soluble salts may be purlfled by recrystallization In

many cases or.if the salt is soluble in weakly basic solution

by extraction of lead contamination Into dlthlzone dissolved In

carbon tetrachlorlde or In chloroform.

Organic Reagents

In generaL organic

grade quality are much freer

reagents as obtained in reagent

of lead contamination than Inorganic
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reagent8 . Distillation or recrystallization will usually yield

a very pure product. Purlflcatlon of dlthlzone haB been out”-

llned In 6ectLon IV-6-B.

can

by

Storage of Reauents and SolutlonB

Interference with carrier-free lead determinatlonB

ar16e during storage of reagents or of tracer lead solutlons

(1) contamination of lead from the container, (2) loss by

adsorption of tracer lead on the container or (3) contamination

by deaorptlon of previously adsorbed ionB.

Contamlnatlon of 8tandardpH2 nitric acid solutlon

stored in soft glass (Kimble), boro611icate glass (Pyrex, 774)

and polyethylene

Investigated by

In Table XXII.

only one of the

other) contamination. Prelss and Fink have noted that up to

0.1 mg of sollds can be removed per 100 cm2 of Pyrex gla6s In

a 72-hour expo6ure to 15% hydrochloric acid (P7). Similar

(Plax) containers for twelve months has been

Thlers (T6). The remits of this study are i3hown

The polyethylene container was found to be the

three that did not Introduce lead (as well as

results have been obtained for storate of 0.1 ~ sodium hydrox-

ide solution (T6).

LOBS of tracers from solution by adsorption on the

container can occur from acidic as well as basic solutions and

Is a function of the type of container ueed. Using a number of

elemente which are not picked up from glaBs containers In

storage, Thler found loss of nickel, manganese, molybdenum,

vanadium, gold, platinum, ruthenium, and titanium when stored

In 6@ mineral acids in glass (soft glass or borosllicate glaBs)

for 75 days (T6). A smaller number showed losseB when stored

In fused quartz and none showed losses when Btored In poly-

ethylene. In storage of radioactive tracers, loss of the tracer

on the walls and contamination of the solutlon wfth Inert material

can occur simultaneously. Polyethylene containers are recommended

for storage of reagents and solutions where possible.



Table XXII
Contamination of acid solutlons by container materials during 12
monthsr storage.

Contaminating Elements From

Soft Glass Polyethylenem (Kimble) (Plax)

Al, B, Ca, Fe, Al, B, Ca, Pb, none
Pb, Li, Mg, Mn, Li, Mg, Na, S1,
Na, S1, Sr Sr

From ref. T6.

It Is Important when working with ultra-micro amounts of

material, never to use glassware or containers which h’avebeen

used for macro amounts of material especially of the same element.

Even Involved cleaning procedures have been found to leave pro-

hibitive amounts of material on the container.

B. Gaseous Lead samples.

It is sometimes desirable to prepare gaseous compounds

of lead for mass spectrographic analysls or for measurement of

decay charac.terlstlcs. In particular the study of long lived

(5 x 107 yr) lead-205 which decays by electron capture

unaccompanied by gamma pay emission or of other electron-capture

Isotopes Is facilitated by the use of a gaseous source which can

be Introduced directly Into the counting chamber Cor Increased

detecti&’ efficiency.

Convenient methods for preparation of volatile tetra-

methyl lead have been developed. Most workers have used the

reaction of lead-dlhallde with the grignard reagent. The equation

for this reaction is:

4 C!H3M&+ 2’PbX2~(OH3)4Pb + Pb + 4 MgX2”’

,“
Lead tetramethyl results in fifty per cent yield. After

tion of lead from mineral samples, Bate, Miller and KUIP

separa-

(E8)

then treat the dichloride with excess methyl grignard reagent to

accomplish the conversion. The excess grignard reagent is then
,,
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hydrolyzed and tetremethyl lead la separated from the aqueouB

solutlon into ethyl ether. separation from the ether la accom-

plished by fractional distillation (B8).

A superior method, In terms of yield, for,preparation

of tetramethyl lead utlllzee reaction of lead dlhallde with

methyl lithium reagent and methyl Iodide (G7). The general

equation for this reaction 1s:

3CH3LI + CH31 + pbX2~(CH3)4pb + 2 LIX + LII

v. DIBsolution of lead samples.

Lead metal 1s easily dissolved in nltrlc acid. Lead

dioxide which Is occasionally used for cyclotron targets or Is

somethes produced during separations by anodlo oxidation can be

dissolved in nitric acid by dropwise addltlon .ofhydrogen

peroxide.

Lead can be recovered from mineral samples by sodium

peroxide fusion (R3)(R8) followed by dissolution of the melt in

nltrlc acid. For many rock and soil samples, leachlng with hot

dilute (L:3) nitric acid (H13) or with hot concentrated sulfuric

acid followed by nitric acid (P2) or with a sulfuric acid-

hydrofluorlc acid mixture (12) has been found to be adequate.

Use of sulfuric acid should be avoided in samples containing large

amounts of calcium. The use of hydrochloric acid to dissolve or

leach mineral samples frequently gives Incomplete lead recovery

due to the presence of lead minerals (PYrlte, chalcopyrlte,

barite, etc.) which are Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (S19).

Quantitative lead recoveries of lead from rocks, minerals, stone

meteorites and Iron meteorites by volatilization at 1300”-1400”C

In a carbon crucible In a vacuum has been reported (12)(M11).

The lead in micro or macro quantities can be collected on a

cooled quartz tube (Mll).

Methods for recovery

have been frequently described

of lead from biological samples

and much discussed In the lltera-
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ture. Teapot wars have been waged between dry-oxldatlonists and

wet-oxldatlonlBts, between properchlorlc acld,users and antlper-

chloric acid users. According to Gorsuch (G4), of 250 investi-

gations reported In the literature, 51 per cent uBed wet

digestion with the remaining 49 per cent using ashing procedures.

Critical reviews appear to convince few except the reviewer of

the efficacy of a “preferred” method. There are apparently a

number of technlque6 which can be used for quantitative recovery

of traces of lead from biological or other organic samples. These

will be briefly reviewed, the advantages and disadvantages of

each will be pointed out when known. The most comprehensive

review of the subject Is the recent ppper by Gorsuch (G4).

Direct oxidation by nitric and perchloric acids have

been used by many workers. Such methods have been shown to give

quantitative lead recovery from a wide variety of samples (G4).

The use of perchlorlc acid Is considered unsafe by some (M20).

This worker has found nitric and perchloric effective for

recovery of lead from cellulose but less easily handled if the

sample contains much animal fat. A scheme for controlling the

oxidation by perchlorlc acid by controlling the temperature has

been proposed by Smith (S20). BY refluxing the vapors, the

conce~tratlon of perchlorlc acid can be kept constant and

increased in small, carefully controlled stages. The boiling

point of the solutlon Is used to Indicate the perchloric acid

concentration at each stage of the process (S20). An advantage

of wet digestions generally and nitric and perchloric acid

digestions in particular is their”convenience and speed (5 to

30 minutes) as well as the complete lead recovery obtained.

A possible disadvantage Is the larg,equantities of nitric acid

sometimes required with attendant contamination by lead in the

acid.

Sulfurfc acid digestion either alone or in conjunction

w~th nitric acid has been used to dissolve organic nlater’ials without
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the danger which sometimes accompanies the use of perchloric acid,

Such dissolution methods often lead to loss of lead. .The

mechanism of loss is Principally copreclpitatlon of lead on

Insoluble residues as lead Bulfate. The amount of loss Is some-

what dependent on the amount of calcium present. Up to 70 per cent

of the lead has been lost In dl.sso,lvlngdried milk samples In the

presence of sulfuric acid (G4) and losses of up to 10 per cent

were observed for sample6 having a comparatively low calcium

content. In general the use of sulfuric acid should be avoided

If quantitative lead recovery is Bought.

An exception to the above reservation about the use of

sulfuric acid appears to be In the method of Mlddleton and

Stuckey (M21). In this method the oxldatlon Is done principally

by nitric acid with a small amount of sulfurlc acid added to

moderate the reactivity of the “char” and thereby prevent

ignltlon. The oxldatlon Is started with nitric acid as con-

centrat~ as can be tolerated without excess violence (’50~ +B

recormnended) to which a small amount of sulfuric acid (-u 2 ml)

has been added. This is evaporated until che nltrlc acid Is

removed and a black “char” remains. Fuming nitric acid is then.,

added until the oxldatlon Is complete. This method has been

shown by radioactive tracer methods to give complete recovery

of lead in samples containing low levels ofcalcium (G~)(M21)

but should probably be avoided if large amounts of calcium are

present. The main disadvantage of the use of nltrlc acid alone

is the posslblllty of self-lgnltlon of the blackened residue

after evaporation of the Inltlal nltrlc acid ,solution. This igni-

tion, which leads to serious losses of lead and other volatile

constituents, is often inltlated by addition of fuming nltrlc acid

to the “char” . It Is the experience of’the author that addltlon

of dilute nitric acid followed by small amounts of perchlorlc acid

reduces the danger of self-ignition of the residue and introduces

the perchlorlc acid at a stage In the pr~cess where the danger
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of a violent reaction Is Eubstantlally reduced.

Ashlng procedures of many kinds have been described in

the literature. These are frequently time consuming and can ‘

Introduce considerable error by either lead loss or contamination.

Some of the factors affecting lead recovery are:

1. Temperature of oxldatlon. Loss of lead, except In the

presence of chlorlde, appears to be unimportant at temperatures

below 450”C In the absence of sulfate ashlng acids (Lo)

(P8) and below 550°C for sulfated ssmples (A4)(G4). Above 550°C

the losses by retention on the crucible (at least with silica)

as well as from volatilization Increase sharply (G4).

2. The chemical and physical nature of the organic material

can effect the behavior of lead. The presence of chlorlde

either as Ion or as organically bound chlorlne can lead to

serious losses of lead even at temperatures below 450”C. Addltlon

of sulfurlc acid reduces the loss In”the presence of chlorlde Ion

but has little effect In the presence of covalently bound chlorine.

This suggests that all dry oxidations should probably be avoided

If chlorlne Is present or suspected In the sample.

3. The crucible material used or Its history can Influence

the amount of lead tracer retained by the crucible after dissolu-

tion of the ash. Under Pather extreme conditions (lead present

as nitrate, heated to 630ec for 16 hours), Gorsuch (G4) found

retention of tipto 74 per cent on new slllca crucibles, 24 per

cent on used slllca crucibles and 2 per cent on used platlnum

crucibles.

4. Ashlng aids have been fo~d to be unnecessary unless the

ash content of the sample Is low In which case addition of a few

mg of magnesium nitrate or boric acid is beneficial (G4)(L7).

The use of nitric acid gives a clean ash readily soluble In

hydrochloric acid but If added when much carbon Is present It

can lead to much deflagratlon and loss of lead. The use of

sulfuric acid tends to retard the oxldatlon of the organic
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matter but lessens the chance of 10SB of lead by volatilization.

In the latter caOe disaolutlon of the lead sulfate produced

presents pa problem unless large amounts of calcium are present.,

5. Onntaminatlon of a carrier-free sample by airborne

contamination durhg the long charring and Ignition perlodO

must be considered In some casea. Thiers (T6) has proposed

the following method to avoid this difficulty: the sample Is

placed In a clean platinum container and placed under an

evaporation cover and on a hot plate through which a current

of filtered alr or nitrogen gas is passed. A 250 watt Infrared

lamp placed above the glass cover Is used to dry.the sample

slowly at first until the water has evaporated and the sample

appears dry and brittle. The heat from the lamp Is then aug-

mented by heat from the hot plate under the apparatus until the

sample assumes a charred appearance. The platinum dish Is then

placed In a slllca-llned muffle furnace at 250”C or leas. The

temperature Is lncreaBed slowly to 450°C and kept there until

the sample is ashed completely.

Lead can be recovered from ashlng residues by bolllng

In 6 ~ hydrochloric .acld and fllterlng the supernatent liquid (T6)

(P8)(L7) . The us,eof sulfuric,acid during the ashlng does not

appear to Interfere with complete lead recovery by this method

(A4)(G4).

,.
VI. -Counting techniques.

The lead isotopes most often used as tracers are

lead-203, lead-209, lead-210 (RaD), and lead-212, (ThB). Counting

techniques for these isotopes will be outlined but the same

techniques can be adapted to other lead isotopes which may’be

encountered.

Lead-203, produced by the reaction of protons or ‘

deuterons

is useful

on natural thallium or helium ions on mercury-20i, ‘

for carrier-free tracer studies. Counting of the 279 kev
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gsnuna radiation In a Bclntillatlon

detection method. The alternative

auger electronB reBultlng from the

detector is the most convenient

Is to count the X-rays and

electron capture decay in a

windowless proportional detector with the attendant dlfflcultles

imposed by absorption of the low energy radiations In the source

material.

Lead-209, produced by neutron capture in lead-208 is

a pure beta emitter with beta end point energy of 0.635 Mev.

Measurement of the beta counthlg rate requlrea that correctlonO

for self-scattering and self-absorpt~on In the source be applied

In order”to get conslatant results between duplicate samples of

different weight (N6)(W). In cases where absolute disintegra-

tion rates are required, cauntlng In a 4-pi gas-flow proportional

detectors recommended. A number of articles are available

which describe the 4-pi”beta counting’ technique (P9)(L17)(M24).

The primary requirement is that the sample be as weightless as

possible. A number of techniques for chemically separating

carrier-free samples are described In sections IV and VII of

this report.

Lead-210 (RaD) is difficult to measure directly because

of the low energy of the beta particles (17 kev) and gamma radla-

tlon (47 kev, largely converted) accompanying Its decay. When-

ever possible It Is desirable to measure the 1.15 Mev beta

radiation of the daughter, bismuth-210 (RaE). The half-life of

bismuth-210 is 5.0 days so It achieves effective equilibrium with

the lead-210 In a one to two month period following the final

lead-bismuth separation. Counts made before equlllbrlum Is

attained require that suitable corrections for daughter-growth

be applied (F13). In some casei, It Is convenient to count the

5.31 Mev alpha particles from the polonlum-210 (RaF) granddaughter.

This requires that the source be thin and because of the long half-

.llfe of polonium-210 (138 days), granddaughter-growth corrections

(F13) are almost always required.
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Lead-212 (ThB) can be counted directly by the 0,355 and

0.589 Mev betz particles or the 0.239 Mev gamma ray In Its decay,

The low energy of the beta particles and the high absorbing power

of lead samples make reproducible cm accurate counting, by using

the beta particles alone, very difficult because of large and

uncertain correctlon~ due to absorption in the sample (N6)(~),

Sclntlllation counting of the 239 kev gamma radlatlon Is pre-

ferred. Absolute counting rates can be conveniently obtained

with high precision by use of 4-PI beta-gamma coincidence tech-

niques (C9). For thin samples, detection of the 6,09 Mev alpha

particles from the bismuth-212 (ThC) daughter or the 8.78 Mev

alpha particles from the polonium-212’ (ThC’) granddaughter Is

especially attractive. Both the daughter and granddaughter

activities reach equilibrium with the lead-212 wlthln twelve

hours after separation and the alpha particles can be detected

with high precision and accuracy in a windowless or thin-window

proportional counter. An attractive feature of the alpha par-

ticle detection is that background radlatlon due to natural beta

emitters or cosmic radiation can be eliminated by setting the

detector discriminator level to detect only the energetic alpha

radiation.

For beta particle counting, lead samples are frequently

wetghed and mounted on filter paperer in counting planchets as

lead chromate or lead sulfate. It Is convenient when gamma

radiation can be measured, to use a well-type sclntlllatlon

detector. In this case the sample can be left In solution,

perhaps even in the solutlon used for one of the sensltlve

calorimetric yielding methods outlined In section IV-6. Final

separation of lead by controlled potential electrodeposition (or

gaseous electrodeposltlon In the case of ThB) as outlfned In

section IV-10 can result in a stable, thin, uniform sample that

can be counted directly (H15). If a-chemical yield Is required,

this can be obtained either by weighln.g th~ counting plate before
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and after the depoEiltion or Perhapa” better, by .a colorlmetric

method after the counting 18 completed.

VII. Collected radlochemlcal procedure.

A. Procedures for mllklng lead daughter activity
from.bismuth or polonium parents.

Procedure No. 1. AnIon exchange separation “of

short-llved carrier-free lead Isotopes from bismuth parents. ....

Stockendal, e’t.al.

Procedure No. 2. Preclpltatlon

bismuth parent activity,....Neumann.

Procedure No. 3. “Separation of

parent activity.....Karraker.

B. Separation of lead from
carrier-free,

Procedure No. 4. Separation of

separation of lead from

lead from polonium

natural sources, mostly

RaD(Pb210 ) from old

radon ampules by dlthlzone extraction. ....Eoussleres and Ferradlnl.

Procedure No. 5. Electrolytic separation of ThB(Pb212)

from thorium nitrate.....Harrlson, et.al.

Procedure No. 6. Rapid separation of carrier-free

RaD(Pb210) from Pt, Au, Po and Bi by paper chromatography .....

Warren and Fink.

Procedure No. 7. Separation of carrier-free RaD(Pb210)

from micro amounts of Pb and BI and macro amounts of Hg and Au

using cellulose column chromatography. ....Fink, et.al,

Procedure No. 8. Anion column separation of carrier-
.

free RaD(Pb210), RaE(Bi210) snd-RaF(Po210). ....Hyde and Raby. ~

c. Separation of lead from cyclotron targets and
complex mixtures.

Procedure No. 9. Preparat,lon and Isolatlon of carri.er-

free pb203 from thalll~. ....Haymond, et.al.

Procedure No. 10.. Separation of lead from thallium

cyclotron, targets .....Karral$er.
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Procedure No. 11. Separation of lead from mixed fission

products .....Anon.

Procedure No. 12. Separation of lead from mixed flsslon

products. ....Osborne.

Procedure No. 13. Separation of lead.from comPlex mix-

tures by controlled potential analysls .....Lingane and Jones.

Procedure No. 14. Separation of lead from neutron-

actlvated samPles of s.toneymeteorites .....Reed, et.al.

organic

Procedure No. 15. Separation of carrier-free lead from

materials. ....Anon.

Procedure No. 1

Separation of short-lived carrier-free lead Isotopes

from bismuth parents.

From: R. Stockendal, J. A. McDonell, M. Schmorak and

I. Eerstrbm, Arklv fUr Fysik ~, 165 (1956).

Bismuth parents (B1199’201’203’205) produced by bombard-

ment of natural lead with 25 Mev deuterons or Protons of UP to

70 Mev energy.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Dissolve lead target In concentrated nltrlc acid.

Add hydrochloric acid, and cool solution In an Ice bath.

Separate the PbC12 precipitate by centrlfugation and

decant supernatent llquld Into a clean tube.

E!oilsolution with addltlon of concentrated hydrochloric

acid until nitric acid is completely destroyed, and

evaporate to a small volume.

Dilute with water until the hydrochloric acid concen-

tration is - 0.3 ~,

Pass through a jacketed column, heated to 82.3” by

refluxlng Isopropyl alcohol and packed with”Dowex-1
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Procedure 1 (Continued)

anion exchange resin, 200 mesh. Wash column with 0.3 M—
.,

hydrochloric acid,.

7. The bismuth laotopeB are retained firmly on the reBin,

the lead is removed. After a Buitable growth period,

lead daughteri3 can now be separated from the bismuth by

rapidly passing 0.3 ~ hydrochloric acid through the

column, under pressure and collecting it in a suitable

container for counting,

Reviewer’s Notes:

1- This separation or variants have bee”nwidely used to

study short-lived lead isotopes. The method does not

have general applicability but is included as being

Illustrative of the general class of milking experi-

ments.

2- At Blower column flow ratea’than used here, it is not

necessary to heat the column above room temperature.

Indeed, the bismuth is so firmly held by the resin it

is not clear that heating is necessary in this case.

Procedure No. 2

( Precipitation separation of lead

activity.

Procedure 82-2 from W, W. Meinke

from bismuth parent

“Chemical Procedures

Used in Bombardment Work at Berkeley”, UCRL-432 (August 30, 1949) .

Procedure by: Neumann; Time for ~epn: .5 min for separation,

15 min for purification; Yield: - 85$; Degree of Purification:

<0.05~ Bi contamination.

Bi”purified, final

(obtainable by method listed

step being precipitation as BiOCl

in steps 1-3).
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Procedure 2 (Continued)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Dissolve in few drops cone.

(preferably Pb(N03)2).

to _ 8 ml.

Add NH3 dropwise until

and then HNO
3

dropwlse

Add

HN03 . Add 10 mg Pb carrier

3 drops cone. HC1. Dilute

permanent precipitate just forms,

until solution just clears.

At desired time for milking, dilute

in a water bath for a few minutes.

BiOCl should form. Centrifuge, and

to 45 ml and heat

Fine crystals of

retain BiOCl for

future milkings.

To the supernatent add

remains clear you have

Add 2-3 ml of Na2Cr207

of PbCrOh, Centrifuge,

a drop of NH=. If the solution
J

obtained a good separation.

solution to cause precipitation

and discard supernatent.

Dissolve PbCrOQ by addition of 2 ml 4 N HC1 and one drop—

30~ H202. Heat in water bath to destroy excess H202.

Add 20 mg inactive Bi carrier and repeat BiOCl separation

by above method, Repeat precipitation of PbCrQ4.

Dissolve PbCr04 as in step (6).

Dilute to any desired volume and mount aliquots for

counting. The results are reproducible and chemical

yfeld determinations are not necessary. If the latter

are deeired, proceed with step (10).

Add 5 ml eonc. H2S04 . Evaporate

ing volume will be 2-3 ml. @ol.

-- 40 ml. Cool. Filter, dry and

Remarks:

to fumes of S03. Result-

Dilute carefully to

weigh PbS04.

Any single precipitation of BiOCl under these conditions

gives a yield of 98-99$ Bi, with 8$ of the Pb retained with the Bi.

One Bi scavange of the separated Pb should be sufficient purifica-

tion from the parent.
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Procedure 2 (Continued)

In calculating the life of the parent from con8ecutlve

milkings of the same BI solutlon, correction should be made for

the 8% of the daughter retained with the parent.

Puriflcatlon of Pb as PbSOh, gives varying yields, and

decermlnatlon of chemical .yleld by weighing is necessary.

Where the Pb fractions will be further milked for T1.

stop at step (8).

Procedure No. 3

Separation of lead from polonium paren”t activity.

Procedure 82-3 from W. W. Melnke “Chemical Procedures

Used In Bombardment Work at Berkeley”, uCRL-432 (August 30, 1949).

Procedure by: Karraker; Parent material: milking

experiment from polonium parent; Time for s,epn.:5 mln; Yield:

95-1OOZ; Degree of purlflcatlon: factor of 106 from Po with

washes.

Po Is In 20~ trlbutyl phosphate in dlbutyl ether.

milk solution:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Extract with equal volume of b ~ HC1. Pb and Bi go

two

To

Into

water phase.

Wash HC1 extract twice with 1/10 its volume of trlbutyl

phosphate solvent. Add the first portion to the Po

solutlon, then discard second portion.

Add 1/2 mg Bi and 1/2 mg Pb carrier, (ppn made from

~ 4 cc volumes).

To separate BI and Pb, follow the procedure of Neumann

(Procedure No. 2).

Thallium daughters of lead may be separated by oxldatlon

‘3 Into ether.with ~n04 and extraction of T1
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Procedure No. 4

Separation of Pb210(RaD) from old radon ampules by

dlthlzone extraction,

From G. Bculssleres and C. Ferradlnl, Anal. Chlm. Acts

~, 610 (1950).

1.

,2.

3.

4.

5.

Remove the radioactive RaD deposit by washing the ampules”

with hot concentrated nltrlc acid. If the dissolution

of RaD Is Incomplete give the ampules a short treatment

with a nitric acid-hydrofluorlc acid mixture,

Evaporate the resultant solution until a light precipi-

tate Is obtained and redissolve by dllutlng the solution

with a mlntium amount of nitric acid. A small amount

of undissolved silica will not interfere.

If the solutlon contains mercury add a small amount of

potassium cyanide to complex this species.

Neutralize the solutlon to PH 9 with ammonium hydroxide

and extract the lead with a solution of dlthizone in

chloroform (0.lg/.L)repeating the extraction until

the chloroform fraction ceases to ~how the character-

istic red color of lead dlthizonate.

Agitate the dithlzone with 0.1 ~nlt,rlc acid. Remove

the aqueous phase and repeat the extraction comblnlng

the nltrlc acid washes and discarding the chloroform

phase.

Revlewerla Note:

This method

and

not

will remove the lead from radium, mercury

other common contaminants of RaD deposits but will

provide separation from bismuth (RaE).
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Procedure No. 5

Electrolytic separation

from thorium nitrate.

From A.,D. R. Harrison,

Anal. Chlm. Acta~, 459 (1955).

From an “old sample” of

of Bi2’2 (ThC) and Pb212(ThB)

A. J. Lindsey and R. Phillips,

thorium nitrate (one In which

the thorium daughters are in equilibrium), 1 gram Is weighed out

and dissolved in 20 to 25 ml 0.5 ~ hydrochloric acid. The

requlslte amount of standard bismuth solution (> 0.2 mg) Is

plpetted Into

water bath to

half-cell are

the electrolysis solution which %s heated In a

80-90”c. Clean platinum electrodes and a calomel

Inserted and the electrolyzlng current and a

mechanical stfrrer are switched on. The current is Increased

until a potential of 0.25-0.30 volts relatlve to the saturated

calomel electrode Is attained and the plating Is continued for

25 minutes.

At the end of the deposition time, the cathode with

the deposit of B1212 (ThC) is withdrawn while the current was

still on, waahed with d~stllled water and alcohol and dried.

A fresh cathode Is then Introduced Into the elec-

trolysis cell, the current Is Increased to about 0.15 amps/cm2

with no controlled potential being employed and the electro-

deposltion continued for 10-20 minutes. The cathode Is again

removed with the current left on, rinsed with water and alcohol,

dried, and counted directly.
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Procedure No. 6

Rapid separation of carrier-free RaD(Pb210) from Pt,

Au, PO and BI by,paper chromatography.

6Decontamlnatlon factor > 10 .

From G. W. Warren and R. W. Fink, Department of Chemistry,

Unlverslty of Arkansas, Fayettevllle, Arkansas.

Chemicals

Grade 320,

Equipment:

n-butyl phosphate,

industrial paper,

C.P.; acetone, C.P.; Eaton-Dikeman

0.1 or 0.06 in. thick.

Glass tube with minimum dlmenslons: diameter, ~ 2 inches;

height & 12 Inches.

1.

2<

3.

4.

5.

6.

The glass tube Is placed erect In a beaker containing 80~

a.cetone-20~ n-butyl phosphate and the top sealed with a

cork or rubber stopper fitted with a glass hook to serve

as the paper holder.

The tube Is saturated with the developer vapors by

Immersing a purified paper strip (see Note 1) In the

mixed solvent and suspending It from the hanger for

20 minutes prior to Introduction of the sample.

Although the separation workg best carr~er-free, carrier

In concentrations not greater than 5 x 10-5 grams per cm

of paper width may be added to the sample.

Evaporate the sample to dryness, dissolve the residue

In water and adjust the volume such that one ml of

❑olutlon will be distributed over a minimum of 10 “cm

wfdth of paper.

Apply the solution

strip (see Note 1)

micro-plpet.

evenly across the width of the paper

about 3 cm from the end with a

Suspend the strip from the glass hook so that the end
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Procedure 6 (Continued)

7.

8.

~otee:

NoteB:

of the paper iB just tierBed in the developer. Separa-

tions are obtained after the solvent front has travelled

5-6 inches

Remove the

The normal

(10-15 minutes).

paper strip and identify the various zones.

R values (the ratio of the distance travelled

by a component to the distance travelled by the solvent

front are: AU3+ = 1.0; I-&+ = 0.90; Po4+ = 0.80;

Pt(IV) = 0.5; T13+ = 0.05; B13+ = O.@; Pb2+ = 0.00.

The desired zones are clipped from the Otrlp and the

cations extracted by boiling with aqua regla or extracted

with an organic solvent for subsequent mounting and

counting .

1-

2-

3-

The Eaton-Dlkeman Grade 320 Industrial Paper was

purified by downward percolation with 1 ~ hydro-

chloric acid and rinsed by downward percol&tlon with

water.

In order to Insure ready identification of the com–

ponents (except Po} whose concentrations are very low
,!

(or carrier-free) a stiultaneous calibration run with

an inactive mixture of the same components may be made

on an unused portion of the same paper. An alternative

method is to spot each component separately using KI

as a streak reagent. In the calibration run, concen-

trations are high enough to permit detection with

streak reagents. The radioactive zones will be in the

same relative positions as the inert zones.

Each zone may be Identified by streaking with the

following three reagentO: (a) 10~KI; (b) 17 solu-

tion of diphenyl carbazide in alcohol; (c) o,05~

solution of benzidine in 10~ acetic acid.
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Procedure 6 (Continued)

Remarks:

This technique afforde a simple and fast separation

method with exceptionally high mutual deconkamlnatlon factors.

The time for separation Is less than 15 minutes. Improper paper

purlftcatlon, Impure reagents, or excess carrier concentration

may cause poor separations.

Procedure No. 7

Separation of carrier-free RaD(Pb210) from micro amounts

of Po and BI and macro amounts of Hg and Au using cellulose column

chromatography.

From R. W. Fink, G. W. Warren, R. R. Edwards and

R. E. Damon, Phys. Rev. 103, 651 (1956),

Materlal;old radlon seeds In the form of gold needles

containing appreciable amounts of mercury.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

In a column 17 mm in diameter and &l cm long, slurry

Whatman No, 1 ashless cellulose powder with the eluent

to be used (n-butanol saturated with 3 ~ hydrochloric

acid) and pour onto the column.

Flow eluent through the column overnight to pack the

cellulose powder to a depth of *’40 cm.

Make the RsDEF solution containing gold and mercury 3 ~

in hydrochloric acid add n-butanol saturated with 3 ~

hydrochloric acid, a small amount of the cellulose

powder and mlx thoroughly.

Pour the slurry on top of the prevto.usly prepared cel-

lulose column.

After the loading solution has Passed Tnto the column and

the slurrled powder has settled, put n-butanol saturated
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Procedure 7 (Continued)

with 3 ~ hydrochloric acid on top of the column. The

flrOt two additions should be In small amount (~ 5 ml).

6. Collect ,the fractions. Gold, mercury and polonium

(RaF) come off quantitatively In a narrow band after

one column vol~e of eluant Is passed through the

coluJml. Carrier-free bismuth (RaE) come6 off about two

column volumes later. One or two column volumes later

carrier-free lead (RaD) Is eluted.

Note! Entire procedure Pequlrea about 90 minutes. If macro-

quantltles of gold and mercury are absent the faster method

of Warren and Fink (Procedure No. 6) can be used.

Procedure No. 8

AnIon column separation of carrier-free Pb210(RaD),

=1210(RaE) and Po210(RaF),

Adapted from B. A. Raby and E. K. Hyde, U.S. Atomic

Energy Commission Declassified Document AECD-3524 (1952); also

University of California Radiation Laboratory Report UCRL-2069

(1952).

1. In a 31mndiameter glass tube constricted at the bottom

and containing a glass-wool pl%add a slurry of Dowex-A-l

anion exchange resin (50-100 mesh) to a final resin depth

of 20 mm,

centrated

the resin

Convert resin to chloride form by passing con-

hydrochlorlc acid through the resin;then wash

with 1-2 Jjhydrochloric acid.

2. Put tracer Pb, Bl, Po onto the columnti2mlof 1 M—

chloric acid. Pass 3 ml of 1 ~ hydrochloric acid

portions. Collect” loading and wash eluants since

hydro”-

in 1 ml

this
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Procedure 8 (Continued)

containO the lead which Is not adsorbed by the resin at

thlB concentration.

3. Pass 4 ml concentrated hydrochloric acid through the

column in 2 ml portions to remove the bismuth.

4. The polonium can then be removed with 4 ml concentrated

nitric acid.

Notes&.l- The decontamination factors for this procedure are very

good but may vary from one realn batch to another.

2- The

the

separations can be effected in 10-15 minutes

products are obtained In carrier-free form.

and

Procedure No. 9

Preparation and “isolation of carrier-free Pb203 from

thallium.

From H. R. Haymond, W. M. Garrison and J. G. Hamilton,

“Carrier-Free Radioisotopes from Cyclotron Targets XXII. Prepara-

tion and Isolatlon of Pb203 from Thallium”, Unlverslty of California

Radiation Laboratory Report uCRL-1421 (July 18, 1951).

The 52-hem” Pb203 was produced by the reaction T1
203

(d,2n)Pb203. The target conslated of a 2 mm layer of T1203 powder

held on a grooved water-cooled copper plate by

foil and was bombarded with 19 Mev deuterons.

was lhnlted to 5 ua to avoid volatilization of

during bombardment,

1.
‘issO1ve ‘he ‘1203

target.powder In 1

a 0.25 mll platinum

The beam current

the target powder

2. Saturate solution with S02 gas to reduce the T1 to T1+l

and heat solution to expel exce6s S02.
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Procedure 9 (Continued)

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Add 10 mg of Fe- carrler and make the solutlon basic

with NH40H. Centrifuge Fe(OH)3 precipitate and discard ‘

Oupernatent solution.

Wash the Fe(OH)3 precipitate twice In dilute NH40H

solutlon with atlrrlng, centrifuge and discard; wash

solution each time. DlsOolve precipitate In 1 ~ HN03.

Add 5 mg of T1+3 carrier and repeat steps 2-4.

Repeat steps 2-4 once more without addition of thallium

carrier and dissolve the final Fe(OH)3 precipitate In

6 ~ HCI’ instead of 1 ~ KN03.

Remove the Iron by four extractions with equal volumes

of ethyl ether. The final aqueous solution contains the

carrier-free lead-203 which can then be put In the proper

form for biological, chemical or physical tracer experi-

ments .

Remarks: The 68 minute Pb204 which results from deuteron bombard.

ment of T1 was allowed to decay out prior to the separation.

.The decay curve, over four half-lives, and the absorp-

tion curves Indicated only the preBence of lead-203 In the final

product.

Procedure No. 10

Separation of lead from thallium cyclotron targets.

Procedure 82-1 from W. Melnke “Chemical Procedures

Used In Bombardment Work at Berkeley”, UCRL-432 (August 30, 1949).

Procedure by: Karraker; Target Material: thalllum;

Type of bbdt: 60-80 Mev D+ or H+; Time for sePn.:~ 1 hour; yield:

= 95%; Degree of purlficatlon: good, at least factor of 100;

Advantages: one step Is usually sufficient purlflcatlon.
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Procedure 10 (Continued)

1.

2.

3.

Remarks:

Dissolve T1 target in 6 ~ H2S04, the smallest amount

possible. Add ~ mg Pb carrier, also 5 mg

hold-back.

Evaporate solution over a hot plate, with

on the top of the solution, till fumes of

the solution is quite concentrated.

Hg carrier as

air-jet blowing

S02 appear and

Dilute carefully with 2 volumes of H20. PbS04, white

ppt, appears. Wash ppt. with 2 ~ H2S04, then with H20.

If desired, this may be dissolved in NHQAc and repptd

as PbCr04. However, it is usually sufficiently pure

without further steps.

Add cone. l-Q~O.Ato water, not water to acid! !

Procedure No. 11

Separation of lead from mixed fission products.

Author unknown. This procedure has been used for

separation or low-level lead activity from high level mixed

fission product Eources (-u5 day old samples of up to 1015

fissions) with negligible contamination

The time required is about 4 hours, the

per cent.

1. To 20 mg. of lead carrier in a

of the lead fraction.

chemical yield is ~-60

40 ml centrifuge cone,

add the solution containing the lead activity. If

barium carrier is not present, add x 10 mg barium

scavange. Emil the solution to dryneEs twice with

hydrochloric acid.

2. Dilute to 10 ml with water (note a), precipitate PbS

by saturating with H2S gas, centrifuge and wash the
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Procedure 11 (Continued)

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

precipitate with water. Dissolve the PbS In

concentrated hydrochloric acid with heating,

ml concentrated H2S04, Btlr ~d dilute to 10

one ml

add one

ml with

water. Centrifuge PbS04 and waeh with 5 ml water.

Dissolve the PbS04 ppt. In 4 ml 6 N NH4Ac, add 20 m

Ba scavange with stirring and two drops of concentrated

H2S04 with btlrring. Centrifuge the BaS04 Precipitate

at high speed. Wash the precipitate with 10 ml of 6 ~

NH4Ac .

Dilute the combined supernate and wash Bolutlons to 20 ml.

with water, neutralize to methyl red end point with

NH40H and saturate with H2S. Centrifuge the PbS and

“wash with 10 ml H20.

Dissolve the PbS precipitate in 2 ml of concentrated

nitric acid and boll until Pb(N03) begins to settle out.

Add 15 ml fuming HN03 and cool in an Ice bath for

20 minutes. Centrifuge, dissolve the Pb(N03)2 In

1-2 ml of water and repeat fuming nltrlc step.

Dissolve the l%(N03)2 In 1-2 ml water and add 10 mg

~e+++
scavange. Pour this Into a tube containing 5 ml

6~NaOH, with stlrrlng. Heat solutlon to bolllng and

digest several minutes. Centrifuge Fe(OH)3!

Neutralize the supernate to methyl red charge with HC1

and NH40H (a white ppt results o.nslightly basic side),

add one ml 6 ~ HAC (ppt dissolves) and 2 ml 6 ~

NH4A0 , Place solution In a hot bath and add 2 ml

3 ~Na2Cr04 solution. ” Digest for 10 mlnutee In a hot

water bath.

Centrifuge” the PbCr04 precipitate and wash with 10 ml

water, Dissolve the lead chromate In 2 ml concentrated

nltrlc acid and boil until Pb(NO ) salts out.
32
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Procedure 11 (Continued)

9. Dilute to 2-3

sulfurlc acid

ml with water, add 1 ml concentrated

and boll until SO=-fume~ are given off
2

(note b). Add 10 ml water and heat the solution for a

few mln~tes, stirring thoroughly. Centrifuge the PbS04

and wash with 10 ml of a

time of precipitation of

from bismuth.

1:1 EtOH-H20 mixture. The

PbS04 Is the final separation

10. Filter the PbS04 onto a Previously tared Whatman No. 42

filter paper disc. Wash the PbS04 with two 5 ml PortIons

of ethanol. Dry the

minutes and weigh to

factor 0.68325).

Reviewer’s Notes:

a- The HC1 concentration

order to get complete

filter paper In an oven for ten

a constant weight (gravlmetric

should be less than 0.5 ~ in

precipitation of the lead sulflde.

b- Do not fume excessively because

Cr2(S04)3 which Is Insoluble in

this produces

water.

anhydrous

Procedure No. 12

Separation of lead from mixed flsslon products.

From M. Llndner “Radlochemical Procedures In Use at

the Unlverslty of California Radlatlon Laboratory (Livermore)”,

UCRL-4377 (August 10, 1954).

Procedure by: R. N. Osborne; Purification: 10’0 atoms

of Pb203 Isolated from a 7 day old fission mixture containing

1015 flsslons showed no evidence of foreign radioactivity over

six half-llves; Yield: about 50 per cent; Separation time: app.

four hours.
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Procedure

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

12 (Continued)

To the active solution add a lead carrier Oolution

containing 10 mg ‘Ph. Add 2 ml cone. H2S04 and boll to

f’umesof H2S04. (Note:m If th10 Initial lBolatlon Btep

IS not applicable, an alternative’ procedure might involve

thd precipitation of lead sulfide from an ammoniacal

tartarate soltitlon.) cool, cautiously add water, stfr,

centrifuge, and wash the PbS04 with 1 ~ H2S04.

Dissolve the PbS04 In * 2 “ml 6 ~ NH4Ac. Dllut.e to 10 ml

‘ith ~2°’‘satur”atewith H2’Sand centrifuge the PbS.

Dissolve the PbS In m 5 ml cone. HC1 and pass solution

through an anion colbnm (Dowex 1“x 8; 50-100 mesh) that

has been washed with cone. HC1. Wash through “column

with x 6 ml cone. HC1. Combine eluate with wash and

boll to near-dryness.

Add * 10 ml 2,~ HC1 and m 2 mg each of’the following,.

carriers: Cu, Bl, Pd, Ag and Te. Saturate with H2S

and centrifuge. Disc.ard precipitate.
. ..

Boll the supernatant to expel the H2S and add _ 2 mg Fe

and La carriers. Add NaOH until the solutlon is basic.

Centrifuge and discard precipitate.

Add z 1 ml cone. H2S04 and = 2mg Baand Srto”the “.

supernatant, and:boll to -fume’sof H2S04. Cooland dilute

to ‘~10 ‘ml.with water’. Centrifuge and discard super-

natant. ,. .,

Wash the precipitate with 5 ml water; Leach the Pb’

from the combined sulfates with 2 m~ portions 6 ~

NH4Ac. (heat). Centrifuge and discard remalnlng preclpl-

tate, -”’. ‘.”

Add M1O ml water to “the solut.lon and.”aa’tu~atewith”’

H2S . Centrifuge and discard supernatant.

Dissolve the precipitate in cone. HC1, boll to near-
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Procedure 12 (Continued)

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

dryness and add N 10 ml 2 ~ HC1 and z 2 mg of the

fOllOwlng carriers,:. Cu, Bl, Pd, Ag and Te. Saturate

‘ith H2S’
centrifuge and discard precipitate.

Boll the aupernatant to expel the H2S and add ~ 2 mg

Fe and La carriers and m 0.5 gram of NH4C1. Make

basic with NH40H. Centrifuge and discard precipitate.

Saturate the supernate with H2S. Centrifuge and dis-

card supernatant.

Dissolve the precipitate in -U1 ml cone. HN03, add

_ 10 ml fuming HN03, and chill In an ice bath.

Dissolve the precipitate In _ 2 ml water. Add _ 1 ml

cone. H2S04. nil to fumes of H2S04, cool and add

* 10 ml water and 5 ml EtOH.

Wash the precipitate once with - 5 ml water, once with

a mixture of ~ 5 ml water and * 5 ml EtOH and twice

with ~ 5 ml portlans of EtOH.

Slurry the precipitate onto an aluminum Plate and dry

under a heat lamp. Weigh as PbS04.

Procedure No. 13

Separation of lead from complex mixtures by controlled

potential electrolysis.

From: I. J. Llngsne and S. S. Jones, Anal.” Chem.

1789 (1951).

Depoaltlons are Performed onto a clean platinum cathode

from a 0.25 ~ tartsrate solution of PH 5.8-6.o containing 1 gm

hydrazlne hydrochloride per 100 ml. The cathode can be changed

between depositions. !lTnedepositions can be sequentially per-

formed at the following voltages: CU, -0.30 V; Bl, -0.40 V;
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Procedure 13 (Continued)

Pb, 0.60 V. If only lead separation IB required a prior deposi-

tion at -0.40 volts Bhould be carried out.

RevlewerB Note: A small amount of lead and biBmuth carrier must

be present. The amount of lead carrier should be In the range

0.05-5 mg. The plating Is continued at each Btep until the

current fal18 to a low and constant value.

Procedure No. 14

Separation of lead from neutron-activated samples of

stony meteorites.

From: G. W. Reed, K. Klgoshi and A. Turkevlch,

Proceedings of the 2nd U,N. Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic

~ergy~, 486 (1958).

A.

In

in

B.

In

of

Prellmlnary treatment

One to two gram

and irradiation

samples of the”meteorite were placed

quartz vlala and Irradiated Iria reactor for two to three dayfl

a neutron flux of 5 x 10
13

neutrons cm
-2 -1

Bec .

Separation procedure

After Irradiation, the meteorite samples were placed

nickel crucibles containing 2 mg lead carrier and about 10 grams

sodium peroxide was added. The mixture was then fused. The

fused mass (after coollng) was broken up with water and removed

from the crucible. The mixture was then acidified and a clear

Bolution waflobtained. After making the so~utlon 0.5 ~ In

hydrochloric acid, 200 mg of strontium was added and lead and

strontium sulfates were precipitated with ammonium sulfate.

The

to carbonate,

lead wag decontaminatedby converting the sulfate

dissolving In hydrochloric acid, and then repeating
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Procedure 14 (Continued)

cycles of acid sulfide precipitations, sulfate precipitations

and dlthizone extractions. The lead was finally electrodepo”aited

on a Platinum disc. The chemical recovery of lead was about

50 per cent.

Radioactive measurement

The irradiated samples showed about one curie of

radiation six houre after removal from the pile. The amount

of lead activity in the separated sample was usually in the

range 10-100 disintegrations per minute. The radioactivity was

measured with thin end window atomospherlc preseure porportional

counte;s operating with pure methane at about 4000 volts. The

counting efficiency was close to 50 per cent for Pb209 but

203 which decays by K-electron capture.only 5-1OZ for Pb

Procedure No. 15

Separation of lead in carrier-free form from organic

materials.

Trom a report prepared by the Metallic. Impurltles in

Organic Matter Sub-Committee of the Analytical Methods Committee

on the Determination of Lead. Reported In Analyst

Principle of method-

After removal of interfering substances,

extracted with dithlzone at PH 9 to 9.5.

&+, 127 (1959).

lead is

For the preltiinary separation of lead, two methods are

given. In Method A, lead ig extracted with dlthizone from an

alkaline citrate and hexsmetaphosphate sol~tlon.,

Method B requires additional manipulation and should
,’

be used only when Method A will not suffice, I.e.: for samPles
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Procedure 15 (Continued)

with a high. content:o$ calclum, magnesium and phosphate.

If b18muth Interference Is Indicated, the modified pro-

cedure given under “Interference of Bismuth” should be used.

If carrier-free samples are requlred,then special care

must be taken with purity of reagents and lead-free boroslllcate

glass or silica should be used throughout.

Reagents- (If method B or the special bismuth separation is not

needed only those marked with an asterisk are needed,)

Hydrochloric Acid, concentrated

Hydrochloric Acid, 5 ~

Nitric Acid*, dilute (1:-100)

Sulfuric Acid, diluted 1:1

Perchlorlc Acid, sp. gr. 1.54

Ammonium hydroxide*,

Ammonium citrate solutlon* 25s w/v In water

Sodium hexametaphosphate solution*, 10~ w/v In water

Sodium Iodide solution, 20~ w/v In water

Sodium metabisulflte solution, 1.25$ w/v, In water. Prep=e

this solution freshly aO required, and filter before use.

Potassium cyanide solutlon* 10~ w/v in water. This solution

should be at least 2 days old, so that traces of sulflde are

oxidized.

Hydroxylamlne hydrochloride solution+, 20~ w/v In water

Chloroform*, shake 250 ml of chloroform with 25 ml Of water

containing 1 ml

NHUOH, separate

chloroform with

Dithlzone, stock

“of 10j%KI soln and about 20 drops of 5 ~

and reject the aqueous layer, wash the

water and filter.

solutlon*, O.1~ dlthizone In chloroform

Dlthlzone, working solutlon*, shake 6 ml of dlthizone stock

Separatesolution with 9 ml of water and 1 ml 5 ~ NH40H,

and reject lower layer. Prepare on day of use.
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Procedure 15 (Continued)

Dlethylammonltun dlethyldlthiocarbamate

(carbamate reagent); Dissolve 1 g of

solutlon, 1 per cent

pure crystalline

reagent In 100 ml of redistilled chloroform and store In

dark bottle. This solution should be discarded after 1 week.

NeChyl r~d Indicator aolutlon, 0.01 per cent. Warm 2.5mg

methyl red with 0.95 ml 0.05 ~ NaOH and 5 ml of 90X ethanol.

When dissolution IB complete add ~,~ ethanol to 250 ml.

Thymol blue Indicator Oolution*, 0.04$. Warm 0.1 g of thymol

blue with 4.3 ml 0.05 ~ NaOH,and 5 ml 90~ ethanol. Add 20~

ethanol to 2~0 ml. .

Procedure- ““

A. Destruction of organic matter

Destroy the organic ’matter In”a measured amounfiof sample

by a Bultable procedure, such as:

1. Dry ashing &t temperature not exceeding 500”C. ~~

2.” Oxldatlon with nitric and perchloric acids.

“3. Oxidation with nitric and ’sulfuric acids [tobe” ’avoided

if large amounts df ‘calcium are present or suspected).

B. Preliminary ”treatment of sample

1. If the organic mattietihas been destroyed by ~et decom-

Cm

position, ”allow the flask to cooi and ad~ 5 ml water.

Filter the solution and”washings into a 100 ml conical

flask. Treat anyrestdue with boillng 5thydr6chlorlc

actd and filter into same flask.

2. If the organic’matter has been”deOtroyed By dry ashlng

add 5 ml water and 10 ml 5 ~ HC1 to the ashing dish and

boll gently ’for”5minutes, “filter supernatent-liquld

and washings ‘“into100 rni conical flask.

Separation of lead. Method A (for samples low Ln Cai Mg and
,,,

phosphate).

1. Cool the soln, add 5 mlof aknonium citrate solution and
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Procedure 15 (Continued)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

lClml sodium hexametaphosphate soln.

Add a few drops of thymol blue Indicator and NH40H to

give blue-green color Indlcatlng PH 9.0-9.5.

cool, add 1 ml potassium cyanide solution, 1 ml hydrox-

ylamlne hydrochloride solution and transfer to a 100 ml

seperatory funnel containing 10 ml of chloroform. Rin~e

with a few ml water. The volume of the aqueous layer

should be about 50 ml.

Add 0.5 ml of dlthlzone working solution, shake for one

minute and allow to separate. If the lower layer Is red,

add dlthlzone working solutlon until, after Bhaklng, a

purple, green or blue color is obtained.

Run the chloroform layer Into a second seperatory funnel,

and wash through with 1 or ‘2ml of chloroform.

Add to the llqulcl In the flrat ❑eperatory funnel 3 ml

of chloroform and 0.2 ml of dlthlzone working solution.

Shake for 30 seconds and add chloroform layer to first

chloroform extract. Continue extractions until the

chloroform extract Is green. Reject the aqueouO layer.

Shake 2-10 ml portions 5 .~ hydrochloric acid to which

1 ml ammonium citrate and 2 ml sodium hexametaphosphate

solutions have been added and the PH addusted to 9-9.5

followed by addition of a few drops of potassium cyamlde

solution with the chloroform extract, rejecting the

aqueous layer as completely as posBible each time (Btep

added by reviewer) .

Add 10 ml of dilute nitric acid to the chloroform

extract. Shake vigorously for 1 minute and reject

the chloroform layer as completely as possible. Add

5 ml chloroform to the aqueous solutlon, Bhake and

again reject the chloroform layer.
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Procedure 15 (Continued)

D.

E.

9. Carrier-free lead iB now In the nltrlc acid solution

and can be mounted and counted as desired.

Separation of lead,Method B(f.orsamples containing large

amounts of Ca, ?@ and phosphates)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8,

To the solutlon obtained by”one of the methods described

under B “Prell.minary treatment of sample””add 2 drops of

methyl red Indicator and make just alkaline with NH40H.

Make the solution just acid with 5 ~ hydrochloric acid

and add a further 10 ml. Warm the solution to 50-70°,

add 2“”mlsodium iodfde solutlon and reduce any liberated

iodine with 2 ml of sodium metabisulfite solution.

Cool the solution, transfer to a seperktory funnel and

adjust the volume to 50-75 ml (in order”to make the acid

concentrations _ 1 ~) . :

Add 10 ml of carbamate reagent and

Transfer the chloroform layer to a

the aqueotis layer t’wlcewith small

shake’for 30 seconds.

100 ml flask. Wash

amounts of chloroform

without shakl”ng and add wa~hlngs to the flatik.

Repeat the extraction with 10 ml of “carbamate reagent,

“add to first extract. Reject aqueous iayer.

To the combined” extracts add 2.0 ml of diluted’ eulfuric

acid, and evaporate the chloroform. Add 0.5 ml of

perchloric acid end heat until”fumes are evolved and .

solution Is clear and colorless.

Cool,”add 10 ml of water and 5 ml of 5 ~ hydrochloric

acid. E!allfor 1 minute, cool and add 2 ml of ammonium

citrate solution.

Continue as in Method A beglnnlng at step 2.

Separation from bismuth (unnecessary unless presence of

bismuth Is known or suspected).

1. Prepare the digest from the wet decomposition or the dry
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Procedure 15 (Continued)

Sahlng as In B. Place solution Into a 50 ml graduated

seperatory funnel and adjust such that final volume Is

s 35 ml with a total acid concentration of 6 ~ of which

at least 3 N Is hydrochloric acid. For example the

concentration can be 3 ~ hydrochloric and 3 ~ Bulfurlc

acid (as from wet dlgestlon using sulfuric acid) or 6 N

hydrochloric acid (as from dry ashlng followed by

hydrochloric acid leach).

2. Extract the acid solution directly In the cold, first

with 10 ml and then with 5 ml of carbamate reagent

shaking for 30 seconds each time. Separate and discard

the lower (chloroform) layer. Finally shake the acid

with 5 ml of chloroform and discard the chloroform.

3. Transfer the acid layer to a 100 ml conical flask and

proceed as In Method A or Method B above.

Reviewers Note: ,Thls procedure was not specifically developed

for separation of radioisotopes of lead but should be directly

applicable in almost all respects. It demonstrates procedures

used with organic substances and also shows the use of dlthlzone

extraction separation which Is applicable also to inorganic

materials.
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